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I 
Résumé 
!
Cécile Annie Ewané (2012): Étude de la composante physiologique impliquée dans le 
développement des pourritures de couronne de bananes et rôle des composés phénoliques 
dans les mécanismes de variation de sensibilité. Université de Liège - Gembloux Agro-Bio 
Tech, Belgique. 112 pages, 17 tableaux, 16 figures. 
 
 La pourriture de couronne est une maladie de conservation qui affecte de façon 
importante la qualité des bananes d’exportation au Cameroun comme dans la plupart des 
zones de production. Elle est due à un large complexe parasitaire peu spécifique et 
opportuniste. L’approche originale de cette étude a été d’abord de mieux comprendre les 
conditions entourant le développement de la maladie et les facteurs de variation de la 
sensibilité des fruits, puis de caractériser le contenu phénolique des couronnes de bananes à 
sensibilité différentielle. Cette thèse a pour objectif de montrer l’influence des facteurs 
abiotiques et biotiques sur la composante physiologique du fruit à la récolte et l’implication 
des composés phénoliques dans les mécanismes mis en jeu dans les variations de sensibilité 
des fruits à cette pathologie. 
Au terme de cette étude, il apparait que les facteurs abiotiques et biotiques influencent 
la composante physiologique du fruit à la récolte, affectant ainsi le niveau de sensibilité des 
fruits et par conséquent le développement des pourritures de couronne. Au préalable, la 
fiabilité de la méthode d’estimation des surfaces nécrotiques (INS) a été améliorée. 
L’influence des facteurs abiotiques (zone de production et date de récolte) sur le niveau de 
sensibilité des fruits à la pourriture de couronne a été démontrée mais pas celle des variations 
saisonnières. Les bananes cultivées en zone d’altitude (Ekona, 500 m) sont moins sensibles 
que celles cultivées en basse altitude (Dia-Dia, Koumba, 80 m). A certaines dates de récolte 
pendant la saison de pluies, la sensibilité des fruits était élevée en basse altitude. L’influence 
des facteurs biotiques (parasites foliaires) sur le niveau de sensibilité des fruits aux pourritures 
de couronne a été démontrée dans deux zones géographiques. Au Cameroun, la maladie des 
raies noires influence significativement (P< 0.001) la sensibilité des fruits à la pourriture de 
couronnes. En Guadeloupe, la maladie de Sigatoka n’a aucune influence (P> 0.05) sur le 
developpement des pouritures de couronne. L’influence des variations de ratio source-puits 
(So-Si, facteur abiotique), sur la physiologie du fruit pourrait expliquer cette différence. 
 
II 
L’influence de la modification sévère des ratios source-puits sur la sensibilité des fruits 
à la pourriture de couronne a été démontrée. Les fruits à faible ratio source-puits étant les plus 
sensibles. Les bananes de modalités extrêmes (12feuilles/1main, 1feuille/8mains) et à 
sensibilité différentielle (S-, S+) à la pourriture de couronnes ont été utilisées pour la 
caractérisation biochimique de leur contenu phénolique par les méthodes chromatographiques  
(GC-MS, HPLC et LC-MS) à deux stades : le jour de récolte avant inoculation (dhbi) et 13 
jours après inoculation (13dpi). La dopamine a été identifiée comme étant le métabolite 
secondaire (alkaloïde phénolique) majoritaire des couronnes de bananes. La norépinéphrine et 
la normétanéphrine ont été détectées en grande quantité dans les couronnes fraichement 
récoltés et non inoculées (dhbi), particulièrement dans les couronnes sensibles (S+). Certains 
composes phénoliques ont été détectés en quantité plus importante dans les couronnes de 
bananes les moins sensibles (S-) comparées aux fruits plus sensibles (S+). Il s’agit des acides 
hydroxycinnamiques (acide férulique, acide coumarique et leurs dérivés), ainsi que d’autres 
composés non identifiés, accumulés le jour de récolte (dhbi) en quantité importante dans les 
couronnes les moins sensibles (S-) par rapport aux bananes sensibles (S+), mais cette quantité 
diminue 13dpi de manière plus importante chez les fruits sensibles (S+). Ces résultats 
suggèrent une possible implication des composés phénoliques dans la défense biochimique 
des couronnes de banane. Toutefois, le rôle précis de chacun de ces composés phénoliques 
dans le mécanisme de variations de sensibilité à la pourriture de couronnes n’est pas encore 
clarifié. Cette étude est le point de départ de la compréhension des fonctions des composés 
phénoliques dans la défense des couronnes de bananes. 
Ce travail constitue une première étude de l’influence des facteurs abiotiques et 
biotiques sur la composante physiologique des bananes à la récolte au travers de l’évaluation 
de leur incidence sur le développement des pourritures de couronnes. A notre connaissance, 
ce travail est le premier qui relie le niveau de sensibilité des fruits au contenu phénolique de 
leur couronne. 
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Summary 
 
Cécile Annie Ewané (2012): Study of the physiological component involved in the 
development of crown rot in bananas and the role of phenolics in susceptibility variation 
mechanisms. University of Liège - Gembloux Agro-Bio Tech, Belgium. 112 pages, 17 
tables, 16 figures. 
  
Crown rot is a post-harvest disease caused by a broad unspecific and opportunistic 
parasitic complex, which affects the quality of export bananas in Cameroon, as well as in 
most of the production areas around the world. The originality of this research is that it is sets 
out, not only to investigate on the conditions surrounding the development of the disease and 
the variable factors of fruit’s susceptibility, but equally to characterize the phenolic content of 
the banana crown with differential susceptibility levels. The study therefore aims at showing 
the influence of abiotic and biotic factors on the fruit’s physiological component at harvest 
and the involvement of phenolic compounds in the mechanism staked in fruit’s susceptibility 
variations to this pathology. 
At the end of this study, it appears that abiotic and biotic factors influence the fruit’s 
physiological component at harvest, affecting thus its susceptibility level and therefore 
favours the development of crown rot disease. The reliability of internal necrosis surface 
(INS) assessments method was improved. The influence of abiotic factors (production area 
and harvest date) on fruit susceptibility was demonstrated without season influence. Fruits 
grown in high altitudes (Ekona, 500 m) were less susceptible to crown rot than the ones 
grown in low altitudes (Dia-Dia, Koumba, 80 m). It was noticed that at certain harvest dates 
within the rainy season, fruit susceptibility was higher in plantations with low altitudes. 
Concerning biotic factors, Mycosphaerella leaf spot disease’s influence was shown in two 
geographical areas. In Cameroon, black leaf streak disease significantly influenced banana’s 
sensitivity to crown rot (P< 0.001). In Guadeloupe, Sigatoka disease had no effect (P> 0.05) 
on banana’s susceptibility to the development of crown rot disease. The influence of the 
source-sink ratio variations, an abiotic factor, on fruit physiology could explain these 
differences. 
The influence of severe source-sink ratio modification on fruit susceptibility to crown 
rot was shown. Fruits with low source-sink ratio were the most susceptible. Bananas of 
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extreme modalities (12leaves/1hand, 1leaf/8hands) and with differential susceptibility (S-, S+) 
to crown rot were used for the biochemical characterization of their phenolic content at two 
stages: the day of harvest before inoculation (dhbi) and 13 days post-inoculation (13dpi) by 
chromatographic methods (GC-MS, HPLC, LC-MS). Dopamine was identified as the major 
secondary metabolite (phenolic alkaloid) in banana crown. Norepinephrine and 
normetanephrine levels were high in the dhbi, especially in the S+ crowns. Hydroxycinnamic 
acids (ferulic acid, coumaric acid and their derivatives) and other unidentified compounds 
were accumulated in highly significant quantities (P <0.001) in the dhbi in the less susceptible 
crown (S-) as compared to the susceptible ones (S+), with decreased 13dpi mostly in the 
susceptible fruits (S+). These results suggest a possible role of these phenolics in banana 
crown biochemical defense. However, the main role of each phenolic detected in the 
susceptibility variations mechanism remains unclear. This study is the starting point to 
understanding the function(s) of phenolics in banana crown defense. 
This is a pioneer study on the influence of abiotic and biotic factors on the banana 
fruit’s physiological component at harvest through the assessment of their incidence on crown 
rot development. This work appears to be the first to link the level of fruit’s susceptibility at 
two stages (dhbi and13dpi) with their crown phenolic content. 
! !
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1 
Introduction 
 
Banana fruits, influenced by some pre-harvest factors, are susceptible to the 
development of post-harvest diseases mainly anthracnose and crown rot. Crown rot is the 
main quality defect that affects exported bananas in Cameroon. A broad unspecific and 
opportunistic fungal parasitic complex among which, Colletotrichum musae is the most 
pathogenic one causes this disease. Fruit contamination can occur within the field, but it 
mostly occurs during processing at the washing tanks of the packing station. Fungal infection 
will develop after few days of shipping on banana crowns harvested healthy. The quality of 
such banana fruits does not enable their sale in the market, and sometimes constitutes a blow 
on exports and loses for producers.  
The use of synthetic fungicides to control post-harvest diseases is systematic. However, 
this approach is not satisfactory and it is increasingly denounced for the amounts of chemicals 
used that could be harmful to humans as well as to environment. Consequently, several 
approaches have been investigated in recent years to find alternatives to applications control.  
The influence of environmental conditions on fruit’s physiology during growth and the 
level of contamination determine crown rot development. It is important to understand the 
relationship between plant’s physiology and susceptibility to pathogens; the effects of 
pathogens on plant growth and on fruits quality. This fruit quality includes the amount of 
phenolics (defensive compounds) accumulated in fruit tissues from flowering to harvest in 
order to face further pathogen infection. However, with the current state of knowledge, it is 
difficult to determine the occurrence of crown rot development and the biochemical 
mechanisms involved in the fluctuations of the fruit’s susceptibility to crown rot. 
The Plant Pathology Unit of ULg-GxABT has had for many years a research program, 
in collaboration with CIRAD and CARBAP, which focused on a better understanding of the 
conditions and the mechanisms that determine the post-harvest crown rot development. This 
thesis which constitute a part of this research program, aimed to study the abiotic and biotic 
pre-harvest factor’s influence (i) on banana’s susceptibility to crown rot, and (ii) on phenolics 
characterization and their potential involvement in the mechanisms of susceptibility 
variations.  
This research provides new elements of response to the characterization of the banana 
fruit’s physiological component. 
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4 
I. Crown rot 
!
Crown rot is a post-harvest disease that occurs on tissues joining the bananas finger 
peduncles. It is the main quality defect that affects exported bananas in Cameroon. In 1998, 
looses of about 50% have been reported in Port-Vendres (France) on bananas originating from 
Cameroon (Kameni & Slatter, 1998). A broad unspecific and opportunistic fungal parasitic 
complex causes this disease. The composition of this parasitic complex differs from one 
region to another. In Cameroon, the microorganisms commonly isolated from banana washing 
tanks are Fusarium spp. mainly Fusarium monoliforme, Colletotrichum musae, Verticillium 
spp., Cephalosporium spp., Botrydiploidia spp., Gliocladium spp., Cladosporium spp., 
Trichoderma spp., Penicillium spp. (Ewané et al., Unpublished results).  
In banana agricultural practices, chemical control is the most commonly used method 
against crown rot disease development. The fungicides used are mainly thiabendazol, imazalil 
and bitertanol. However, the outcome of these chemical applications is unsatisfactory as 
expected. Shortcomings include the appearance of strains resistant to the active ingredient. 
The simultaneous use of fungicides having the same mode of action can lead to the 
development of crossed resistance. It is the case in some Colletotrichum musae strains where 
such resistances have been observed after using benomyl for the black leaf streak disease 
treatment and thiabendazol for the post-harvest treatment, both having an antimitotic mode of 
action (Griffee & Burden, 1976; Johanson & Blasquez, 1992; de Lapeyre de Bellaire & 
Dubois, 1997).  
These chemical applications also lead to the presence of fungicides residues (fenarimol, 
benomyl) in banana peel and pulp (www.fao.org, www.inchem.org), but in an amount below 
the international maximum residues levels (Ciscato et al., 2012).!
!
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II. Secondary metabolites in plant defense 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Plants produce a wide range of chemical compounds that are involved in their defense 
against diseases. Chemical compounds present in plants are grouped into two classes 
according to the role they play and their omnipresence in plants: these are primary metabolites 
and secondary metabolites.  
Primary metabolites are molecules, which exist in all plant cells and are necessary for 
plant’s survival. Sugars, amino acids, fatty acids, nucleotides and chlorophylls are classified 
amongst the primary metabolites.  
Secondary metabolites have a limited distribution in the plant itself and among the 
various plant species. These metabolites are important for the propagation and survival of 
plants, which produce them (Raven et al., 2003). They are substances whose functions are not 
essential to plant (Judd et al., 2001), but they do have several important functions in plant’s 
life and have a great chemical diversity. This includes their structural role in various 
supporting and protection tissues; their implication in defense strategies and the particular 
property of signaling in interactions between plant and its environment.  
The three major chemical families representative of secondary metabolites are 
terpenoids, alkaloids and phenolic compounds (Raven et al., 2003). The limit between primary 
and secondary metabolites is very thin. Plants hormones such as gibberellins, cytokinins, 
abscisic acid and brassinosteroids are synthesized by terpenoids pathway but are not secondary 
metabolites because they are essential to development (they are primary metabolites).  
The present study will focus on one group of alkaloids called catecholamines, on 
phenolic compounds and one particular group of secondary metabolites, which sometimes 
links the two chemical families called phenolamides.  
!
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2. Catecholamines 
 
Catecholamines are a group of biogenic amines with a substituted phenyl 3,4-dihydroxy 
group and include dopamine, norepinephrine, epinephrine, and their derivatives, and they exist 
in plants. They are considered as a class of phenolic alkaloids or alkaloids.  
Besides the phenolic compounds biosynthesis, phenylalanine oxidation (Figure 1) also 
leads to the formation of tyrosine, the precursor of catecholamines (dopamine and derivatives). 
Catecholamines are then formed from tyrosine via tyramine or dihydroxyphenylalanine 
(DOPA). Norepinephrine is the hydroxylated product of dopamine, itself formed by 
hydroxylation of tyramine. Catecholamines are metabolized in three ways: by methylation, 
oxidation and conjugation with other phenolic compounds (Szopa et al., 2001; Świedrych et 
al., 2004; Kulma & Szopa, 2007).  
Catecholamines are also involved in plant’s responses to biotic and abiotic stress. These 
compounds protect plants against pathogens and are involved in nitrogen detoxification 
(Kulma & Szopa, 2007). A slight increase in catecholamine has been observed in potato leaves 
after mechanical wounding (Szopa et al., 2001). This shows the catecholamines as 
biochemical stress markers in plants (Świedrych et al., 2004). In banana tissues, 
catecholamines mainly dopamine have been identified and suggested to probably play an 
important role in banana defense mechanism (Mulvena et al., 1969; Muirhead & Deverall, 
1984; Valette et al., 1998;!Kanazawa & Sakakibara, 2000; Wuyts et al., 2007; Lassois et al., 
2011).   
 
 
 
!
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Figure 1: Plant catecholamine synthesis pathway (Kulma & Szopa, 2007). 
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3. Phenolic compounds 
 
Phenolic compounds are the most studied secondary metabolites because of their close 
involvement in interactions between plants and their environment. Phenolic compounds, their 
glycosides, and their esters are widespread and abundant in plants where they intervene in both 
plant’s physiology and defense. They constitute one of the means by which the plant adapts its 
physiology and its metabolism to defend itself against various biotic or environmental 
aggressions (Macheix et al., 2005). The involvement of phenolic compounds in plant 
resistance mechanisms varies according to the species, but generally their role is related to 
their antibiotic, antinutritional, or unpalatable properties. They can intervene in cell wall 
reinforcement and antimicrobial activity, in scavenging reactive oxygen species, or in 
modulating stress-related phytohormones taking part in signaling (Lattanzio et al., 2006). 
However, the function of many phenolic products remains unknown.  
 
4. Phenolamides 
 
Phenolamines are frequently referred to as hydroxycinnamic acid amides (HCAA) or 
phenylamides. They constitute a diverse and quantitatively major group of secondary 
metabolites resulting from the conjugation of a phenolic moiety with a polyamine or a 
deaminated aromatic amino acid. In a wide range of plants, hydroxycinnamic acids such as p-
coumaric or ferulic acid can occur conjugated to the β-phenylethylamine-alkaloid tyramine, 
methoxytyramine, tyramine, dopamine or octopamine, forming the corresponding N-
hydroxycinnamic acid amides (Facchini et al., 2002; Kulma & Szopa, 2007; Bassard et al., 
2010). Synthesis of these amides is activated by fungal elicitors, attempted infection by fungi, 
viruses, bacteria, and in some cases by wounding (Kulma & Szopa, 2007). They seem to have 
specific functions in plant development and defense as metabolic intermediates and final 
products (Bassard et al., 2010).  
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III. Involvement of phenolic compounds in the susceptibility of 
bananas to crown rot. A review 
 
The level of susceptibility of banana fruit to crown rot disease is fluctuating. However, 
mechanisms behind these fluctuations are not well understood. Since phenolic compounds are 
involved in defense mechanism of banana plant against fungi and nematodes, they can also be 
involved in these variations of fruit susceptibility. In this paper, we present crown rot disease 
as well as the different factors that can influence the disease incidence and the level of fruit 
susceptibility. We then reviewed the phenolic compounds, their biosynthesis and the factors 
(biotic and abiotic) influencing their biosynthesis, with a particular focus on phenolic 
compounds involvement in plant defense mechanism, notably in banana tree defense.  
 
This paper was recently published in Biotechnology, Agronomy, Society and 
Environment (BASE), 2012 16(3), 393-404. 
Cécile Annie Ewané, Luc de Lapeyre de Bellaire, Philippe Lepoivre, Ludivine Lassois. 
Involvement of phenolic compounds in the susceptibility of bananas to crown rot. A review. 
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RI VHYHUDO VWUXFWXUDO DQG ELRFKHPLFDO PHFKDQLVPV
LQFOXGLQJ DFFXPXODWHG SKHQROLF FRPSRXQGV DQG
OLJQLQOLNHSRO\PHUV+RZHYHUZLWK WKHFXUUHQW VWDWH
RI NQRZOHGJH LW LV H[WUHPHO\ GLIÀFXOW WR GHWHUPLQH
WKH PHFKDQLVP UHVSRQVLEOH IRU WKH YDULDELOLW\ LQ WKH
VXVFHSWLELOLW\RIWKHIUXLWWRFURZQURW
8SWRGDWH LQIRUPDWLRQ ZLOO EH SUHVHQWHG EHORZ
ERWK RQ SUHKDUYHVW IDFWRUV WKDW LQÁXHQFH WKH
VXVFHSWLELOLW\ RI EDQDQDV WR FURZQ URW HVSHFLDOO\
ELRWLFDQGDELRWLF IDFWRUVDQGRQ WKH LQYROYHPHQWRI
SKHQROLF FRPSRXQGV LQSODQWGHIHQVHPHFKDQLVPV LQ
UHODWLRQ WR HQYLURQPHQWDO FRQGLWLRQV WKDW VXSSRUW WKH
SODQW·VJURZWK
%$1$1$&52:1527
([SRUWHGEDQDQDVDUHVXEMHFWHGWRYDULRXVSK\WRVDQLWDU\
FRQVWUDLQWV WKURXJKRXW WKH SURGXFWLRQ FKDLQ DQG
WKHVH DOWHU IUXLW PDUNHWDELOLW\ &URZQ URW GLVHDVH LQ
SDUWLFXODU FDXVHVPDMRUGDPDJHDQGHFRQRPLF ORVVHV
LQ PRVW EDQDQDSURGXFLQJ FRXQWULHV .UDXVV HW DO
/RVVHVRIPRUH WKDQKDYHEHHQ UHSRUWHG
IRUQRQFKHPLFDOO\WUHDWHGEDQDQDVH[SRUWHGIURPWKH
3KLOLSSLQHV$OYLQGLDHWDO
&URZQURWGLVHDVH
&URZQ URW LV D GLVHDVH RI WKH WLVVXH XQLWLQJ WKH
SHGXQFOHV,WRFFXUVZKHQEDQDQDKDQGVDUHGHWDFKHG
IURPWKHLUFHQWUDOD[LVFDOOHGWKHVWDON%DQDQDKDQGV
DUHFXWLQFOXVWHUVRIIUXLWVFDXVLQJWKHH[SRVXUHRI
ZRXQGHGFURZQWLVVXHVWRIXQJDOLQIHFWLRQ0XLUKHDG
HW DO)XQJDOFRORQL]DWLRQRI WKHFURZQVWDUWV
DIWHUZDUGVDQGWKHGHJHQHUDWLRQRIWKHIUXLWVGRHVQRW
UHTXLUHKLJKO\VSHFLDOL]HGSDUDVLWHV,QGHHGFURZQURW
LVDFRPSOH[LQIHFWLRQZKLFKUHVXOWVIURPWKHDFWLYLW\
RI VHYHUDO PLFURRUJDQLVPV RI ZKLFK&ROOHWRWULFKXP
PXVDH LV WKHPRVW SDWKRJHQLF VSHFLHV )LQOD\ HW DO
 .UDXVV HW DO  0XLUKHDG HW DO 
/DVVRLVHW DOD7KH LQIHFWLRQ LVKRZHYHUQRW
YLVLEOH ZKHQ WKH EDQDQDV DUH SODFHG LQ FRPPHUFLDO
ER[HVDQGWKHÀUVWV\PSWRPVGRQRWDSSHDUXQWLODIWHU
D IHZGD\V RI VKLSSLQJ7KH GLVHDVH HYROYHV TXLFNO\
GXULQJULSHQLQJ7KHURWLVLQLWLDOO\VXSHUÀFLDODQGODWHU
SURJUHVVHVLQWRWKHWLVVXHV,QVRPHFDVHVLWFDQLQYDGH
WKHSHGXQFOHVDQGODWHUWKHIUXLWV)LJXUH7KHPDLQ
HIIHFWVRQIUXLWTXDOLW\DUHVHHQLQURWWHQLQJDQGLQWKH
LQGXFWLRQ RI HDUO\ ULSHQLQJ GXULQJ VKLSSLQJ EHFDXVH
RI WKH HWK\OHQH WKDW LV UHOHDVHG HLWKHU E\ VWUHVVHG
WLVVXHV DQG QHFURVHG IUXLWV RU E\ IXQJDO P\FHOLXP
:KHQFURZQURWLVIUHTXHQWO\REVHUYHGLQEDQDQDVRID
VSHFLÀFRULJLQSURGXFWLRQRIEDQDQDVIURPWKLVRULJLQ
PD\EHH[FOXGHGIURPWKHPDUNHW
&URZQ URW GLVHDVH LV FXUUHQWO\ FRQWUROOHG E\ WKH
V\VWHPDWLF XVH RI SRVWKDUYHVW IXQJLFLGDO WUHDWPHQWV
7KLVDSSURDFKKRZHYHUKDVVHYHUDOGUDZEDFNV
² WKHHIIHFWLYHQHVVRIIXQJLFLGHVGHSHQGVRQWKHWLPH
 RI\HDUWKDWWKH\DUHDSSOLHGDQGRQWKHSURGXFWLRQ
 DUHD
² WKH IUHTXHQW DSSHDUDQFH RI IXQJLFLGHUHVLVWDQW
 VWUDLQVSUHYHQWVFRPSOHWHGLVHDVHFRQWURO
² WKH IXQJLFLGDO VOXUULHV UHMHFWHG DURXQG SDFNLQJ
 VWDWLRQV DIWHU SRVWKDUYHVW WUHDWPHQW RI EDQDQD
 FURZQVPD\FDXVHHQYLURQPHQWDOSROOXWLRQ
,QDGGLWLRQWKHVHSRVWKDUYHVWFKHPLFDOVDQLWDWLRQ
WUHDWPHQWV PD\ KDYH ZLGHUUHDFKLQJ HIIHFWV ZLWK
FKHPLFDO H[SRVXUH DIIHFWLQJ ZRUNHUV DW WKH SDFNLQJ
VWDWLRQVDQGHYHQFRQVXPHUV(YLGHQFHRIWKHSRVVLEOH
HIIHFW RQ FRQVXPHUV FDQ EH VHHQ LQ WKH IXQJLFLGDO
3KHQROLFFRPSRXQGVDQGEDQDQDFURZQURWVXVFHSWLELOLW\ 
UHVLGXHV UHJXODUO\ GHWHFWHG RQ EDQDQD SHHO DQG DOVR
LQ WKH SXOS 7KHVH GUDZEDFNV KDYH OHG WR UHVHDUFK
IRFXVLQJRQDOWHUQDWLYHFRQWUROPHWKRGV
6XVFHSWLELOLW\RIEDQDQDVWRFURZQURW
9DULDWLRQV LQ GLVHDVH LQFLGHQFH *HRJUDSKLFDO DQG
VHDVRQDOYDULDWLRQVKDYHEHHQREVHUYHGLQWKHLQFLGHQFH
RIFURZQURWGLVHDVH/XNH]LFHWDO6KLOOLQJIRUG
.UDXVVHWDO/DVVRLVHWDO,QDVWXG\
FRQGXFWHGLQ+RQGXUDV/XNH]LFHWDOVKRZHG
WKDWWKHLQFLGHQFHRIWKHGLVHDVHYDULHGLQWKHFRXUVHRI
WKH\HDUEHLQJKLJKHULQVXPPHUDQGORZHUGXULQJWKH
FROGHUSHULRG7KH\DOVRIRXQG WKHVHYDULDWLRQV WREH
XQUHODWHGWRYDULDWLRQVLQWKHSDUDVLWLFFRPSOH[LVRODWHG
IURPEDQDQDFURZQV6LPLODUO\LQ-DPDLFDKLJKOHYHOV
RI GLVHDVH LQFLGHQFH ZHUH IRXQG WR FRUUHODWH ZLWK
SHULRGVRIKLJKWHPSHUDWXUH6KLOOLQJIRUG,WKDV
EHHQK\SRWKHVL]HGWKDWVXFKVSDWLRWHPSRUDOÁXFWXDWLRQV
LQ GLVHDVH LQFLGHQFH FRXOG UHÁHFW WKH YDULDWLRQV LQ
WKHTXDOLW\SRWHQWLDORI WKHIUXLWDFTXLUHGLQ WKHÀHOG
/DVVRLV HW DO D 7KLV TXDOLW\ SRWHQWLDO ZRXOG
LQFOXGH WZR FRPSRQHQWV ZKLFK ZRXOG WKHPVHOYHV
GHSHQGRQWKHDJURWHFKQLFDODQGSHGRFOLPDWLFIDFWRUV
SUHYDLOLQJ GXULQJ WKH JURZWK SKDVH RI WKH EDQDQD
SODQW 7KH ÀUVW RI WKHVH FRPSRQHQWV LV SDUDVLWLF DQG
WKHVHFRQG LVSK\VLRORJLFDO7KHSDUDVLWLFFRPSRQHQW
UHÁHFWVWKHOHYHORIFURZQFRQWDPLQDWLRQE\WKHIXQJDO
FRPSOH[ DQG WKH SDWKRJHQLFLW\ RI WKLV FRPSOH[7KH
SK\VLRORJLFDO FRPSRQHQW IRU LWV SDUW UHÁHFWV WKH
IUXLW·VUHVSRQVHWRSDWKRJHQLFDWWDFNZKLFKLVUHODWHG
WR WKH SK\VLRORJLFDO VWDWH RI WKH IUXLW DW KDUYHVW DQG
WKLVVWDWHPRGXODWHVWKHIUXLW·VVXVFHSWLELOLW\WRFURZQ
URW
9DULDWLRQV LQ WKH OHYHO RI IUXLW VXVFHSWLELOLW\
5HFHQWO\ LW KDV EHHQ VKRZQ WKDW VHYHUDO SUHKDUYHVW
IDFWRUVLQÁXHQFHWKHVXVFHSWLELOLW\RIEDQDQDVWRFURZQ
URW 7KHVH IDFWRUV DUH JHRJUDSKLFDO DQG VHDVRQDO
YDULDWLRQV EXQFK DJH VRXUFHVLQN UDWLR DQG ELRWLF
VWUHVVIDFWRUV
*HRJUDSKLFDO YDULDWLRQ $ PXOWLORFDO VWXG\ FDUULHG
RXWLQ&DPHURRQRYHUD\HDUVKRZHGOHVVHUFURZQURW
GHYHORSPHQWDWKLJKHUDOWLWXGHP WKDQDW ORZHU
DOWLWXGHP(ZDQpSHUVRQDOFRPPXQLFDWLRQ
6HDVRQDOYDULDWLRQ,QWKHLUVWXG\/DVVRLVHWDO
VKRZHG WKDW WKH OHYHORI IUXLW VXVFHSWLELOLW\ WR FURZQ
URWGLVHDVHZDVYDULDEOHRYHUDZHHNSHULRGLQWKH
VDPHEDQDQDSORWLQ*XDGHORXSH7KHPXOWLORFDOVWXG\
FDUULHGRXWLQ&DPHURRQVXJJHVWHGWKDWIUXLWVKDUYHVWHG
GXULQJWKHUDLQ\VHDVRQPLJKWEHPRUHVXVFHSWLEOHWR
FURZQURW WKDQWKRVHKDUYHVWHGGXULQJWKHGU\VHDVRQ
(ZDQpSHUVRQDOFRPPXQLFDWLRQ
%XQFKDJHDQGVRXUFHVLQN6R6LUDWLR$ZLWKLQ
EXQFKJUDGLHQWRIIUXLWLVVXVFHSWLEOHWRFURZQURW7KH
ÀUVWKDQGV WR LQLWLDWHDUHPRUHVXVFHSWLEOH WKDQ WKRVH
WKDW LQLWLDWH ODVW /DVVRLV HW DO D2Q WKHRWKHU
KDQG WKH 6R6L UDWLR RI WKH EDQDQD WUHH GXULQJ LWV
JURZWKSKDVHDOVRKDVDVLJQLÀFDQW LQÁXHQFHRQIUXLW
VXVFHSWLELOLW\ KDQGVEHLQJ UHJDUGHGDV WKH VLQNVDQG
OHDYHVDVWKHVRXUFHV:KHQWKHWRWDOVLQNLVGHFUHDVHG
E\ WKH UHPRYDO RI EDQDQD KDQGV IURP WKH EXQFK
WKH IUXLW·V VXVFHSWLELOLW\ WR FURZQ URW DOVR GHFUHDVHV
0RUHRYHU D OLQHDU UHODWLRQVKLS EHWZHHQ IUXLW DJH
DQG IUXLW VXVFHSWLELOLW\ WR FURZQ URW KDV DOVR EHHQ
GHPRQVWUDWHGLQ*XDGHORXSHWKHROGHVWIUXLWVEHLQJWKH
PRVWVXVFHSWLEOH)RUUHW
%LRWLFVWUHVVIDFWRUV7KHLQFLGHQFHRI0\FRVSKDHUHOOD
OHDI VSRW GLVHDVH DOVR KDV DQ LQÁXHQFH RQ FURZQ
URW GLVHDVH ZKLFK LV JHQHUDWHG E\ KRVWSDWKRJHQ
LQWHUDFWLRQ(ZDQpSHUVRQDOFRPPXQLFDWLRQ
$PRQJ WKH JUHDW GLYHUVLW\ RI UHDFWLRQV DQG
SURGXFWVLQYROYHGLQSODQWGHIHQVHUHVSRQVHVSKHQROLF
FRPSRXQGVKDYHEHHQUHSHDWHGO\SURSRVHGDVSRWHQWLDO
SDUWLFLSDQWV LQ EDQDQD WUHH GHIHQVH PHFKDQLVPV
%HYHUUDJL HW DO  (O +DGUDPL  9DOHWWH
HWDO&ROOLQJERUQHWDO.DQD]DZDHWDO
6RPH\DHWDOGH$VFHQVDRHWDO
:X\WVHWDO.DYLQRHWDO$UHFHQWUHSRUW
)LJXUH%DQDQDFURZQURW³/DSRXUULWXUHGHFRXURQQHGHVEDQDQHV
DQHFURVHGIUXLWFOXVWHUV³ERXTXHWVGHIUXLWVQpFURVpVELQWHUQDOQHFURVLV³QpFURVHLQWHUQHFQHFURVLVVSUHDGWRSHGXQFOHV
DQGÀQJHUV³SURJUHVVLRQGHODQpFURVHVXUOHVSpGRQFXOHVHWOHVGRLJWV
H E F
 %LRWHFKQRO$JURQ6RF(QYLURQ (ZDQp&$/HSRLYUH3KHWDO
VXJJHVWHG WKDW WKHVHFRPSRXQGVPLJKW FRQWULEXWH WR
GHWHUPLQLQJWKHVWUHQJWKRIWKHUHVSRQVHRIEDQDQDVWR
FURZQURW/DVVRLVHWDO
3+(12/,&&203281'6
3KHQROLFFRPSRXQGVDUHWKHPRVWVWXGLHGVHFRQGDU\
PHWDEROLWHVEHFDXVHRIWKHLUFRQVLGHUDEOHLQYROYHPHQW
LQSODQWHQYLURQPHQWLQWHUDFWLRQV7KH\DUHPROHFXOHV
EHORQJLQJWRYHU\GLYHUVHFKHPLFDOIDPLOLHVKDYLQJLQ
FRPPRQDQDURPDWLFULQJEHDULQJDWOHDVWRQHSKHQRO
K\GUR[\O VXEVWLWXHQW 6RPH SKHQROLF FRPSRXQGV
KDYHVHYHUDOK\GUR[\OJURXSVXEVWLWXHQWVZKLFKFDQ
XQGHUJR HVWHULÀFDWLRQPHWK\ODWLRQ HWKHULÀFDWLRQ RU
JO\FRV\ODWLRQUHDFWLRQV5DYHQHWDO0DFKHL[
HW DO  /DWWDQ]LR HW DO  7KH PROHFXODU
ZHLJKW RI SKHQROLF FRPSRXQGV LV YDULDEOH EHLQJ
ORZHU LQ VLPSOH FRPSRXQGV KLJKHU LQ WKRVH ZLWK
FRPSOH[ VWUXFWXUHV DQG KLJKHU VWLOO LQ SRO\PHUL]HG
WDQQLQV
&ODVVHVRISKHQROLFFRPSRXQGV
3KHQROLFFRPSRXQGVDUHFODVVLÀHGDFFRUGLQJWR
² WKH QDWXUH DQG FRPSOH[LW\ RI WKH FDUERQDFHRXV
 VNHOHWRQ
² WKH GHJUHH RI VNHOHWDO PRGLÀFDWLRQ GHJUHH RI
 R[LGDWLRQK\GUR[\ODWLRQPHWK\ODWLRQHWF
² WKHOLQNEHWZHHQWKHEDVHXQLWDQGRWKHUPROHFXOHV
 VXFKDVFDUERK\GUDWHV OLSLGVSURWHLQVRUWKHOLQN
 WRRWKHUVHFRQGDU\PHWDEROLWHVSRVVLEO\SRO\SKHQROV
 0DFKHL[HWDO
7KH SKHQROLF FRPSRXQGV RI SODQWV LQFOXGH WKH
VLPSOHVWIRUPVK\GUR[\EHQ]RLFDQGK\GUR[\FLQQDPLF
DFLGVFRQGHQVHGIRUPVWDQQLQVDQGIRUPVUHODWHG
WR QRQSKHQROLF PDFURPROHFXOHV FHUWDLQ JOXFLGLF
FRPSRQHQWV RI WKH SHFWRFHOOXORVLF ZDOO FXWLQ DQG
VXEHULQ 2QO\ WZR JURXSV RI SKHQROLF FRPSRXQGV
DUH PDLQO\ UHODWHG WR WKH SODQW ZDOOV ÀUVWO\ ORZ
PROHFXODUZHLJKW K\GUR[\FLQQDPLF DFLGV UHODWHG WR
YDULRXV FHOOZDOO FRPSRXQGV DQG VHFRQGO\ OLJQLQV
ZKLFK DUH SRO\PHUV RI PRQROLJQRO XQLWV ERXQG E\
R[LGDWLYHFRXSOLQJ)LJXUH
6LPSOHSKHQROV&7KHVHDUHFRPSRXQGVZLWKRQH
PRQRSKHQROOLNHFDWHFKLQRUVHYHUDOSKHQROLFJURXSV
GL WUL DQG ROLJRSKHQROV SKHQRO EHQ]RTXLQRQH
S\URJDOOROS\URFDWKHFROHWF/DWWDQ]LRHWDO
3KHQROLFDFLGV&&RU&&7KHVHDUHEHQ]RLFRU
K\GUR[\EHQ]RLFDFLGV JDOOLFDFLGHOODJLFDFLGDQG
FLQQDPLF RU K\GUR[\FLQQDPLF DFLGV VXFK DV FDIIHLF
FRXPDULF IHUXOLF DQG FKORURJHQLF DFLG 0DQDFK
HWDO  0DFKHL[ HW DO  /DWWDQ]LR HW DO
$JURXSRIVPDOOSKHQROLFPROHFXOHVLVGHULYHG
IURP WKH VXEFODVV RI K\GUR[\FLQQDPLF DFLGV DQG LV
FDOOHGSKHQ\OSURSHQHV
)ODYRQRLGV &&& 7KHVH DUH SUHVHQW LQ SODQW
YDFXROHV ZKHUH WKH\ DUH VRPHWLPHV ZDWHUVROXEOH
RU VRPHWLPHV DFW DV SLJPHQWV 5DYHQ HW DO 
)ODYRQRLGVDUHWKHPRVWDEXQGDQWSKHQROLFFRPSRXQGV
LQQDWXUHDQGDUHFODVVLÀHGDFFRUGLQJWRWKHGHJUHHRI
R[LGDWLRQ DQG XQVDWXUDWLRQ RI WKHLU KHWHURF\FOLF ULQJ
6FDOEHUWHWDO7ZRFODVVHVRIÁDYRQRLGVFDQ
EHGLVWLQJXLVKHGR[RÁDYRQRLGVDQGDQWKRF\DQLGLQV
0DQDFKHWDO
/LJQLQV &&Q 7KHVH DUH H[WUHPHO\ FRPSOH[
SKHQROLF SRO\PHUV2I WKH ELRSRO\PHUV OLJQLQV UDQN
VHFRQG LQ DEXQGDQFH DIWHU FHOOXORVH 7KH V\QWKHVLV
RI WKHVHFRPSRXQGVUHVXOWV IURPD WKUHHGLPHQVLRQDO
SRO\PHUL]DWLRQ RI WKUHH EDVLF SKHQROLF PROHFXOHV
FDOOHG PRQROLJQROV FRXPDU\OLF FRQLIHU\OLF DQG
VLQDS\OLF DOFRKRO FRUUHVSRQGLQJ UHVSHFWLYHO\ WR
SFRXPDULF IHUXOLF DQG VLQDSLF DFLG 0DFKHL[ HW DO
 7KH FRPSOH[LW\ RI OLJQLQV UHVXOWV IURP WKH
SRWHQWLDODVVRFLDWLRQRIWKHVHXQLWVYLDYDULRXVFKHPLFDO
ERQGVLQDPDQQHUWKDWLVQHLWKHURUGHUHGQRUUHSHWLWLYH
VRDVWRJHQHUDWHDQDPRUSKRXVK\GURSKRELFSRO\PHU
7DQQLQV &&&Q 7KHVH DUH IRXQG LQ VHYHUDO
IRUPVZLWKGLIIHUHQW W\SHVRIFKHPLFDO UHDFWLYLW\DQG
FRPSRVLWLRQZDWHUVROXEOHWDQQLQVFRQGHQVHGWDQQLQV
FDWHFKLF WDQQLQV DQG SURDQWKRF\DQLGLQV 0DFKHL[
HWDO3URDQWKRF\DQLGLQVKDYHDKLJKPROHFXODU
ZHLJKWDQGDUHDJURXSRIFRQGHQVHGFKDLQGLPHUVRU
ROLJRPHUVÁDYDQROVRIWHQUHODWHGWRFHOOZDOOV
7KH YDULDELOLW\ RI SKHQROLF FRPSRXQG FODVVHV
LQ SODQWV LV IDUPRUH FRPSOH[ WKDQ SUHVHQWHG DERYH
7KLVLVRQO\LQWHQGHGWRIDPLOLDUL]HWKHUHDGHUZLWKWKH
FODVVHVRIFRPSRXQGVUHOHYDQWWRWKHUHVHDUFKWRSLF
%LRV\QWKHVLVRISKHQROLFFRPSRXQGV
7KH ELRV\QWKHVLV SDWKZD\ RI SKHQROLF FRPSRXQGV LV
ZHOO FKDUDFWHUL]HG )LJXUH 3KHQROLF FRPSRXQGV
DUH IRUPHG YLD WKH ZHOONQRZQ VKLNLPDWH SDWKZD\
IURPVLPSOHVXJDUVUHVXOWLQJIURPSULPDU\PHWDEROLVP
6\QWKHVLVRISKHQ\ODODQLQHEHJLQVZLWKFDUERK\GUDWHV
WUDQVIRUPLQJ LQWR HU\WKURVHSKRVSKDWH SHQWRVH
SKRVSKDWH SDWKZD\ DQG SKRVSKRHQROS\UXYDWH
JO\FRO\VLV ZKLFK HQWHU LQWR WKH VKLNLPLF DFLG
PHWDEROLF SDWKZD\ 3KHQ\ODODQLQH GHDPLQDWLRQ E\
SKHQ\ODODQLQHDPPRQLDO\DVH3$/LVWKHÀUVWFUXFLDO
VWDJH LQ WKH ELRV\QWKHVLV RI WKH ODUJH PDMRULW\ RI
SKHQROLFFRPSRXQGV0DFKHL[HWDO,QDGGLWLRQ
WR LWV LQYROYHPHQW LQ WKH SURGXFWLRQ RI SKHQROLF
FRPSRXQGVSKHQ\ODODQLQHR[LGDWLRQDOVROHDGVWRWKH
IRUPDWLRQRIW\URVLQHWKHSUHFXUVRURIFDWHFKRODPLQHV
3KHQROLFFRPSRXQGVDQGEDQDQDFURZQURWVXVFHSWLELOLW\ 
GRSDPLQHDQGGHULYDWLYHV.XOPDHWDOZKLFK
DUHDEXQGDQWFRPSRXQGV LQ WKHEDQDQD WUHHDQGIUXLW
0XLUKHDGHWDO.DQD]DZDHWDO:X\WV
HWDO
,Q SODQWV WKH SKHQROLF FRPSRVLWLRQ YDULHV
FRQVLGHUDEO\ ERWK TXDOLWDWLYHO\ DQG TXDQWLWDWLYHO\
EHWZHHQVSHFLHVDQGEHWZHHQLQGLYLGXDOVRIWKHVDPH
VSHFLHV 6RPH SKHQROLF FRPSRXQGV DUH XELTXLWRXV
LQ SODQWV HJ K\GUR[\FLQQDPLF DFLGV VRPH DUH
FRPPRQ HJ DQWKRF\DQLQV DQG RWKHUV DUH VSHFLÀF
WR FHUWDLQ IDPLOLHV RU VSHFLHV HJ LVRÁDYRQRLGV DQG
VWLOEHQHV%HVLGHVSODQWYDULHW\DZLGHUDQJHRIELRWLF
DQGDELRWLFVWUHVVHVSK\VLFDOFKHPLFDODQGELRORJLFDO
IDFWRUV ERWK H[WHUQDO DQG HQGRJHQRXV FDQ LQÁXHQFH
WKHOHYHORISODQWSKHQROLFFRQWHQWERWKEHIRUHDQGDIWHU
KDUYHVW&KDQJHVLQWKHOHYHORISODQWSKHQROLFFRQWHQW
DUH HIIHFWHG WKURXJK PRGXODWLRQ RI WKH SKHQROLFV
PHWDEROLVP OLJKW YLVLEOH DQG 89 WHPSHUDWXUH
RVPRWLF SRWHQWLDO SODQW QXWULWLRQ JURZWK UHJXODWRUV
ELRWLF HOLFLWRUV WKH IUXLW PDWXUDWLRQ VWDWH DW KDUYHVW
WKH SKRWRSHULRG PRLVWXUH SURFHVVLQJ DQG VWRUDJH
0DQDFKHWDO.DOW0DFKHL[HWDO
/DWWDQ]LR HW DO .VRXUL HW DO ;XHW DO
+HHWDO7UHXWWHU7KLVOHDGVWRDQ
DOWHUDWLRQRIDYHU\EURDGSDOHWWHRIIXQFWLRQVLQFOXGLQJ
WKHUHOHDVHRUV\QWKHVLVRIVWUHVVPHWDEROLWHVLQYROYLQJ
SRO\SKHQROV)RUH[DPSOHHQYLURQPHQWDOVWUHVVHVFDQ
DIIHFW SKRWRV\QWKHVLV DQG WKH DVVLPLODWLRQ RI FDUERQ
UHTXLUHGIRUJURZWKGHYHORSPHQWDQGGHIHQVHOHDGLQJ
WRDQLQÁXHQFHRQWKHÀQDOSKHQROLFVFRQFHQWUDWLRQLQ
SODQW WLVVXHV ,Q WKH IROORZLQJ VHFWLRQV WKH LQÁXHQFH
RIELRWLFDQGDELRWLFIDFWRUVRQSKHQROLFVV\QWKHVLVLV
IXOO\GLVFXVVHG
,QÁXHQFHRIELRWLFIDFWRUV3ODQWVIDFHGDLO\SDUDVLWLF
DWWDFNVE\SDWKRJHQLFPLFURRUJDQLVPVKHUELYRUHVDQG
LQVHFWV 3DUDVLWHV KDYH GHYHORSHG GLIIHUHQW VWUDWHJLHV
IRU FRORQL]LQJ SODQWV VLQFH WKH\ QHHG UHJXODWLRQ
PHFKDQLVPV WR HIIHFWLYHO\ DGDSW WR FKDQJHV LQ WKHLU
HQYLURQPHQW 'HYHORSPHQW RI D SDWKRJHQ ZLWKLQ
)LJXUH 6LPSOLÀHG SDWKZD\ RI SKHQROLF FRPSRXQG V\QWKHVLV DGDSWHG IURP5RODQG'RXFH ³9RLH GH V\QWKqVH
VLPSOLÀpHGHVFRPSRVpVSKpQROLTXHVG·DSUqV5RODQG'RXFH
 %LRWHFKQRO$JURQ6RF(QYLURQ (ZDQp&$/HSRLYUH3KHWDO
D KRVW SODQW RFFXUV RQO\ XQGHU FHUWDLQ FRQGLWLRQV
7KHVH FRQGLWLRQV UHODWH WR WKH HQYLURQPHQWDO IDFWRUV
LQÁXHQFLQJ WKH KRVW SODQW·V SK\VLRORJLFDO VWDWH WKH
SDUDVLWH·VFDSDFLW\WRDWWDFNDQGFRORQL]HLWVKRVWDQG
WKH KRVW·V FDSDFLW\ WR HVWDEOLVK PHFKDQLVPV FDSDEOH
RIVWRSSLQJFRORQL]DWLRQE\ WKHSDUDVLWH3ODQWVKDYH
KRZHYHU GHYHORSHG SUHIRUPHG DQG LQGXFHG GHIHQVH
PHFKDQLVPVHIIHFWLYHDJDLQVWSDWKRJHQLFLQIHFWLRQV
)ROORZLQJSHQHWUDWLRQE\SDWKRJHQVRIWKHSK\VLFDO
DQG FKHPLFDO FRQVWLWXWLYH EDUULHUV RI D VXVFHSWLEOH
RU D UHVLVWDQW SODQW LQGXFHG VWUXFWXUDO DQG FKHPLFDO
EDUULHUVDUHDFWLYDWHGLQRUGHUWRSUHYHQWWKHSDWKRJHQ·V
SURJUHVVLRQ 7KLV UHVXOWV LQ D PXOWLWXGH RI GHIHQVH
UHVSRQVHV )RU LQVWDQFH WKH GHIHQVH UHVSRQVH RI WKH
WRPDWRWLVVXHLVVHHQLQDQLQFUHDVHLQVROXEOHSKHQRO
=KX HW DO  DQGRU WKH GHSRVLW RI OLJQLQ DQG
OLJQLQ SRO\PHUV 0DQGDO HW DO  3DQLQD HW DO
:KHQDSODQWFHOOHQFRXQWHUVDSDWKRJHQ WKLV
DOVRSURYRNHVRWKHUUHDFWLRQVVXFKDVWKHK\SHUVHQVLWLYH
UHVSRQVH+5ZKLFKPD\FRQÀQHWKHSDWKRJHQDWWKH
SHQHWUDWLRQ SRLQW /HSRLYUH  /DWWDQ]LR HW DO
 9DQ /RRQ HW DO  )HUUHLUD HW DO 
+RZHYHUSKHQROLFFRPSRXQGVKDYHGLIIHUHQWUDWHVRI
DFFXPXODWLRQ GHSHQGLQJ RQ ZKHWKHU SODQWSDWKRJHQ
LQWHUDFWLRQLVFRPSDWLEOHRULQFRPSDWLEOH
7KH+5 WULJJHUV D JHQHUDO UHVLVWDQFHPHFKDQLVP
UHQGHULQJ XQLQIHFWHG SDUWV RI WKH SODQW OHVV VHQVLWLYH
WRIXUWKHUDWWDFNE\SDWKRJHQV/DWWDQ]LRHWDO
5HVLVWDQWUHDFWLRQVLQYROYLQJSKHQROLFFRPSRXQGVDUH
LQGXFHGLQWKHDGMDFHQWFHOOVVXUURXQGLQJWKHLQIHFWHG
]RQHIRUPLQJDORFDOL]HGDFTXLUHGUHVLVWDQFH/$5,Q
GLVWDOWLVVXHFHOOVDV\VWHPLFDFTXLUHGUHVLVWDQFH6$5
LVHVWDEOLVKHG /HSRLYUH0DFKHL[HWDO
/DWWDQ]LRHWDO9DQ/RRQHWDO)HUUHLUD
HW DO  6WLOEHQH SK\WRDOH[LQHV UHVYHUDWURO
IRU H[DPSOH DUH DFFXPXODWHG LQ JUDSHZLQH EHUULHV
IROORZLQJIXQJDOLQIHFWLRQE\%RWU\WLVFLQHUHDEXWDOVR
LQKHDOWK\JUDSHVRQWKHVDPHFOXVWHURUQHDULQIHFWHG
JUDSHFOXVWHUV$GULDQHWDO,QWKHFDVHRIWKH
EDQDQDWUHHWKHSUHVHQFHRI0\FRVSKDHUHOODOHDIVSRW
GLVHDVHV GXULQJ JURZWK LQÁXHQFHV WKH VXVFHSWLELOLW\
RIEDQDQDV WRSRVWKDUYHVWGLVHDVHV (ZDQpSHUVRQDO
FRPPXQLFDWLRQ EXW WKH SRVVLEOH LQYROYHPHQW RI
SKHQROLFFRPSRXQGVKDVQRWEHHQLQYHVWLJDWHG
,QÁXHQFH RI DELRWLF IDFWRUV $ELRWLF IDFWRUV² HJ
SHGRFOLPDWLFDJURQRPLFDQGDJURWHFKQLFDOïLQÁXHQFH
WKHSKHQROLFELRV\QWKHWLFSURFHVVLQSODQW WLVVXHFHOOV
EHIRUHDQGDIWHUKDUYHVW7KHJHRJUDSKLFDOORFDWLRQRI
WKHSURGXFWLRQ]RQHFDQLQÁXHQFHWKHELRV\QWKHVLVRI
SRO\SKHQROVLQSODQWWLVVXHV7URSLFDODQGKLJKDOWLWXGH
SODQWV FRQWDLQ KLJKHU SURSRUWLRQV RI ÁDYRQRLGV WKDQ
GRWHPSHUDWHSODQWV/DWWDQ]LRHWDOSUREDEO\
EHFDXVHRIGLIIHUHQFHVLQFOLPDWLFUHJLPHV
6HDVRQDOYDULDELOLW\LQSODQWSKHQROLFFRQWHQWPD\
EHGXHWRWKHHIIHFWVRIFOLPDWLFIDFWRUVVXFKDVVRODU
UDGLDWLRQ WHPSHUDWXUH UDLQIDOO ZDWHU DYDLODELOLW\
DQG WKH K\GURWKHUPDO FRHIÀFLHQW EHWZHHQ VHDVRQV
6SDWLRWHPSRUDOYDULDWLRQVKDYHEHHQIRXQGWRLQÁXHQFH
WKHVXVFHSWLELOLW\RIEDQDQDVWRFURZQURWEXWIXUWKHU
LQYHVWLJDWLRQVDUHQHHGHG WRSURYLGHHYLGHQFHIRU WKH
LQÁXHQFH RI WKHVH YDULDWLRQV RQ WKH IUXLW·V SKHQROLF
FRQWHQW$ZLGHDUUD\RIDELRWLFVWLPXOLVXFKDVVDOLQLW\
DQGGURXJKWDUHFDSDEOHRI WULJJHULQJFKDQJHVLQ WKH
SODQW·V PHWDEROLVP DQG WKHVH FKDQJHV HQKDQFH WKH
SURGXFWLRQ RI SODQW VHFRQGDU\ SURGXFWV .KDQ HW DO

+LJK OHYHOV RI VRODU UDGLDWLRQ FRXSOHG ZLWK KLJK
WHPSHUDWXUHVOHDGLQVRPHFDVHVWRPRGLÀFDWLRQVLQWKH
DFFXPXODWLRQRISRO\SKHQROVLQWKHSODQW7KHUHVXOWLQJ
PRGLÀFDWLRQVPDNH LW GLIÀFXOW WR GHWHUPLQH ZKHWKHU
SK\VLRORJLFDOFKDQJHVUHODWHGWRSKHQROLFV\QWKHVLVLQ
WKHSODQWDUHFDXVHGE\WKHHIIHFWVRIHLWKHUVRODUUDGLDWLRQ
RU KLJK WHPSHUDWXUH 7KH OLWHUDWXUH KDV UHSRUWHG WKDW
WHPSHUDWXUHFDQEHSRVLWLYHO\RUQHJDWLYHO\FRUUHODWHG
WR WKHDFFXPXODWLRQRISRO\SKHQROVGXULQJJURZWKRU
SURFHVVLQJ IRU VHYHUDO SODQW VSHFLHV .DOW  +H
HWDO7UHXWWHU$SURPLQHQWH[DPSOHRI
WKHHIIHFWRIWHPSHUDWXUHDQGOLJKWFDQEHVHHQLQWKH
VLJQLÀFDQWO\KLJKOHYHORISKHQROLFVIRXQGLQWKHVHHG
DQGVNLQRIZLQWHUEHUULHVFRPSDUHGWRVXPPHUEHUULHV
;XHWDO
6RPHLQIRUPDWLRQRQ WKHHIIHFWRI OLJKWH[SRVXUH
89DQGVRODUUDGLDWLRQRQ3$/DQGSKHQROLFVV\QWKHVLV
KDV EHHQ UHSRUWHG LQ WKH OLWHUDWXUH IRU VHYHUDO SODQW
VSHFLHV7KH LQÁXHQFH RI RWKHU IDFWRUV KDV DOVR EHHQ
FLWHGVXFKDVVRLOIHUWLOLW\IHUWLOL]DWLRQPRGHQXWULHQW
VXSSOLHV LUULJDWLRQ ZDWHU DYDLODELOLW\ URRWVWRFNV
HOHYDWHG DWPRVSKHULF&2 DQG SUHKDUYHVW WUHDWPHQW
.DOW  /DWWDQ]LR HW DO  +H HW DO 
7UHXWWHU  3RPER HW DO +HQFH LW LV QRW
RQO\ WKH HQHUJ\ SURYLGHG IRU FDUERQ DVVLPLODWLRQ
FDUERQUHVRXUFHVIRUELRV\QWKHVLVEXWDOVRWKHTXDOLW\
QDPHO\89IUDFWLRQVOLJKWLQWHQVLW\ZKLFKVWLPXODWHV
WKH IRUPDWLRQ DQG DFFXPXODWLRQ RI FHUWDLQ SKHQROLF
FRPSRXQGV LQ SODQWV *KDVHP]DGHK HW DO 
7UHXWWHU7KHLQÁXHQFHRIVRLOZLWKKLJKOHYHOV
RIDOXPLQXPFKORULGHLQJUDSHOHDYHVKDVEHHQVKRZQ
WRVWLPXODWHWKHSURGXFWLRQRIUHVYHUDWURO$GULDQHWDO

&XOWXUDO SUDFWLFH LV DQRWKHU IDFWRU WKDW LQÁXHQFHV
WKHSKHQROLFFRQWHQWRISODQWVDQGDOORZV WKHFRQWURO
RI SODQW JURZLQJ FRQGLWLRQV 6LQFH FDUERK\GUDWH
DYDLODELOLW\ LV D SUHUHTXLVLWH IRU SKHQ\OSURSDQRLG
DFFXPXODWLRQ7UHXWWHU WKHGHJUHHRI ULSHQHVV
RUSK\VLRORJLFDODJHRI WKHIUXLWDWKDUYHVW PDWXULW\
KDV D FRQVLGHUDEOH HIIHFW RQ WKH FRQFHQWUDWLRQ DQG
SURSRUWLRQVRIWKHYDULRXVSRO\SKHQROV0DFKHL[HWDO
 0DFKHL[ HW DO  0RUHRYHU 6R6L UDWLR
PRGLÀFDWLRQKDVEHHQVKRZQWRLPSURYHWKHFKHPLFDO
FRPSRVLWLRQ RI 9LWLV YLQLIHUD FXOWLYDUV WKURXJK DQ
LPSDFW RQ DQWKRF\DQLQ DFFXPXODWLRQ 0RWD HW DO
3KHQROLFFRPSRXQGVDQGEDQDQDFURZQURWVXVFHSWLELOLW\ 
 6R6L UDWLR PRGLÀFDWLRQ DOVR LQÁXHQFHV WKH
VXVFHSWLELOLW\RIWKHEDQDQDIUXLWWRFURZQURW/DVVRLV
HWDOE$QHYDOXDWLRQRI WKH OHYHORISKHQROLF
FRPSRXQG V\QWKHVLV KDV QRW \HW EHHQ XQGHUWDNHQ
)XUWKHUPRUH FXOWXUDO FRQGLWLRQV VXFK DV RUJDQLF RU
VXVWDLQDEOH DJULFXOWXUH SURYLGH KLJKHU DPRXQWV RI
SRO\SKHQROV LQ VWUDZEHUULHV EODFNEHUULHV DQG FRUQ
WKDQGRFRQYHQWLRQDORUK\GURSRQLFFRQGLWLRQVZLWKRXW
VWUHVV$VDPLHWDO
6HYHUDO VWXGLHV KDYH UHSRUWHG WKH LQÁXHQFH RI
SURFHVVLQJ DQG VWRUDJH RQ WKH V\QWKHVLV RI SKHQROLF
FRPSRXQGV RU RQ GHJUDGDWLRQ LQ IUXLWV YHJHWDEOHV
DQG SODQWV .DOW  /DWWDQ]LR HW DO  +H
HWDO  7UHXWWHU $W WKH SDFNLQJ VWDWLRQ
GXULQJ WKH SUHSDUDWLRQ RI EDQDQD FOXVWHUV SK\VLFDO
LQMXU\WRWKHIUXLWWKURXJKFXWWLQJRIWKHFURZQWLVVXHV
PD\ OHDG WR R[LGDWLYH GHJUDGDWLRQ RI SRO\SKHQROV
7KLV R[LGDWLYH GHJUDGDWLRQ RI SRO\SKHQROV FDXVHV
WKHLU WUDQVIRUPDWLRQ LQWR EURZQ SLJPHQWV WKDW DUH
SRO\PHUL]HG WR GLIIHUHQW GHJUHHV RU HOVH LW FDXVHV
SRO\SKHQROV\QWKHVLVLQWKHEDQDQDWLVVXHV,QDGGLWLRQ
FHUWDLQZDWHUVROXEOHSKHQROLFVSUHVHQWLQWKHZRXQGHG
FURZQPD\OHDFKIURPIUXLWWLVVXHVLQWRZDVKLQJWDQNV
)LQDOO\WKHQXPEHURISKHQROLFFRPSRXQGVNQRZQWR
EH V\QWKHVL]HG DQG VWRUHG E\ KLJKHU SODQWV LV LQ WKH
WKRXVDQGVDQGULVLQJKRZHYHUWKHIXQFWLRQVRIPDQ\
SKHQROLFVUHPDLQXQNQRZQ
/RFDOL]DWLRQDQGIXQFWLRQRISKHQROLF
FRPSRXQGVLQSODQWV
%LRV\QWKHVLVRISKHQROLFFRPSRXQGVRFFXUVDWYDULRXV
VLWHV LQ SODQW FHOOV VXFK DV WKH FKORURSODVWV WKH
F\WRSODVPDQGWKHHQGRSODVPLFUHWLFXOXPPHPEUDQH
3RO\SKHQROV UHODWLYHO\ K\GURSKLOLF XVXDOO\
DFFXPXODWH LQ WKH FHQWUDO YDFXROHV RI JXDUG FHOOV
HSLGHUPDO FHOOV DQG WKH VXEHSLGHUPDO FHOOV RI OHDYHV
DQG VKRRWV 6RPH SRO\SKHQROV DUH IRXQG FRYDOHQWO\
OLQNHGWRWKHSODQWFHOOZDOOOLJQLQRWKHUVDUHIRXQG
LQ ZD[HV UHODWHG WR OLSLGLF VWUXFWXUHV RU RQ WKH
H[WHUQDO VXUIDFHV FXWLFOH RI SODQW RUJDQV /DWWDQ]LR
HWDO7KHORFDOL]DWLRQRIDSKHQROLFFRPSRXQG
ZLWKLQ D WLVVXH UHÁHFWV LWV SK\VLRORJLFDO IXQFWLRQ RU
LWV SDUWLFLSDWLRQ LQ LQWHUDFWLRQV RI WKH SODQW ZLWK LWV
HQYLURQPHQW 0DFKHL[ HW DO  )RU H[DPSOH
SRO\SKHQROV ZLWK D UROH LQ VLJQDOLQJ RU GHIHQVH DUH
RIWHQVWRUHGDWVWUDWHJLFDOO\LPSRUWDQWVLWHV/DWWDQ]LR
HWDO
3KHQROLFFRPSRXQGVERWKSUHIRUPHGDQGLQGXFHG
SOD\ DQ HVVHQWLDO UROH LQ WKH EDODQFH RI WKH SODQW
ZLWKLQ LWV HQYLURQPHQW DQG LWV FDSDFLW\ WR DGDSW WR
HQYLURQPHQWDOFKDQJHV0DFKHL[HWDOWKURXJK
ELRFKHPLFDO SK\VLRORJLFDO DQGPROHFXODU UHVSRQVHV
3KHQROLFFRPSRXQGVLQWHUYHQHLQPDMRUSK\VLRORJLFDO
PHFKDQLVPVRIWKHSODQWVXFKDVJURZWKUHSURGXFWLRQ
SLJPHQWDWLRQUKL]RJHQHVLVYLWULÀFDWLRQDQGUHVLVWDQFH
WRSDWKRJHQVE\SHUIRUPLQJPDQ\IXQFWLRQV&KH\QLHU
 /DWWDQ]LR HW DO  3RO\SKHQROV SOD\ D
NH\UROHDV WKHPDMRU UHGEOXHDQGSXUSOHSLJPHQWV
RI SODQWV DV DQWLR[LGDQWV DQG PHWDO FKHODWRUV DQG
DV DJHQWV DFWLQJ ERWK DERYH DQG EHORZ JURXQG LQ
VLJQDOLQJEHWZHHQ WKHSODQWDQGRWKHURUJDQLVPVDQG
DV89OLJKWVFUHHQV&KH\QLHU/DWWDQ]LRHWDO
 3RO\SKHQROV KDYH PXOWLSOH HIIHFWV RQ WLVVXH
PDWXUDWLRQSURFHVVHV DQGRQ WKH VHQVRU\TXDOLWLHV RI
SODQWGHULYHG IRRG SURGXFWV LQFOXGLQJ DVWULQJHQF\
ELWWHUQHVV DQG DURPD 7KH FRPSRXQGV DUH DOVR
UHVSRQVLEOH IRU WKH EURZQLQJ FDXVHG E\ ZRXQGV WR
IUXLWRUE\FRQVHUYDWLRQDFFLGHQWVDQGQRWDEO\IRUWKH
HIIHFWRI ORZ WHPSHUDWXUHVRQSLQHDSSOHDQGEDQDQD
,QEDQDQDGRSDPLQHKDVEHHQLGHQWLÀHGDVDVXEVWUDWH
IRU SRO\SKHQRO R[LGDVH UHVXOWLQJ LQ WKH EURZQLQJ
UHDFWLRQDQGWKHFKHPLFDOLVDOVRUHVSRQVLEOHIRUWLVVXH
GLVFRORUDWLRQ .DQD]DZD HW DO 6RPH\D HW DO
0DQHHQXDPHWDO$VSRO\SKHQROVSOD\D
UROHLQUHJXODWLQJSODQWHQYLURQPHQWLQWHUDFWLRQVVRPH
UHVHDUFKHUV DWWULEXWH DQ HFRORJLFDO IXQFWLRQ WR WKHVH
FRPSRXQGV 3RO\SKHQROV DUH IRU LQVWDQFH UHSRUWHG
WR PRGXODWH OLWWHU GHFRPSRVLWLRQ SURFHVVHV DQG WKH
PLQHUDOL]DWLRQ UDWH LQ SODQWV 0DFKHL[ HW DO 
/DWWDQ]LR HW DO  3ODQWV WKXV FRQWDLQ VHYHUDO
FODVVHVRISRO\SKHQROVZLWKGLIIHUHQWORFDOL]DWLRQVDQG
UROHV
,QYROYHPHQWRISKHQROLFFRPSRXQGVLQSODQW
GHIHQVHPHFKDQLVPV
3KHQROLF FRPSRXQGV LQYROYHG LQ SODQW GHIHQVH DUH
HLWKHUSUHIRUPHGFRQVWLWXWLYHRUV\QWKHVL]HGGHQRYR
SRVWLQIHFWLRQDO 3UHH[LVWLQJ SKHQROV DUH DQWLELRWLF
DQWLIXQJDO FRPSRXQGV VXFK DV VLPSOH SKHQROV
SKHQROLF DFLGV ÁDYRQROV DQG GLK\GURFKDOFRQHV
7KHVH SUHH[LVWLQJ SKHQROV DUH FDOOHG SK\WRDQWLFLSLQV
LQ RUGHU WR GLVWLQJXLVK WKHP IURP SK\WRDOH[LQV
ZKLFK DUH V\QWKHVL]HG IURP UHPRWH SUHFXUVRUV LQ
UHVSRQVHWRSDWKRJHQLFDWWDFN/DWWDQ]LRHWDO
3KHQROLFFRPSRXQGVV\QWKHVL]HGGHQRYRDFFXPXODWH
LQ UHVSRQVH WR SODQW LQIHFWLRQ E\ D SDWKRJHQ 7KLV
GHIHQVLYH UHVSRQVH LQYROYHV WKH UDSLG LQFUHDVH RI
VSHFLÀF SKHQROLF FRPSRXQGV DW WKH LQIHFWHG VLWH
SDUWLFXODUO\ SK\WRDOH[LQV ZKLFK FDQ LQKLELW D EURDG
UDQJH RI PLFURRUJDQLVPV /HSRLYUH  0DFKHL[
HW DO  /DWWDQ]LR HW DO  7KH UHVXOW LV
WKH GHYHORSPHQW RI SODQW UHVLVWDQFH WR GLVHDVH $Q
H[DPSOH RI WKH LQYROYHPHQW RI SRO\SKHQROV LQ SODQW
GHIHQVHLVWKHLUDFWLRQLQWKHSURJUDPPHGFHOOGHDWKRI
RQHSDUWRI WKHSODQW7KHUDWHDWZKLFKSURJUDPPHG
FHOO GHDWK RFFXUV GHSHQGV RQ ZKHWKHU WKH KRVW
SDWKRJHQ LQWHUDFWLRQ LV FRPSDWLEOH RU LQFRPSDWLEOH
'XULQJWKHHVWDEOLVKPHQWRIDSDWKRJHQLQKRVWWLVVXHV
WKHUHLVDQLQFUHDVHLQWKHDFWLYLW\RIVSHFLÀFHQ]\PHV
VXFK DV 3$/ SHUR[LGDVH DQG SRO\SKHQRO R[LGDVH
 %LRWHFKQRO$JURQ6RF(QYLURQ (ZDQp&$/HSRLYUH3KHWDO
7KHVHHQ]\PHVZKLFKFRQVXPHR[\JHQDQGSURGXFH
IXQJLWR[LFTXLQRQHVPDNHWKHPHGLXPXQIDYRUDEOHIRU
WKHIXUWKHUGHYHORSPHQWRISDWKRJHQV/DWWDQ]LRHWDO
 3$/ LV WKH NH\ HQ]\PH LQYROYHG LQ SKHQROLF
FRPSRXQG PHWDEROLVP WKURXJK WKH SKHQ\OSURSDQRLG
SDWKZD\ 'L[RQ HW DO  3HUR[LGDVH FDWDO\]HV
WKH FRQGHQVDWLRQ RI SKHQRO LQWR OLJQLQ DQG LV DOVR
LQYROYHGLQSKHQROPHWDEROLVP3DVVDUGLHWDO
3RO\SKHQROR[LGDVHR[LGL]HVFRQVWLWXWLYHSODQWSKHQROV
LQWRTXLQRQHVZKLFKKDYHEDFWHULFLGDODQGIXQJLFLGDO
SURSHUWLHV DQG LV DOVR LQYROYHG LQ WKH R[LGDWLYH
GHWR[LÀFDWLRQRISDWKRJHQSK\WRWR[LQV0DFKHL[HWDO
<RUXNHWDO
$QRWKHU H[DPSOH RI D SKHQROLF FRPSRXQG WKDW
FRQWULEXWHVWRWKHSODQW·VGHIHQVHPHFKDQLVPVLVOLJQLQ
/LJQLQLVDSKHQROLFSRO\PHUZKLFKSOD\VDIXQGDPHQWDO
UROH LQ VROXWH FRQGXFWDQFH PHFKDQLFDO VXSSRUW DQG
GLVHDVH UHVLVWDQFH ,Q UHVSRQVH WR DELRWLF VWUHVV WR
ZRXQGLQJRUWRSDWKRJHQLFLQIHFWLRQWKHGHSRVLWLRQRI
OLJQLQVOLJQLQSRO\PHUVDQGRWKHUSKHQROLFVXEVWDQFHV
UHODWHGWRWKHFHOOZDOODUHREVHUYHG7KLVFRQWULEXWHV
WRERWKDWKLFNHQLQJRIWKHFHOOZDOOFRQIHUULQJJUHDWHU
ULJLGLW\DQGPHFKDQLFDOUHVLVWDQFHDQGWRDQLQFUHDVH
LQFHOOK\GURSKRELFLW\/LJQLQWKXVDFWVDVDSK\VLFDO
EDUULHUDJDLQVWSDWKRJHQLFLQYDVLRQ,QDGGLWLRQOLJQLQ
GHSRVLWVUHGXFHWKHGLIIXVLRQRIHQ]\PHVDQGWR[LQVWKDW
WKHSDWKRJHQUHOHDVHVLQRUGHUWRIDFLOLWDWHKRVWWLVVXH
FRORQL]DWLRQ/LJQLQDOVRGHSULYHVWKHSDWKRJHQRIWKH
SODQWZDWHUDQGQXWULHQWVQHFHVVDU\WRLWVSUROLIHUDWLRQ
0DFKHL[HWDO/DWWDQ]LRHWDO
,QYROYHPHQWRISKHQROLFFRPSRXQGVLQEDQDQD
WUHHGHIHQVH
6LQFHSKHQROLFFRPSRXQGVDUHSRWHQWLDOWDUJHWVIRUWKH
LPSURYHPHQW RI SODQW UHVLVWDQFH DJDLQVW SDWKRJHQLF
DWWDFN LW LV SRVVLEOH WKDW WKH\ DUH LQYROYHG LQ WKH
VXVFHSWLELOLW\ RI EDQDQDV WR FURZQ URW GLVHDVH DQG D
EHWWHU XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RI WKHLU LQYROYHPHQW LQ EDQDQD
WUHHGHIHQVHLVUHTXLUHG7KHSKHQROLFFRPSRVLWLRQDQG
WKH UROHRI VHYHUDOEDQDQD WUHH WLVVXHV OHDYHV IUXLWV
URRWVKDYHEHHQGHVFULEHGLQWKHOLWHUDWXUHUHYLHZEXW
WKHLUSRWHQWLDOUROHLQWKHYDULDWLRQRIVXVFHSWLELOLW\RI
EDQDQDFURZQVWRGLVHDVHLVQRW\HWNQRZQ7DEOH
3UHIRUPHG GHIHQVH PHFKDQLVPV 7KH OHDI VXUIDFH
ZD[FXWLFOHVXEHULQDQGFHOOZDOODUHWKHÀUVWSUHIRUPHG
SK\VLFDOEDUULHUVLQEDQDQD7KHVHSUHIRUPHGSK\VLFDO
EDUULHUV DUH DOVR LQYROYHG LQ EDQDQD WUHH GHIHQVH
PHFKDQLVPV DQG FRQWDLQ SKHQROLF FRPSRXQGV
OLJQLQFURVVOLQNLQJK\GUR[\FLQQDPLFDFLGVLQWKHLU
VWUXFWXUHV7KHFXWLFOHIRUPVDQHQYHORSHWKDWSURWHFWV
WKHDHULDOSDUWVRISODQWVIURPWKHPDMRULW\RIDWWDFNV
7DEOH6RPHSKHQROLFFRPSRXQGVLGHQWLÀHGLQEDQDQDWUHHWLVVXHV³4XHOTXHVFRPSRVpVSKpQROLTXHVLGHQWLÀpVGDQVOHV
WLVVXVGXEDQDQLHU
3KHQROLFDONDORLGV 7LVVXHV &ODVV6XEFODVV 5HIHUHQFHV
'RSDPLQH
1RUHSLQHSKULQH
)UXLWV
5RRWV
&DWHFKRODPLQHV 9DOHWWHHWDO.DQD]DZDHWDO
:X\WVHWDO
3KHQROLFFRPSRXQGV 7LVVXHV &ODVV6XEFODVV 5HIHUHQFHV
3KHQROLFDFLGV
*DOOLFDFLGYDQLOOLQ )UXLW +\GUR[\EHQ]RLFDFLGV 0HQGR]DHWDO0HQGH]HWDO

&KORURJHQLFFDIIHLF
3FRXPDULFIHUXOLF
YDQLOOLFDQGV\QDSLFDFLGV
)UXLWVURRWV +\GUR[\FLQQDPLFDFLGVDQG
GHULYDWLYHV
:DGHHWDO9DOHWWHHWDO
GH$VFHQVDRHWDO:X\WVHWDO

&DWHFKLQ
*DOORFDWHFKLQ
)UXLWV 6LPSOHSKHQROV
)ODYDQRO
0HQGR]DHWDO:DGHHWDO
6RPH\DHWDO0HQGH]
HWDO
)ODYRQRLGV
5XWLQQDULQJLQ )UXLWV
/HDYHVURRWV
)ODYRQROV
)ODYDQRQHV
9DOHWWHHWDO.DQD]DZDHWDO
:X\WVHWDO
$QWKRF\DQLGLQV )ODYRQRLGVGHULYDWLYHV &ROOLQJERUQHWDO
7DQQLQV
7DQQLQVFDWHFKLF
3URDQWKRF\DQLGLQV
)UXLWV
5RRWV
+\GURO\VDEOHWDQQLQV
&RQGHQVHGWDQQLQV
0HQGR]DHWDO(OKDGUDPL
9DOHWWHHWDO
/LJQLQ 5RRWV /LJQLQ 9DOHWWHHWDOGH$VFHQVDRHWDO
:X\WVHWDO
3KHQROLFFRPSRXQGVDQGEDQDQDFURZQURWVXVFHSWLELOLW\ 
E\ SDWKRJHQLF IXQJL 3ROODUG HW DO  6XEHULQ
ORFDOL]HG LQ WKHXQGHUJURXQGSDUWVRI WKHSODQWV VXFK
DVWKHEDUNDQGVFDUWLVVXHVFRQWDLQVKLJKTXDQWLWLHVRI
ƷGLFDUER[\OLF DFLG K\GUR[\FLQQDPLF DFLGV PDLQO\
IHUXODWH DQG IDWW\ DOFRKROV 3ROODUG HWDO 
6FKUHLEHU7KHFXWLFOHDQG VXEHULQFRQWURO WKH
GLIIXVLRQRIJDVHVRIZDWHUDQGRIVROXWHVLQDQGRXWRI
WKHSODQW7KH\DOVRSOD\DSURWHFWLYHUROHWRZDUGVELRWLF
DQGDELRWLFVWUHVV3ROODUGHWDO6FKUHLEHU
7KHSHFWRFHOOXORVLFZDOOSOD\VWKHUROHRI´VNHOHWRQµ
ZKLOHPDLQWDLQLQJDFHUWDLQSODVWLFLW\HODVWLFLW\ LQ WKH
SODQWDOORZLQJJURZWKDQGFHOOXODUGLYLVLRQV0DFKHL[
HWDOEXWDOVREHLQJLQYROYHGLQSK\VLRORJLFDO
UHVLVWDQFH
7KH SUHIRUPHG FKHPLFDO EDUULHUV RI SODQWV DUH D
SOHWKRUDRISHSWLGHVSURWHLQVDQGVHFRQGDU\PHWDEROLWHV
SKHQROLFV VXOIXU FRPSRXQGV HWF ZKLFK DFW DV
DQWLPLFURELDO FRPSRXQGV GXULQJ GHIHQVH UHVSRQVHV
DJDLQVWPLFURRUJDQLVPV/DWWDQ]LRHWDO6RPH
RI WKHVH FRPSRXQGV DUH SUHVHQW LQ WKHLU ELRORJLFDOO\
DFWLYHIRUPDQGDUHWKHUHIRUHGLUHFWO\WR[LFRWKHUVDUH
SUHVHQW LQ WKH IRUPRI LQDFWLYHSUHFXUVRUV FRPELQHG
IRUPV ,Q VWXGLHV FRPSDULQJ YDULHWLHV RI EDQDQD
VXVFHSWLEOH WREODFN OHDI VWUHDNGLVHDVHZLWKSDUWLDOO\
UHVLVWDQWYDULHWLHVFHUWDLQPHVRSK\OOFHOOVVSHFLDOL]HGLQ
WKHVWRUDJHRISKHQROLFFRPSRXQGVSURDQWKRF\DQLGLQV
ZHUH IRXQG WREH ORZHU LQQXPEHU LQ WKH VXVFHSWLEOH
YDULHWLHVWKDQLQWKHSDUWLDOO\UHVLVWDQWRQHV%HYHUDJJL
HWDO(O+DGUDPL
,QGXFHG GHIHQVH PHFKDQLVPV $IWHU LQIHFWLRQ E\
GLIIHUHQW EDQDQD SDWKRJHQV D UDSLG LQFUHDVH LQ ERWK
SKHQROLF FRPSRXQGV DQG SKHQ\OSURSDQRLG SDWKZD\
HQ]\PHV KDV EHHQ REVHUYHG LQ EDQDQD WUHH WLVVXHV
,QGXFHGVWUXFWXUDOEDUULHUVDUHDFWLYDWHGIROORZLQJWKH
SUHVHQFHRISDWKRJHQVLQVXVFHSWLEOHRUUHVLVWDQWSODQWV
DQG WKLV UHVXOWV LQ DPXOWLWXGH RI GHIHQVH UHVSRQVHV
:KHQ D SODQW UHFRJQL]HV D SDWKRJHQLF LQYDGHU LWV
GHIHQVHPHFKDQLVPVDUHLQGXFHGDQGFKHPLFDOEDUULHUV
DUH SURGXFHG DV D UHVXOW 7KHVH FKHPLFDO EDUULHUV
DUH JHQHUDOO\ LQ WKH IRUP RI ´GHQRYR·· V\QWKHVL]HG
PROHFXOHVDQGRQFHSURGXFHGWKHVHPROHFXOHVEHFRPH
DFFXPXODWHG
6HYHUDOVWXGLHVRQWKHLQWHUDFWLRQEHWZHHQEDQDQD
WUHHURRWVDQGWKHLUYDULRXVSDWKRJHQVKDYHVXJJHVWHG
DQLQYROYHPHQWRISKHQROLFFRPSRXQGVLQWKHGHIHQVH
UHVSRQVHV RI WKH EDQDQD WUHH 7KHVH VWXGLHV IRFXVHG
RQ FHOOZDOO OLJQLÀFDWLRQ RQ KLVWRFKHPLFDO GHWHFWLRQ
RI SKHQROLF FRPSRXQGV DQG RQ WKH TXDQWLÀFDWLRQ RI
ÁDYRQRLGV SURDQWKRF\DQLGLQV DQG K\GUR[\FLQQDPLF
DFLGVDIWHULQIHFWLRQRIEDQDQDURRWVE\SK\WRSKDJRXV
QHPDWRGHV 9DOHWWH HW DO  &ROOLQJERUQ HW DO
.DQD]DZDHWDOGH$VFHQFHRHWDO
:X\WV HW DO  ,Q UHVLVWDQW EDQDQD FXOWLYDUV D
KLJKHUFRQWHQWRIVHYHUDOSKHQROLFFRPSRXQGVVXFKDV
GRSDPLQHDQGF\DQLGLQUHODWHGFRPSRXQGVOLJQLQDQG
IHUXOLFDFLGHVWHUVDQGK\GURO\]DWLRQSURGXFWVRIIHUXOLF
DFLGZDVREVHUYHG:X\WVHWDO0RUHRYHUWKH
UROHRIWKHVHFRPSRXQGVLQGHIHQVHPHFKDQLVPVVXFK
DVSK\VLFDOEDUULHUVWR[LFDJHQWDQGSURWHFWLRQDJDLQVW
SDWKRJHQLFDWWDFNZDVVXJJHVWHG
,Q RWKHU VWXGLHV VHYHUDO SK\WRDOH[LQV
SKHQ\OSKHQDOHQRQHV LUHQRORQH DQG HPHQRORQH
W\SHVKDYHEHHQLQGXFHGLQJUHHQEDQDQDIUXLWVDIWHU
ZRXQGLQJ RU LQRFXODWLRQ ZLWK&ROOHWRWULFKXPPXVDH
/XLV HW DO  .DPR HW DO  .DPR HW DO
 5HFHQWO\ LQ WKH LQWHUDFWLRQ EHWZHHQ 0XVD
VSSDQG)XVDULXPR[\VSRUXPIVSFXEHQVH3DQDPD
GLVHDVH UHVLVWDQW K\EULG SODQWOHWV OHDYHV DQG URRWV
ZHUHIRXQGWRFRQWDLQKLJKHUFRQFHQWUDWLRQVRISKHQRO
DQG SDWKRJHQHVLVUHODWHG SURWHLQV DQG KLJKHU DFWLYLW\
OHYHOV RI 3$/ DQG R[LGDWLYH HQ]\PHV SHUR[LGDVH
SRO\SKHQRO R[LGDVH VXSHUR[LGH GLVPXWDVH FDWDODVH
WKDQ VHQVLWLYH K\EULG SODQWOHWV .DYLQR HW DO
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The relation between the fruit quality potential and the physiological component as well 
as factors influencing this fruit’s quality potential in the field and in the banana commodity 
channel (Figure 1) were well presented and developed by Lassois et al. (2010a).  
Recent advances have been done in the understanding of crown rot post-harvest 
development through the characterization of the banana fruit’s physiological component. The 
fruit quality potential at harvest was thus considered as a key factor in crown rot development. 
Some pre-harvest factors influencing banana’s susceptibility to crown rot have been 
determined (Lassois et al., 2010b), and some genes potentially involved in banana 
susceptibility variation have been identified (Lassois et al., 2011). Nevertheless, due to the 
complexity of this research topic, the results obtained laid the basis for the comprehension of 
the post-harvest development of crown rot. 
The research proposes a new, interesting and original approach to the characterization 
of the banana fruit’s physiological component. It consists of a physiological study in order to 
determine the abiotic and biotic pre-harvest factors influencing banana’s susceptibility to 
crown rot, followed by a biochemical study to analyze the phenolic content of banana crown 
tissues with differential susceptibility level to crown rot. The different steps of the scientific 
strategy of this thesis are presented in Figure 1. 
The aim of this study is to characterize the fruit physiological component at harvest in 
relation with banana crown rot post-harvest development through an evaluation of fruit’s 
susceptibility after standardized artificial inoculations (de Lapeyre de Bellaire et al., 2008) 
and banana crown phenolics content analysis.  
Specific aims are to study the influence of abiotic pre-harvest factors (Chapter 3.1.) and 
biotic pre-harvest factors (Chapter 3.2.) on crown rot post-harvest development. An essential 
step of this part is the improvement on the methodology for the assessment of banana’s 
susceptibility to crown rot by artificial inoculations in order to determine the small variations 
in the banana fruit’s susceptibility to the disease and to increase the reliability of necrotic 
surface assessments. This part was essentially realized in Cameroon with the collaboration of 
CARBAP and CIRAD. In the Second part of the work, the role of phenolics (catecholamines 
and polyphenols) in susceptibility variation mechanisms was analyzed through 
chromatographic methods (Chapter 4). In this part, chromatographic techniques (GC-MS, 
HPLC, LC-MS) were applied in order to identify and quantify the phenolic content of banana 
Aims and proposed research 
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crown different susceptibilities to crown rot. Field work was carried out in CARBAP 
(Cameroon) for plant material while the analytical part was done in ULg-GxABT.  
 
 
 
Figure 1: Diagram representing different steps of banana commodity channel and the scientific strategy of 
this thesis. 
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I. The susceptibility of bananas to the crown rot disease is 
influenced by geographical and seasonal effects  
 
 
Some pre-harvest factors such as the fruit’s position on the bunch and source-sink ratio 
at flowering stage have been recently identified as influential to the fruit’s susceptibility to 
crown rot. Since these pre-harvest factors are keys in the post-harvest development of crown 
rot disease and its control, a better understanding of these pre-harvest factors could limit the 
risk of development of the post-harvest diseases. Because of the complexity of the research 
topic, a continuous assessment of the pre-harvest factors has been made through the 
identification of two abiotic pre-harvest factors affecting the level of the fruit susceptibility to 
crown rot in field conditions. Prior to the evaluation of the level of susceptibility to crown rot, 
it was essential to increase the reliability of necrotic surface assessments so that small 
variations in banana fruit’s susceptibility to crown rot could be determined. An improvement 
on the methodology was effected in order to assess the banana’s susceptibility to crown rot by 
artificial inoculations and therefore stabilize the post-inoculation environmental conditions.  
 
 
The results obtained were recently published in the Canadian Journal of Plant 
Pathology. DOI:10.1080/07060661.2012.733731. 
Ewané C.A., Lassois L., Brostaux Y., Lepoivre P. and de Lapeyre de Bellaire L. The 
susceptibility of bananas to crown rot disease is influenced by geographical and seasonal 
effects.  
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The susceptibility of bananas to crown rot disease is influenced
by geographical and seasonal effects
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Abstract: Crown rot of banana fruits is caused by a complex of fungal pathogens, the most common of which is Colletotrichum musae, and is
one of the main quality defects of exported bananas. Susceptibility of banana fruits to crown rot is influenced by many pre-harvest factors. The
aim of this study was to improve on the methodology for the evaluation of fruit susceptibility and to verify whether cultivation areas in
Cameroon as well as seasonal variations have an influence on the susceptibility to crown rot. Fruit susceptibility was evaluated on a monthly
basis throughout a year (including the dry and rainy seasons) in three banana plantations located in very different agro-ecological conditions
(two in a lowland area and one in a highland area). Fruit susceptibility was determined through an internal necrotic surface (INS) assessment
after artificial inoculation with C. musae. The standardization of post-inoculation environmental conditions enabled more reliable INS
assessments. Fruit susceptibility was found to be significantly influenced by cultivation area (P < 0.001) since fruits grown in low altitude
(Dia-dia, Koumba, 80 m) were more susceptible than fruits grown in high altitude (Ekona, 500 m). Although no seasonal effect was observed
(P = 0.075), there was a highly significant date effect (P < 0.001). This was specifically the case in low-altitude plantations where fruit
susceptibility was higher for some harvest dates within the rainy season. In Ekona, fruit grade and number of leaves on the banana plant were
found to be significantly higher than in the two other locations, while black leaf streak disease severity was significantly lower. The potential
relationship with fruit susceptibility is fully discussed.
Keywords: banana, crown rot, fruit susceptibility, geographical and seasonal effects, Musa spp, post-harvest diseases
Résumé: La pourriture du collet de la banane est causée par un complexe d’agents pathogènes fongiques, dont le plus courant est
Colletotrichum musae, et est un des principaux défauts de qualité des bananes exportées. La réceptivité de la banane à l’égard de la pourriture
du collet est influencée par plusieurs facteurs relatifs à la période avant-récolte. Le but de cette étude était d’améliorer la méthodologie
permettant d’évaluer la susceptibilité des fruits et de vérifier si les régions de culture au Cameroun de même que les variations saisonnières
avaient une influence sur la réceptivité à l’égard de la pourriture du collet. La sensibilité des fruits a été évaluée mensuellement dans le cours
d’une année (y compris durant la saison sèche et la saison des pluies) dans trois plantations localisées dans des régions différentes sur le plan
des conditions agroécologiques (deux dans les basses terres et une dans les montagnes). La susceptibilité des fruits a été déterminée par
l’évaluation de la nécrose interne de la surface (NIS) après inoculation artificielle avec C. musae. La normalisation des conditions
environnementales post-inoculation a permis d’obtenir des évaluations de la NIS plus fiables. La susceptibilité des fruits s’est avérée
significativement influencée par la région de culture (P < 0.001) étant donné que les fruits cultivés dans les basses terres (Dia-Dia, Koumba,
80 m) étaient plus susceptibles que ceux cultivés en altitude (Ekona, 500 m). Bien qu’aucun effet saisonnier n’ait été observé (P = 0.075), il y
avait un effet significatif relatif à la date (P < 0.001). C’était le cas particulièrement dans les plantations localisées dans les basses terres où la
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ISSN: 0706-0661 print/ISSN 1715-2992 online © 2012 The Canadian Phytopathological Society
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susceptibilité des fruits était plus grande à certaines dates de récolte durant la saison des pluies. À Ekona, le calibre des fruits et le nombre de
feuilles sur les bananiers étaient significativement supérieurs aux deux autres régions, tandis que la gravité de la maladie des raies noires était
significativement moindre. La relation potentielle quant à la susceptibilité des fruits y est discutée en détail.
Mots clés: banane, effets géographiques et saisonniers, maladies de conservation, Musa spp, pourriture du collet, sensibilité des fruits
Introduction
In Cameroon, the main quality defect of banana fruit
exported to Europe is related to a post-harvest disease
known as crown rot. This post-harvest disease is caused
by a broad unspecific and opportunistic fungal complex.
Within this complex, Colletotrichum musae (Berk. &
Curt.) Arx is the most commonly described pathogenic
species (Finlay & Brown, 1993; Krauss & Johanson,
2000; Lassois et al., 2010a). Colletotrichum musae is also
responsible for banana anthracnose and wound anthrac-
nose. At harvest, crowns of fruit appear to be healthy
but after a few days of shipping, fungal infection devel-
ops superficially and internally, affecting the crowns, the
pedicels and ultimately the banana pulp. The formation of
clusters at the packing station involves cut sections that are
penetration tracts for pathogens. Fruit contamination can
occur within the field, but it mostly occurs in the wash-
ing tanks at the packing station (Shillingford, 1977; Finlay
et al., 1992).
The control of post-harvest diseases of bananas
intended for export mainly relies on post-harvest fungi-
cide treatments (de Lapeyre de Bellaire & Nolin, 1994).
Unfortunately, the chemical control method currently
used is not satisfactory and has many other shortcomings,
including: (i) resistance build-up in pathogen populations
(Johanson & Blazquez, 1992; de Lapeyre de Bellaire
& Dubois 1997); (ii) unacceptable fungicide residues in
fruit; and (iii) potential human and environmental hazards
with the fungicide mixtures used for post-harvest treat-
ment of banana crowns rejected in packing stations after
packing. Therefore, interest in non-chemical alternatives
for the management of crown rot and other post-harvest
diseases of bananas is increasing.
Geographical and seasonal variations (temperature and
rainfall) have been shown to play a role in the inci-
dence of post-harvest diseases in bananas (Lukezic et al.,
1967; Shillingford, 1978; Chillet & de Lapeyre de
Bellaire, 1996; Chillet et al., 2000; Krauss & Johanson,
2000). It has been suggested that these spatiotemporal
fluctuations could reflect the variations in the quality
potential of the fruit, acquired in the field. This qual-
ity potential would include two components: the fruit
susceptibility to the post-harvest diseases (physiologi-
cal component) and the level of fruit contamination by
fungal pathogens (pathological component). Both compo-
nents depend on pre-harvest factors including agronomic
practices and soil–climate factors (Chillet & de Lapeyre
de Bellaire, 1996; Chillet et al., 2000; Lassois et al.,
2010b). Alternative control methods as well as any con-
trol measures should rely on a better understanding of
these pre-harvest factors as previously shown for wound
anthracnose, another post-harvest disease of bananas (de
Lapeyre de Bellaire et al., 2000; Chillet et al., 2006,
2007). However, little is known about pre-harvest factors
which influence the post-harvest development of crown
rot disease. Although pedo-climatic conditions and agro-
technical factors are known to influence the development
of this disease (Lukezic et al. 1967; Shillingford, 1978;
Krauss & Johanson, 2000), only few studies link these
fluctuations to either fruit susceptibility (Lassois et al.,
2008, 2010a) or to fruit contamination.
The aim of this work was therefore to examine the
effects of geographical and seasonal variations on banana
fruit susceptibility to crown rot. Preliminary studies were
conducted in order to show how the standardization of the
post-inoculation environmental conditions (PIEC) during
the assessment of banana susceptibility to the disease by
artificial inoculations could improve accuracy of assess-
ment. In the second part, cultivation areas and seasonal
variations were evaluated to understand their effects on
the susceptibility of bananas to crown rot disease.
Materials and methods
Plant material
Banana fruits (Musa acuminata Colla [AAA group,
Cavendish subgroup] ‘Grande Naine’) were harvested
from commercial banana farms in Cameroon. Bunches
were tagged at flowering. They were also covered with
a plastic sleeve at this stage. Bunches were harvested
at a constant physiological age (Jullien et al., 2008),
determined when the sum of the mean daily temperature
accumulated by the fruit between flowering and harvest
reached 900 degree days (dd) according to the procedure
described earlier (Ganry & Chillet, 2008). Temperatures
were recorded at a weather station in the plantation so
as to predict the time due for harvest. An electronic
probe (Tinytag Plus, TGP-4017; Gemini Data Loggers,
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Chichester, UK) with regular recording intervals (every
15 min) was installed in each of the experimental plots.
Average daily temperature was calculated from these data.
Evaluation of susceptibility to crown rot through
artificial infection
The susceptibility of banana fruits to crown rot was
evaluated through artificial inoculation of banana clus-
ters with C. musae. The second hand (occasionally the
third hand was also harvested if needed) of each bunch
was harvested in the field the day before experimenta-
tion (15 bunches per harvest date) and stored at 13 ◦C.
In the laboratory, for each banana plant, the hands were
divided into three to five clusters of four healthy banana
fingers according to the experiments. These clusters were
rid of any defects and the fingers located at the ends
of the hands were systematically eliminated. The cut-
tings of the crowns were square, with regular and clear-
cut sections in order to obtain similar crowns between
the clusters. As commonly done in previous research
on crown rot (Lassois et al., 2008; Bastiaanse et al.,
2010), once latex exuded, crown tissues were dried with
absorbent paper and sterilized by dipping in 50% alco-
hol. Fruits were then laid out at room temperature for
2 h so as to allow the crowns to dry. The C. musae iso-
late Co-CMR-65 is a standard monosporic strain, that has
been previously isolated from a banana fruit harvested in
Njombé (Cameroon), tested for its pathogenicity and pre-
served at −20 ◦C in a glycerol solution (30%) in order
to avoid fungal variations. New cultures of the C. musae
strain were initiated, 15 days before each inoculation,
starting from freezed cryotubes of mycelium. Thereafter,
on the fifth day, the strain was transferred to Mathur’s
medium (MgSO4.7H2O, 2.5 g L−1; KH2PO4, 2.7 g L−1;
peptone, 1 g L−1; yeast extract, 1 g L−1; saccharose,
10 g L−1; agar, 15 g L−1) and incubated at 25 ◦C for
10 days. Conidia were harvested in sterile distilled water
and passed through a 45 µm sterile sieve and the concen-
tration of conidia was maintained at 104 conidia mL−1
using a Malassez cell (Marienfeld, Germany). A 50 µL
droplet of the C. musae suspension was then deposited
midway through the exposed surface of the crown. A ster-
ilized filter paper was placed on the droplet in order to
maintain the inoculum in place. Three hours after inocu-
lation, the fruit clusters were packed in perforated plastic
bags in commercial boxes. They were stored under differ-
ent conditions according to the protocol assigned to each
experiment as described below. At the end of the storage
period, an evaluation of the internal progression of the
crown rot was carried out. The clusters were divided into
two parts and the transverse cutting of the crown allowed
Fig. 1. Clusters of bananas divided into two parts through the
transverse cutting of the crown for the visualization of internal
crown rot symptoms that was adjusted to a rectangular shape for
measurements of the necrotic surface.
a visualization of the surface of rot spread into the crown
(Fig. 1). This necrotic surface (INS) was adjusted to a rect-
angular shape and the length (L) and the width (W) of this
surface were measured. The ‘Internal Necrosis Surface’
expressed in mm2 was calculated according to the rectan-
gle surface formula: INS = L × W. Its average value was
taken as a measure of fruit susceptibility to crown rot.
Experimental sites
Experiments were carried out in three commercial banana
farms located in representative pedo-climatic conditions,
as follows: (1) Dia-dia: this plot was located in a plan-
tation belonging to Plantation du Haut Penja (PHP), at
80 m altitude near Njombé in the Littoral region with
an average temperature of 27 ◦C and a mean annual
rainfall of 2500 mm; (2) Koumba: this plot was located
in a plantation belonging to Société des Plantations du
Manengouba (SPM), at 80 m altitude near Mbanga in
the Littoral region with an average temperature of 26 ◦C
and a mean annual rainfall of 2500 mm; (3) Ekona: this
plot was located in a plantation belonging to Cameroun
Development Corporation/Delmonte (CDC/Del Monte),
at 500 m altitude on the slopes of Mount Cameroon,
Moliko near Buea in the South-west region with an aver-
age temperature of 22 ◦C and a mean annual rainfall of
2300 mm.
The climate in the banana-producing areas of
Cameroon is equatorial and it is characterized by two
main and contrasting seasons: a rainy season with heavy
rains from April to October and a dry season from
November to March. The average temperature and rain-
fall during the dry season are 27 ◦C and 63 mm month−1
in Dia-dia and Koumba; 23 ◦C and 45 mm month−1 in
Ekona, respectively. During the rainy season, the average
temperature and rainfall are 26 ◦C and 309 mm month−1
in Dia-dia and Koumba; 22 ◦C and 301 mm month−1 in
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Ekona, respectively. The rainy season was considered, in
this study, as a period with rainfall higher than 150 mm
month−1.
Experiment 1: evaluation of fruit susceptibility through
artificial infection and the standardization of
post-infection environmental conditions
This experiment was conducted in September 2007, in
the packing house of two commercial banana planta-
tions: Koumba and Dia-dia. For each repetition of the
experiment, 15 banana bunches were selected. Five clus-
ters (A, B, C, D, E) were cut off from the second and
third hands. The susceptibility of each cluster to crown
rot was assessed as described previously. Clusters of the
same treatment (A, B, C, D, E) were packed in the same
commercial box and stored under stable conditions at
13 ◦C for different periods before necrotic assessment: A:
7 days; B: 9 days; C: 11 days; D: 13 days; E: 15 days.
Fruits were allowed to ripen naturally without the use
of applied ethylene. Each experiment was repeated three
times for three consecutive weeks.
Experiment 2: Evaluation of geographical and seasonal
effects on fruit susceptibility through artificial infection
and post-infection environmental conditions similar to
commercial export conditions
This experiment was conducted between April 2006 and
May 2007 in Dia-dia, Koumba and Ekona. At each loca-
tion, 15 banana plants were selected and labelled at the
flowering stage, and three clusters were cut off from the
second hand of each bunch at harvest time. The suscepti-
bility of bananas to crown rot was evaluated as described
previously. After inoculation, banana fruits were placed
in commercial boxes and stored in conditions which sim-
ulate commercial exportation. Boxes were stored at 13 ◦C
for 10 days to simulate shipping. Artificial ripening was
then initiated by dipping the bananas for 5 s in an ethrel
solution (2-chloroethyl phosphonic acid, 480 g L−1), and
keeping the bananas at 20 ◦C for another three days before
crown rot assessment. This experiment was repeated every
month during a year.
Experiment 3: Evaluation of geographical and seasonal
effects on fruit susceptibility through artificial infection
and standardization of post-infection environmental
conditions
This experiment was conducted between November
2007 and October 2008 in Dia-dia, Koumba and Ekona.
At each location, 15 banana plants were selected and
labelled at the flowering stage. Three clusters were cut
off from each second hand harvested and the susceptibil-
ity of bananas to crown rot was evaluated as described
previously. After inoculation, fruits were stored in sta-
ble conditions at 13 ◦C for 13 days in order to evaluate
their susceptibility. In addition to the assessment of fruit
susceptibility, some fruits and banana plant characteris-
tics were measured at harvest stage (900 dd) in the three
locations:
– the number of leaves (NL) on the plant,
– the number of hands (NH) per bunch,
– the grade of the median fruit (Gr) on the second
hand.
Black leaf streak disease (BLSD) of bananas caused
by Mycosphaerella fijiensis (Morelet) can lead to substan-
tial reduction in the leaf area with direct effects on fruit
quality and fruit growth. The severity index of BLSD was
also assessed, according to the method described by Gauhl
et al. (1993). This method involves a visual estimation
of the necrotic area per plant, scored according to a six-
disease grade scale. This was done on all the leaves of
each banana plant harvested at 900 dd. The assessments
were conducted on a monthly basis during a year in order
to evaluate seasonal effects.
Statistical analyses
The effects of geographical and seasonal variations on
banana susceptibility to crown rot were analysed. This
was done by subjection of the average INS values calcu-
lated for the three clusters to partially nested mixed four-
way ANOVA performed with Minitab software v.15.1,
each cluster being taken as an experimental unit and loca-
tion, season, date and bunch as factors. The different
variables were analysed by subjection of the value (INS,
Gr, NH, NL and BLSD severity) to a mixed three-way
ANOVA performed with Minitab software v.15.1 with
location, date and bunch as factors. Multiple comparisons
of the means were done by applying Tukey test at a 5%
probability level.
Results
Importance of post-infection environmental conditions on
necrotic assessments
In order to evaluate the effect of the standardization of
post-infection environmental conditions (PIEC) on INS
assessment, we compared the data of experiment 2 (PIEC
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Geographical and seasonal effects on crown rot of bananas 5
Fig. 2. Representation of different means of INS versus their confidence intervals at 95% assessed in two experiments differing by their post-
inoculation environmental conditions in (a) Dia-dia, (b) Koumba and (c) Ekona. In experiment 1 (Black ) conducted from June 2006 to May
2007, bananas were stored at 13 ◦C for 10 days to simulate shipment; then artificial ripening was initiated with ethylene and bananas remained
at 20 ◦C for another 3 days before crown rot assessment. In experiment 2 (Grey ) conducted from November 2007 to October 2008, bananas
were stored at 13 ◦C for 13 days. Each point represents the INS of three clusters per harvested bunch. Fifteen bunches were harvested per month
in the three locations (Dia-dia, Koumba and Ekona) during 12 months of experimentation.
similar to commercial conditions) and data of experiment
3 (stable PIEC). This comparison showed that the confi-
dence intervals of the means for INS were reduced at all
three locations where PIEC was standardized at 13 ◦C and
where fruit were allowed to ripen naturally (Fig. 2a, b, c).
For further analysis of banana susceptibility to crown rot
disease, only data obtained with these new post-harvest
environmental conditions was considered.
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C. A. Ewané et al. 6
Time-course of necrotic assessments under stable
conditions
The time-course of INS at 13◦ C (experiment 1) is typi-
cally a sigmoid curve (Fig. 3). From harvest day (day 0) to
day 7, necrotic surface extension was low. From the days
7 to 13, necrotic extension was linear. After day 13, the
necrotic surface increased slowly and stabilization was at
day 15. This time course was the same for Dia-dia and
Koumba locations. As linear extension of necrotic surface
ended at day 13, this date was chosen for all further
estimation of the level of fruit susceptibility to crown rot.
Geographical and seasonal variation effects on banana
susceptibility to crown rot
Here, the data from experiment 3 where PIEC have been
stabilized were the only ones considered. The cultivation
area was found to significantly influence (P < 0.001) the
susceptibility of fruit to crown rot (Table 1). Fruit sus-
ceptibility to crown rot was consistently higher in the two
low-altitude plantations (average value of INS: 385.8 mm2
in Dia-dia; 366.4 mm2 in Koumba) compared with the
high-altitude plantation (average value of INS: 313.4 mm2
in Ekona). As shown in Fig. 4, the level of fruit suscep-
tibility to crown rot in Dia-dia (Fig. 4a) and Koumba
(Fig. 4b) seems to be higher during the rainy season
compared with during the dry season. However, sea-
sonal variation over the year had no significant effect
(P = 0.075) on fruit susceptibility to crown rot (Table 1).
It should also be noted (Table 1) that during the same
season, there was a significant date effect on fruit sus-
ceptibility (P < 0.001). This date effect was especially
Table 1. Variance analysis of geographical and seasonal effects
on banana susceptibility to crown rot.
Internal necrosis surface (INS)
Source d.f. F P
Location 2 18.70 < 0.001
Season 1 3.93 0.075
Date (Season) 10 8.23 < 0.001
Location ∗ Season 2 2.40 0.111
Location ∗ Date (Season) 20 1.90 0.011
Bunch (Location Season Date) 425 3.97 < 0.001
d.f. is the degree of freedom, F is the value of F test and P is the
probability.
marked in low-altitude zones (Fig. 4a, b), as confirmed by
the significant interaction (P = 0.011) between location
and date within a season (Table 1), although no significant
interaction between location and season was observed
(P= 0.111). Moreover, the susceptibility level was partic-
ularly higher for both low altitude locations for harvests
in the months of July, August and September (Fig. 4a, b).
A highly significant bunch effect was also observed (P <
0.001), as expected, from previous studies (Lassois et al.,
2010a). Hence, two statistically different groups were dis-
tinguished between fruits harvested in the low-altitude
plantations of Dia-dia and Koumba and those harvested
at Ekona (Table 2).
Banana fruit and banana plant characteristics at harvest
The grade of the median fruit at harvest was consis-
tently higher (P < 0.001) in the high-altitude plantation
(average value of Grade: 37.4 mm in Ekona) than in the
Fig. 3. Time course of the variation of internal necrotic surface (INS) in Dia-dia (——) and Koumba (– – – –). Each point represents the average
mean of three replicates for each location (for each repetition INS was assessed over 15 fruits). Error bars represent standard deviation.
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Geographical and seasonal effects on crown rot of bananas 7
Fig. 4. Seasonal variation of the internal necrotic surface (INS — —) on banana clusters inoculated with a conidial suspension of C. musae
(104 conidia mL−1) during one year assessment in (a) Dia-dia, (b) Koumba and (c) Ekona. For each date of harvest, INS is the mean of
15 replicates (bunches) and standard errors are represented by vertical bars. The shaded columns represent the average monthly rainfall.
low-altitude plantations (average value of Grade: 32.7 mm
in Dia-dia; 32.5 mm in Koumba). Moreover, the num-
ber of leaves at harvest (NL) was also significantly higher
(P < 0.001) in the high-altitude plantation (average value
of NL: 9.6 in Ekona) as compared with the low-altitude
plantations. Hence, two statistically different groups were
distinguished between fruits harvested at Ekona and those
harvested at Dia-dia and Koumba (Table 2). In addition,
BLSD severity was significantly lower in Ekona than in
the two other locations. Although the number of hands of
the bunches harvested (NH) differed significantly amongst
the three locations (P = 0.006), the average number of
hands in Ekona did not differ from the two other loca-
tions (Table 2). As such, bananas harvested in Ekona
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C. A. Ewané et al. 8
Table 2. Mean values and standard deviations of internal necrosis surface (INS), variation values (min – max) of INS, grade,
number of hands (NH), number of leaves (NL) and black leaf streak disease (BLSD) severity measured during one year in
two lowland plantations (Dia-dia and Koumba) and one highland plantation (Ekona). P is the probability.
Location INS (mm2) Grade (mm) NH NL BLSD severity (%)
Dia-dia (80 m–27 ◦C) 385.8± 91.1a(311−489) 32.7± 2.0x 8.3± 1.7y 8.2± 1.8x 33.0± 18.2y
Koumba (80 m–26 ◦C) 366.4± 94.0a(287−495) 32.5± 2.5x 7.8± 0.7x 8.3± 1.7x 38.4± 18.0x
Ekona (500 m–22 ◦C) 313.4± 73.1b(275−368) 37.4± 2.6y 8.2± 1.5xy 9.6± 2.1y 27.6± 17.7z
P < 0.001 < 0.001 0.006 < 0.001 < 0.001
Note: INS, grade, NH, NL and BLSD severity means was calculated for 12 harvest dates. For each harvest date, 15 bunches were harvested
in each location, and three clusters per bunch were inoculated for INS assessment. Data in parentheses are the minimal and the maximal
average values of INS observed in the different locations at the different dates. The letters a, b for INS and the letters x, y, z for grade, NH,
NL and BLSD severity represent groups of statistically different fruits defined by the Tukey test (5%).
(high-altitude plantation) had the lowest BLSDS and INS
values, and the highest values of fruit grade and number
of leaves as compared with bananas harvested in Dia-dia
and Koumba (low-altitude plantations).
Discussion
One of the objectives of this study was to propose methods
of improvements on the methodology for a more accu-
rate assessment of banana susceptibility to crown rot by
artificial inoculations. The results show that the standard-
ization of PIEC has increased the reliability of necrotic
surface assessments. Increase in necrosis under a contin-
uous temperature of 13 ◦C followed a typical sigmoid
curve. During the first phase of this sigmoid (0 to 7 days),
the necrotic extension was discovered to be too slow to
assess susceptibility variations. In the last phase (after
15 days) the extension of the crown rot was too high and
the crown was almost completely rotten. It was considered
that the 13 days lapse of time (end of linear progression)
could permit a reliable appreciation of necrotic surface
and of fruit susceptibility.
It was hypothesized that the banana cultivation area
could influence fruit susceptibility to crown rot. Our
data confirmed this hypothesis and provided evidence
for wide variations (average INS monthly values ranged
from 279 mm2 to 495 mm2 according to the location
or the period) in the susceptibility of bananas to crown
rot as previously seen in fruit susceptibility to wound
anthracnose (Chillet et al., 2000). Bananas grown in both
low-altitude plantations (Dia-dia and Koumba) were more
susceptible to crown rot than those grown in the high
altitude plantation (Ekona). Similarly, bananas grown in
highland plantations in Guadeloupe were found to be
less susceptible to wound anthracnose (Chillet et al.,
2006, 2007). Because of low temperatures, fruits grown
in high altitudes take more time to reach 900 dd than
fruits grown in low altitudes. During this long growth
period, they accumulate larger amounts of assimilates that
could participate in the reduction of the fruit suscepti-
bility level. Low temperatures favour assimilate avail-
ability, and affects growth (plant size) more than carbon
assimilation (Pollack, 1990; Equiza et al., 1997). Such
effects of low temperatures on host resistance have also
been reported for other pathosystems such as Bipolaris
sorokiniana/barley, Puccinia poae-nemoralis/bluegrass
and Erysiphe necator/Vitis vinifera through the possi-
ble triggering of biochemical pathways associated with
disease resistance (Moyer et al., 2010). As for banana
wound anthracnose (Chillet et al., 2007), it was hypothe-
sized that in such low-temperature conditions, assimilates
are produced in excess as indicated by the bigger grade
observed in Ekona at harvest. It has been shown, in the
case of leaf rust resistance in wheat, that the setting
up of the defence mechanism (phenylpropanoid path-
way) represents an important energetic demand, and that
several metabolic pathways that contribute to increased
carbon flux through the tricarboxylic cycle are triggered
concomitantly to the genes involved in phenylpropanoid
metabolism (Bolton et al., 2008). It can then be hypoth-
esized that the excess of assimilates contributes to this
important energetic demand for secondary metabolic
pathways, promoting the development of defence mech-
anisms.
In addition, it is interesting to note that banana plants at
Ekona also had the highest number of leaves, leading to a
higher source-sink (So-Si) ratio which makes the fruit less
susceptible to crown rot disease as compared with fruits
from plantations in Dia-dia and Koumba. These obser-
vations are in accordance with previous studies which
have shown that an increased So-Si ratio enabled a signif-
icant reduction of fruit susceptibility to crown rot disease
(Lassois et al., 2010a).
Bananas grown in Ekona had a lower BLSD sever-
ity. This might equally account for the higher number of
leaves. BLSD is a foliar disease with direct effects on yield
and all indirect effects on fruit quality (Jones, 2000). It has
been shown that BLSD and Sigatoka Disease (another
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Geographical and seasonal effects on crown rot of bananas 9
related Mycosphaerella foliar disease of bananas) strongly
reduce the pre-climacteric life (called the greenlife) of
bananas harvested at a constant physiological age (Abadie
et al., 2008; Chillet et al., 2009), whereas other abiotic
stresses do not have any influence on the greenlife of
bananas harvested at this same physiological age (Jullien
et al., 2008). Because BLSD has a strong effect on green-
life, a potential effect on the susceptibility of fruit to
crown rot could also be hypothesized and should be
further investigated.
Fruit susceptibility to crown rot may fluctuate in the
same cultivation area. Even if seasonal effect was not
significant, some variations have been found in the low-
altitude plantations where fruit susceptibility was partic-
ularly higher for some harvest dates within the rainy sea-
son. It has been shown that the incidence of post-harvest
diseases follows a seasonal variation, disease incidence
being generally higher in the rainy season (Chillet & de
Lapeyre de Bellaire, 1996; Krauss & Johanson, 2000).
Our results suggest, for low-altitude locations, that fruit
susceptibility to crown rot might be higher for certain
short periods during the rainy season. This could partially
explain the higher disease incidence during this period.
Nevertheless, such disease incidence variations could also
be explained by higher fruit contamination by the crown
rot pathogens during this period (de Lapeyre de Bellaire
et al., 2000). During the rainy season, an increase of
the microbial load in the washing tanks and the airborne
spore load was noticed, especially for some species of the
pathogenic complex (unpublished data).
In conclusion, we have shown some potential influence
of the cultivation area on the susceptibility of bananas to
the crown rot disease as well as some variations within the
same cultivation area. These findings show that the imple-
mentation of alternative control methods in the framework
of an integrated management strategy (Lassois et al.,
2010b) should perform better in highlands and particu-
larly during the drier months of the year than in the rainy
season. Our results also suggest a possible influence of
black leaf streak disease that should be further studied.
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II. Impact of Mycosphaerella leaf spot diseases on the 
banana susceptibility to post-harvest diseases  
 
Besides the influence of abiotic pre-harvest factors on the banana fruit susceptibility to 
crown rot in field conditions, biotic pre-harvest factors should be taken into consideration. 
Indeed, banana tree is permanently under the high pressure of Mycosphaerella leaf spot 
disease. These MLSD influence the fruit’s physiology and a connection has been made 
between the severity of these diseases and the greenlife (GL) of bananas fruit. Moreover, it 
was highlighted, in the study of the spatio-temporal variation in Cameroon, that BLSD can 
potentially influence the banana’s susceptibility to crown rot. A study must be carried out to 
confirm this potential effect. In the same vein, no information was available on the SD effect 
on the development of post-harvest diseases. Since the effects of biotic pre-harvested factors 
on banana’s susceptibility to post-harvest diseases have not been properly studied, a 
complementary study on the influence of Mycosphaerella leaf spot diseases on banana 
susceptibility to two post-harvest diseases (crown rot and anthracnose) in Cameroon for 
BLSD and in Guadeloupe for SD was made.  
 
 
The results obtained were submitted for publication to Fruits. 
Ewané C.A., Chillet M., Castelan F., Brostaux Y., Essoh Ngando J., Lassois L., 
Lepoivre P., de Lapeyre de Bellaire L. Impact of Mycosphaerella leaf spot diseases on the 
banana susceptibility to post-harvest diseases.  
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Abstract 
!
Introduction. The susceptibility of banana fruit to crown rot and to anthracnose, the two 
main post-harvest diseases, is influenced by many pre-harvest abiotic 
factors. Mycosphaerella leaf spot diseases (MLSD) of bananas are biotic pre-harvest factors 
caused by Mycosphaerella fijiensis responsible for Black Leaf Streak Disease (BLSD) and M. 
musicola, which causes Sigatoka Disease (SD). These foliar diseases may also have an 
influence on fruit physiology. The aim of this study was to determine the influence of these 
biotic pre-harvest factors on the banana fruit’s susceptibility to crown rot and to anthracnose.  
Materials and methods. A disease severity gradient was established in two experimental 
fields (Cameroon for BLSD and Guadeloupe for SD) where, at flowering stage, six different 
levels of MLSD severity where selected. Fruit susceptibility was determined through necrotic 
surface assessments after artificial inoculation by Colletotrichum musae on the 3rd hand of 
harvested bunches.  
Results and discussion. BLSD significantly influenced banana’s sensitivity to crown rot 
(P<0.001) but only had a slight effect on the development of anthracnose (P=0.041). SD had 
no effect (P>0.05) on banana’s susceptibility to both post-harvest diseases.  
These results were discussed with emphasis on the influence of variations in the source-sink 
ratio on fruit physiology. The influence of BLSD on crown rot disease suggests the need to 
take into account the management of these foliar diseases for an alternative control method of 
post-harvest diseases through integrated pest management programs.  
  
Musa spp. / black leaf streak disease (BLSD) / Sigatoka disease (SD) / anthracnose / crown 
rot / fruit susceptibility 
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Résumé 
!
Impact des maladies foliaires dues aux Mycosphaerella spp. sur la sensibilité des bananes 
aux maladies post-récolte.  
!
Introduction. La sensibilité des bananes aux maladies post-récolte (pourriture de couronnes 
et anthracnose), est influencée par plusieurs facteurs abiotiques pré-récolte. Les maladies 
foliaires de bananes sont des facteurs biotiques pré-récolte causé par Mycosphaerella 
fijiensis pour la maladie des raies noires (MRN) et M. musicola, pour la maladie de Sigatoka 
(MS). Ces maladies foliaires pourraient avoir une influence sur la physiologie du fruit. 
L’objectif de cette étude était de déterminer l’influence de ces facteurs biotiques pré-récolte 
sur la sensibilité du fruit à la pourriture de couronnes et à l’anthracnose. !
Matériel et méthodes. Un gradient de sévérité de la maladie a été établi dans deux parcelles 
expérimentales (Cameroun pour la MRN et Guadeloupe pour MS). À la floraison, six niveaux 
différent de sévérité des ces maladies foliaires ont été selectionés. La sensibilité du fruit a été 
déterminée en évaluant la surface de couronnes nécrosée après inoculation artificielle des 
fruits de la 3ème main du régime par Colletotrichum musae.  
Résultats et discussion. La MRN influence significativement la sensibilité des bananes à la 
pourriture de couronnes (P<0.001), mais a seulement un léger effet sur le développement de 
l’anthracnose (P=0.041). La MS n’a aucun effet (P>0.05) sur la sensibilité des bananes à ces 
deux maladies post-récolte.  
Ces résultats ont été discutés avec un accent particulier sur l’influence des variations du ratio 
source-puits sur la physiologie du fruit. L’influence de la MRN sur la pourriture des 
couronnes suggère la nécessité de la prise en compte de la gestion des maladies foliaires dans 
les méthodes alternatives de contrôle des maladies post-récolte au travers des programmes de 
gestion intégrés.  
  
Musa spp. / maladie des raies noires (MRN) / maladie de Sigatoka (MS) / anthracnose / 
pourriture de couronnes / sensibilité du fruit 
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1. Introduction  
 
Mycosphaerella leaf spot diseases (MLSD) are foliar diseases of bananas caused by the 
ascomycetous fungi Mycosphaerella fijiensis and M. musicola, respectively for the Black Leaf 
Streak Disease (BLSD) and Sigatoka Disease (SD).  Severe infections of these foliar diseases 
can lead to a substantial reduction of the leaf area, but also have an indirect effect on the 
quality of the fruit, especially because bananas harvested from heavily infected plants cannot 
be exported because of early ripening [1]. On the another hand, M. fijiensis is an invasive and 
a more virulent pathogen as compared to M. musicola. M. musicola was first prevalent in all 
banana-growing countries and has been progressively replaced by M. fijiensis after it was 
introduced [2].  
Since the beginning of the seventies, two important continental pandemies have been 
observed throughout the tropics: in Africa and in the Americas [2].  BLSD is still extending 
and affects most major production areas of banana and plantains around the world. In the 
Caribbean, M. fijiensis was first detected in 1990 in Cuba and has spread recently to Martinica 
in 2010 and in Guadeloupe and Dominica in 2012 [3]. Beyond the direct impact of BLSD on 
bananas and plantains production and its economic impact, (yield losses, strong increase of 
production costs), BLSD has a potential indirect incidence on post-harvest quality of bananas. 
This could lead to negative impacts on the export banana industry, but also on local trade of 
plantains that are tolerant to M. musicola (except under certain conditions) but susceptible to 
M. fijiensis.  
One of the main characteristics of the quality of bananas is the development of post-
harvest diseases, especially anthracnose and crown rot that particularly affect the quality of 
exported bananas. Colletotrichum musae, a banana specific pathogen, is responsible for 
anthracnose lesions [4]. Fruits are mainly contaminated in the field, after flowering, by 
conidia produced on the floral parts and on senescent leaves [5-6]. Conidia germinate rapidly 
and form melanized appressoria that remain quiescent until fruit approaches maturity. From 
there, they form penetration hyphae, which colonize the underlying tissues leading to 
anthracnose lesions, especially in the case of quiescent anthracnose [7]. If the bananas are 
bruised, a rot can develop when the fruit is still green, and this later leads into larger lesions 
[4], technically called wound anthracnose. The etiology of crown rot is more complex since a 
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broad unspecific and opportunistic fungal complex is involved in this disease. Within this 
complex, Colletotrichum musae is the most pathogenic species [8-10]. Rotting occurs later 
during shipping, storage, ripening and commercial sale [11]. 
It has been demonstrated that pre-harvest factors have a strong influence on the 
incidence and severity of these post-harvest diseases. These pre-harvest factors contribute to 
determine the fruit quality potential, which depends on agronomic practices and on soil-
climate factors [12-13]. Particularly it has been shown that several abiotic factors influence 
one component of the fruit quality potential as the fruit susceptibility to post harvest diseases. 
Effectively the fruit susceptibility to wound anthracnose is affected by the production area and 
the physiological age of fruit (14-15); and the fruit susceptibility to crown rot disease is 
affected by the production area, the physiological age of fruit and source-sink ratio (16-18).  
Until now, the potential impact of biotic factors on the susceptibility of bananas to post-
harvest diseases has received limited attention. However, a recent study carried out in 
Cameroon has highlighted a potential effect of Black Leaf Streak Disease (BLSD) on banana 
susceptibility to crown rot [18]. Moreover, a relationship was shown between the severity of 
MLSD and the greenlife (GL) of bananas harvested at a constant physiological age [19, 3]. 
These results clearly showed that MLSD have a direct effect on the physiology of bananas 
although the mechanisms involved therein remain unknown. 
Then, the main objective of this study is to understand better the potential direct impact 
of MLSD on fruit quality and particularly to evaluate how these diseases might influence the 
susceptibility of bananas to anthracnose and crown rot. This study was conducted in 2008 in 
two different agro-ecological locations (Cameroon and Guadeloupe) where each pathogen 
(BLSD and SD respectively) was exclusively present.   
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2. Materials and methods 
 
2.1. Plant material 
 
Banana fruits (Musa acuminata [AAA group, Cavendish subgroup] cv Grande Naine) 
were harvested from plants grown in commercial banana farms. The banana plants were 
selected at the flowering stage (fingers in horizontal position) and were covered with a plastic 
sleeve. Bunches were tied with a colored belt for them to be recognized at harvest (for each 
week of selection, a different color was chosen). The third hand of the bunches was harvested 
and used for analysis. 
 
2.2. Prediction of harvest time 
 
In order to forecast the harvest dates, temperatures were recorded on the different 
plantations. An electronic probe (Tinytag Plus, Gemini Data Loggers) with regular statements 
(every 15 minutes) was installed in the experimental plots and an average daily temperature 
was calculated from all daily data as described by Ganry and Chillet [20]. The bunches were 
harvested at a constant physiological age [21]; i.e. when the sum of the mean daily 
temperature accumulated by the fruit at the 14° C threshold, between flowering and harvest, 
reached 900 degree day (dd). 
 
2.3. Experimental design 
!
The experiment was conducted in two commercial banana farms located in two different 
environments where climatic conditions are favourable for the development of leaf spot 
diseases: 
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1.      Cameroon: in Njombé (Mbomè), altitude 80 m, average temperature 27° C; mean 
annual rainfall 3000 mm. Only M. fijiensis was present in this plantation. 
2.      Guadeloupe: in Capesterre-belle eau (Montbelley), altitude 180 m, average 
temperature 25° C; mean annual rainfall 2800 mm. The experiment was conducted in 
2008 and at that time only M. musicola was present here. 
In each plot, a gradient of leaf spot disease was obtained through a differential chemical 
control of the foliar diseases, one part of the experimental design being untreated. Moreover, 
mechanical deleafing of diseased leaves was not done on the plots. Six groups (treatments) 
of banana plants were selected at different flowering dates (horizontal finger stage) according 
to their level of BLSD or SD severity: 
! A: severity between 0 and 5 % 
! B: severity between 6 and 15 % 
! C: severity between 16 and 25 % 
! D: severity between 26 and 35% 
! E: severity between 36 and 45 % 
! F:   severity > 46 %. 
When the gradient of leaf streak disease was obtained in both situations (June 2008), 
banana trees were selected according to the level of severity to MLSD at flowering 
stage. In Cameroon, ten banana plants were selected per week for 3 consecutive weeks for 
each treatment and harvested for 3 consecutive weeks as well after a flowering-to-harvest-
period (FHP) of about 77 days. In Guadeloupe, since the banana plot was smaller, such design 
could not be used and the banana plants were selected for 2 labeling-periods (2 weeks) and 
banana trees were dispatched for each treatment according to their availability; and they were 
also harvested for 2 harvest-periods after an average FHP of 82 days (table I). 
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2.4. Assessment of leaf spot diseases  
 
Disease severity was evaluated to characterize the intensity of necrotic surface: disease 
severity was observed on all selected banana plants from flowering to harvest. The severity 
index (SI), which is an estimation of the percentage of necrotic leaf area per plant, was then 
calculated according to the method described by Gauhl et al. [22]. Following this method, the 
disease severity index of each leaf is scored according the following scale: 0 = no necrotic 
lesion; 1 = less than 1% necrotic lesions; 2 = 1-5 % necrotic lesions; 3 = 6-15 % necrotic 
lesions; 4 = 16-33 % necrotic lesions; 5 = 34-50 % necrotic lesions; 6 = more than 50% 
necrotic lesions.  The SI is calculated as SI = (∑scores/6xNTL)x100; where ∑scores is the 
sum of all infestation indexes of the banana plant and NTL is the number of leaves of the 
banana plant. The BLSD and the SD severities at flowering and at harvest were respectively 
named:  BLSDSF; BLSDSH; SDSF and SDSH. 
Number of functional leaves was evaluated to characterize the photosynthetic potential of 
the banana tree: the number of functional leaves at flowering (NFLF) and at harvest (NFLH). 
The NFL was determined, in our study, with the assumption that functional leaves should 
have less than 30% of necrotic surface, i.e. an infestation index of the leaf < 5.  
Youngest leaf spotted was also assessed. This indicator is commonly used to characterize the 
efficiency of BLSD control methods [19]: the youngest leaf spotted first at flowering (YLSF) 
and later at harvest (YLSH). The youngest leaf spotted (YLS) was assessed according to the 
method of Stover and Dickson [23], which involves the monitoring of the youngest leaf (from 
the top of the plant) bearing at least 10 necrotic lesions. 
Fruit diameter (Grade) was evaluated in order to characterize the effect of leaf spot diseases 
on fruit growth (fruit morphology and fruit filling rate). The diameter (mm) of a fruit was 
measured in the third hand (median position in internal row) of each bunch harvested.  
The percentage of banana tree with at least one ripe fruit at harvest was also measured in 
both locations for each treatment. 
!
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Table I: Number of banana trees selected at flowering (NBTF) and number of banana trees harvested (NBTH) for the different replicates of the experiments 
conducted in Cameroun for BLSD and in Guadeloupe for SD. Bunches were harvested at a constant physiological age of 900 dd. The duration (days) of the 
Flowering-to-harvest-period (FHP) is also indicated for each replicate. The NBTH and the number of banana fruit inoculated for analysis are different because of 
early ripening of fruit before harvest. 
 
! ! ! Black!Leaf!Streak!Disease! ! Sigatoka!Disease!
Treatment! Replicate! ! Date!Flowering!! NBTF! Harvest!date!(FHP)! NBTH! ! Date!Flowering! NBTF! Harvest!date!(FHP)! NBTH!
A! 1! !
11!June2008!
10!
27!August!2008!
(77%days)!
10! !
From!11!to!30!June!2008!
8!
From!1!to!18!September!2008!!!
(80,82%days)!
7!
B! 1! ! 10! 10! ! 10! 8!
C! 1! ! 10! 10! ! 15! 13!
D! 1! ! 10! 8! ! 14! 9!
E! 1! ! 10! 9! ! 7! 7!
F! 1! ! 7! 5! ! ! !
A! 2! !
19!June!2008!
!
10!
3!September!2008!
(76%days)!
10! !
From!16!September!to!3!
October!2008!
9!
From!11!to!23!December!2008!
(81,86%days)!
4!
B! 2! ! 10! 10! ! 10! 10!
C! 2! ! 10! 10! ! 13! 10!
D! 2! ! 10! 10! ! 12! 5!
E! 2! ! 10! 10! ! 9! 8!
F! 2! ! 10! 10! ! ! !
A! 3! !
25!June!2008!
!
10!
10!September!2008!
(77%days)!
10! !
!
!
!
!
B! 3! ! 10! 10! ! ! !
C! 3! ! 10! 10! ! ! !
D! 3! ! 10! 9! ! ! !
E! 3! ! 10! 10! ! ! !
F! 3! ! ! 10! ! 10! ! ! ! ! !
Total! 3! ! ! 177! ! 171! ! ! 107! ! 81!
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2.5. Artificial inoculations for the evaluation of susceptibility to post-harvest 
diseases  
!
 Ripe fruits at harvest were not inoculated. Only green fruit were used for evaluation of 
susceptibility to both post-harvest diseases starting from the same pathogen (C. musae), which 
can induce anthracnose and crown rot development. 
!
2.5.1. Fungal strains  
 
Two Colletotrichum musae strains isolated in Cameroon and in Guadeloupe were used 
for artificial inoculations. In order to avoid fungal variations, all cultures were initiated 15 
days before inoculation, starting from frozen cryotubes. Thereafter, the strain was 
transplanted in Mathur’s medium (MgSO4.7H2O: 2.5g/l; KH2PO4: 2.7g/l; peptone: 1 g/l; yeast 
extract: 1g/l; saccharine: 10 g/l; agar: 15 g/l) and incubated at 25° C for 10 days. Conidia were 
recovered with sterile distilled water and later passed through a sterile sieve of 45 µm and 
suspensions calibrated with a Mallassez cell at a concentration of 
104 and 106 conidia/ml for crown rot and anthracnose inoculations respectively. 
 
2.5.2. Evaluation of susceptibility to crown rot disease 
 
A cluster of four banana fingers was cut at the median of each harvested hand. The 
cuttings were square, with regular and clear-cut sections in order to obtain similar crowns 
between the clusters. Once latex ran out, crown tissues were dried up with absorbent paper 
and sterilized by dipping then in 50° alcohol. Fruits were then laid out at room temperature 
for 2 hours so as to allow the crowns to dry. A droplet of 50 µl of the C. musae suspension 
(104conidia.ml-1) was then deposited at the top of the crown.  A sterilized square filter paper 
of 1 cm2 was placed on the droplet in order to maintain the inoculum in place. Three hours 
after inoculation, clusters of the same treatment were packed in perforated plastic bags and in 
commercial boxes. They were stored under stable conditions at 13° C for 13 days [18]. At the 
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end of this storage period, an evaluation of the internal progression of the rot within the crown 
was done. The clusters were divided into two different parts and the transverse cutting of the 
crown allowed a visualization of spread of the rot on the crown. The "Internal Necrosis 
Surface" (INS) expressed in mm² was calculated by assuming a rectangular shape to the 
internal necrosis. Its value was taken as a measure of fruit susceptibility to crown rot. 
 
2.5.3. Evaluation of susceptibility to wound anthracnose 
!
A median internal finger without defect was selected from each harvested hand.  On 
each finger, two zones were located using a fine marker. A droplet of 25 µl of the inoculum 
suspension (106 conidia.ml-1) was deposited at the center of these zones. Fruits were laid at 
room temperature to allow the droplets to completely dry up. Once dried, a sterile humidified 
cotton swab was deposited on each inoculation point and wrapped with a plastic film. 
Bananas of the same treatment were packed thereafter in perforated plastic bags placed in 
commercial boxes. The boxes were stored for 2 days at 25° C to allow the development of 
appressoria [24]. Then, the inoculated areas were bruised by applying a standardized 
compression. In Guadeloupe, standardized compressions were carried out using a 
penetrometer with a rounded probe of 1cm of diameter, which exerted during 4 sec a 
deformation of 5mm with a speed of 5 mm.sec-1.  The probe was controlled by an analyzer of 
texture TA-XT2 coupled with software X-TRAD. In Cameroon, this equipment was not 
available so wounds were inflicted manually with a rounded probe of 1 cm.  Bananas were 
then packed and stored at 13° C for 10 days in order to simulate industrial export conditions 
as described by de Lapeyre de Bellaire et al. [24]. At the end of this storage period, fruits were 
laid at 20° C and the length (L) and width (w) of the necrotic surface were measured at 
various dates. Evaluations were made 12, 14, 16 and 18 days after harvest (dah) in Cameroon 
and 20 dah in Guadeloupe. The Necrotic surface (NS, mm2) was then calculated by the ellipse 
area formula (Length × width × Π/4), and its value was taken as a measure of fruit 
susceptibility to wound anthracnose at these different dates. 
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2.6. Statistical Analysis 
 
For both locations, the effect of the different treatments on leaf spots severity (BLSDS, 
SDS); on the number of functional leaves (NFL) and on the youngest leaf spotted (YLS) at 
flowering and at harvest; on the grade of fruit and on the INS and NS were analyzed by 
analysis of variance (ANOVA). The average values of BLSDSF, BLSDSH, SDSF SDSH, 
NFLF, NFLH, YLSF, YLSH, grade, INS, and NS (at different date of evaluation calculated for 
the both wounds) were subjected to a fixed two-way ANOVA performed with Minitab 
software v.15.1, with Treatment and Date as factors.  Separations of means were based on 
Tukey’s multiple range tests at a 5% probability level. BLSDSF, BLSDSH, SDSF SDSH, NFLF, 
NFLH, YLSF, YLSH, grade, INS; NS at different dates of evaluation were correlated via linear 
regression using Pearson correlations calculations and significance tests. The analysis was 
conducted on Minitab software v.15.1. 
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3. Results 
 
3.1. Pre-harvest effects of leaf spot diseases on the banana plants and fruits   
 
A higher degree of disease severity at flowering as measuring by Severity Index (SI) 
(treatment F, SI > 45 %) could not be achieved in Guadeloupe for SD (table I). During the 
flowering-to-harvest-period (FHP), different effects of leaf spot diseases were observed on 
banana plants and on fruit morphology. In both locations, banana trees selected for the various 
groups (treatments) showed different significant disease levels as shown for the SI, the NFL 
and the YLS (tables II, III). The gradient of SI selected at flowering has been maintained at 
harvest. Nevertheless, at harvest stage, the differences between all the treatments for SI, NFL 
and YLS were not the same as in the flowering stage (tables II, III). 
          During the FHP, leaf spot diseases led to an important reduction of the leaf area in the 
different treatments. In all the cases, the SI increased dramatically especially for BLSD in 
Cameroon (table II). The evolution of the leaf spot disease was also confirmed by an 
important decrease of the position of the YLS and by an important decrease of the NFL 
(tables II, III). As such (especially for BLSD in Cameroon), banana trees selected at flowering 
with high SI (treatments E and F) showed complete necrosis of leaves leading to the absence 
of functional leaves on the banana plant at harvest (table II, figure 1). 
Morphological differences were observed between the fruits of the different groups 
(treatments) that were harvested at a constant physiological age of 900 dd in Cameroon (table 
II, figure 2). Fruits with lower disease severity at flowering (treatments A, B and C) had 
bigger grade than those with high disease severity (treatments D, E and F) (table II). 
Morphological differences between fruits of the different groups (table III) were not observed 
in Guadeloupe. 
In some cases, bunches harvested on heavily infested banana trees were fully ripe at 
harvest in both locations (figure 3, table IV). Fruits of treatments A and B were not ripe at 
harvest as compared to fruits of other groups (treatments C, D, E, and F). The highest 
percentage of ripe fruits was found in treatments D and E. In addition, the percentage of ripe 
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fruits increased with the level of leaf spot disease at flowering but for the higher disease level 
of BLSD in Cameroon (treatment F, severity at harvest > 46%). The percentage of 
M. fijiensis in ripe fruits at harvest was less important as compared to M. musicola (table IV). 
 
3.2. Effects of leaf spot diseases on banana susceptibility to crown rot disease 
 
In Cameroon, BLSD influenced the banana fruit susceptibility to crown rot disease. The 
INS continuously increased from treatment A to F, and the treatments had a significant effect 
on fruit susceptibility to crown rot (P<0,001). As such, higher levels of BLSDS corresponded 
to higher levels of fruits susceptibility to crown rot (INS) disease. Three statistically different 
groups were distinguished amongst the different treatments (table II). 
SD in Guadeloupe did not influence (P>0,05) fruit susceptibility to crown rot (table III). 
Because of the high amount of ripe banana fruits at harvest for treatment E (SI between 36 
and 45%), this group was not taken into consideration for inoculations assessments. 
!
3.3. Effects of leaf spot diseases on banana susceptibility to wound 
anthracnose 
!
BLSD in Cameroon influenced banana fruit’s susceptibility to wound anthracnose at the 
earliest dates of observation (12 dah). Among the various groups, only treatment F had a 
significant effect on NS (P=0,001) on the first date of evaluation (12 dah). Two statistically 
different groups were distinguished (table II). Higher levels of BLSDS (treatment F) 
corresponded to a higher level of susceptibility to wound anthracnose unlike with other 
groups (treatments A, B, C, D, E). However, for later dates of evaluation (14 dah, 16 dah and 
18 dah), treatment F had more important values of NS but the differences between the groups 
were not significant (P>0,05) (table II). 
SD in Guadeloupe did not influence (P>0,05) fruit susceptibility to wound anthracnose 
(NS, 20 dah) the only date of obsevation (table III). 
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Table II: BLSD severity in % at flowering (BLSDSF) and at harvest (BLSDSH), number of functional leaves at flowering (NFLF) and at harvest (NFLH), youngest 
leaf spotted at flowering (YLSF) and at harvest (YLSH), fruit grade (mm), crown rot (INS in mm²), anthracnose (NS in mm²) mean values and standard deviations 
during the six months assessment in Cameroon. P is the probability obtained with ANOVA. 
 
 
Means are the result of 10 replicates represented with standard deviation in the table. 
For each column, different letters represent statistically different groups defined by the Tukey test (5%). 
 
 
! Banana!tree!
!
Banana!fruit!
Treatment! BLSDSF! BLSDSH! NFLF! NFLH! YLSF! YLSH! Grade! INS! NS!12!dah!! NS!14!dah! NS!16!dah! NS!18!dah!
A! 3,1!!±!!1,6a! 61,8!±!16,4a! 12,6!!±!1,8a! 5,2!±!2,2a! 8,2!±!3,1a! 1,8!±!1,0a! 37,5!±!0,1a! 274,8!±!52,3a! !!69,1!±!50,0ab! 229,8!±!125,2a! 359,5!±!176,7a! 518,4!±!230,0a!
B! 11,5!±!3,0b! 71,2!±!14,6b! 12,8!!±!1,6a! 4,4!±!2,1a! 6,5!±!1,2b! 1,2!±!0,5b! 37,6!±!0,1a! 256,9!±!53,2a! !!61,6!±!41,3a! 182,6!±!118,4a! 285,3!±!170,1a! 458,1!±!241,7a!
C! 21,0!±!2,7c! 89,4!±!11,8c! 13,3!!±!1,6a! 1,6!±!2,0b! 5,8!±!1,2b! 1,0!±!0,0b! 36,2!±!0,2a! 303,2!±!63,3ab! !!81,9!±!64,6ab! 222,5!±!127,7a! 330,5!±!163,9a! 516,1!±!209,8a!
D! 31,6!±!3,2d! 94,4!±!11,8c! 11,6!!±!1,6ab! 0,7!±!1,6bc! 5,5!±!0,8b! 1,0!±!0,0b! 35,5!±!0,2ab! 360,4!±!53,2bc! !!68,8!±!59,6ab! 245,6!±!173,4a! 370,3!±!222,9a! 578,9!±!289,9a!
E! 40,1!±!3,6e! 99,9!±!!!0,6d! 8,8!±!3,0b! 0,0!±!0,0c! 4,3!±!1,0bc! 1,0!±!0,0b! 34,1!±!0,2b! 349,5!±!76,5b! !!78,2!±!55,1ab! 217,6!±!149,0a! 329,2!±!187,5a! 515,6!±!230,0a!
F! 52,1!±!5,6f! 100,0!±!0,0d! 7,4!±!1,3b! 0,0!±!0,0c! 3,8!±!0,6c! 1,0!±!0,0b! 34,9!±!0,2ab! 393,7!±!60,2c! 105,6!±!80,0b! 254,6!±!142,0a! 368,5!±!165,9a! 592,0!±!259,5a!
P! 0.000! 0.000! 0.000! 0.000! 0.000! 0.000! ! 0.000! 0.000! 0.041! 0.248! 0.301! 0.178!
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Table III: SD severity in % at flowering (SDSF) and at harvest (SDSH), number of functional leaves at flowering (NFLF) and at harvest (NFLH), youngest leaf 
spotted at flowering (YLSF) and at harvest (YLSH), and anthracnose (NS in mm²) mean values and standard deviations during the assessment period in 
Guadeloupe. P is the probability obtained with ANOVA.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Means are the result of 10 replicates represented with standard deviation in the table. 
The letters a, b, c, d, e, f represents groups of statistically different fruits defined by the Tukey test (5%). 
 
 
 
 
* Banana!tree! ! Banana!fruit!
Treatment! SDSF! SDSH! NFLF! NFLH! YLSF! YLSH! ! Grade! INS! NS!20!dah!
A! !!!!3,8!±!1,9a! 33,5!±!18,6a! 10,7!±!1,4a! 8,0!±!2,6a! 8,8!±!2,2a! 1,5!±!0,9a!
!
35,0!±!2,8a! 92,7!±!25,0a! 434,8!±!221,6a!
B! 10,2!±!2,1b! 47,1!±!28,5a! 10,7!±!1,9a! 5,7!±!3,3a! 7,1!±!1,6b! 1,1!±!0,3ab! 35,3!±!1,1a! !!63,5!±!34,1a! 295,2!±!173,1a!
C! 20,0!±!3,2c! 73,1!±!20,1b! 10,3!±!2,4a! 3,3!±!3,1b! 5,1!±!1,3c! 1,2!±!0,4ab! 34,9!±!2,1a! !!81,0!±!35,4a! 441,4!±!273,1a!
D! 30,3!±!2,3d! 94,3!±!7,2c! 9,4!±!1,3ab!
!
0,2!±!0,6c! 4,7!±!0,8c! 1,0!±!0,0b! 34,8!±!2,0a! !100,8!±!46,2a! 429,0!±!207,7a!
E! 39,5!±!5,9e! !96,3!±!9.9c! 8,5!±!1.6b! 0,3!±!1.1c! 4,1!±!0,6c! 1,0!±!0,0b! 33,6!±!1,5a!! J! J!
P! 0,000! 0,000! 0,001! 0,000! 0,000! 0,032*
!
0,575! 0,133! 0,139!
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a    b !
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Effects of BLSD on the foliage of banana plants lightly infested (a. treatment A, SI at flowering 
< 5%) and banana plants severely infested (b. treatment F, SI at flowering > 46%). 
 
 
!
 
Figure 2: Effects of different levels of BLSD severity (treatment A-F) on the morphology of bananas 
harvested at the same physiological age (900dd). White parts on banana fruit represent a sterile 
humidified cotton swab deposited on each inoculation point (for anthracnose) and wrapped with a plastic 
film. 
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a    b !
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Effects of BLSD on early ripening of fruit before harvest:  in case of light infection fruits are not 
ripe at harvest (a. treatment A, SI at flowering < 5%); in other cases with severe infection, fruits are ripe 
at harvest stage (b. treatment E, SI at flowering > 46%). 
 
 
 
 
Table IV: Percentage of ripe fruits at harvest (%) in Cameroun (Black Leaf Streak Disease) and 
Guadeloupe (Sigatoka Disease). 
 
!
Treatment!!
!
Cameroon!!
!
Guadeloupe!
A! 0! 0!
B! 0! 0!
C! 12! 23!
D! 15! 38!
E! 29! 71!
F! 5! =!
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3.4. Relationships between leaf spot diseases and banana susceptibility to post-
harvest diseases 
 
For SD and particularly for BLSD, disease parameters were well correlated to one 
another and better correlations were encountered for disease parameters observed at the same 
stage, i.e. at flowering or at harvest (tables V, VI). The NFL and the YLS were inversely 
proportional to disease severity (tables V, VI). In addition, an 
important correlation (P<0,001) was found between Leaf Spot Disease Severity (SDS, 
BLSDS) at flowering and at harvest (tables V, VI). A significant negative correlation 
(P<0,001) was found between the grade of fruits and the BLSDSF and BLSDSH (table V) but 
such relation was not found for SD (table VI). 
            BLSDSF and BLSDSH were therefore positively correlated with the development of 
crown rot and of anthracnose on banana fruits. The relationship between INS and BLSDS (at 
flowering and at harvest) was significant (P<0.001) and linear (table V). Thus, high levels of 
BLSDSF and BLSDSH were correlated with high levels of INS. NS was slightly correlated 
(P<0.001) to high levels of BLSDS. However, this effect is true only for the date of 
evaluation corresponding to 12 dah. No correlation (P>0.05) was found between the BLSDS 
and NS 14 dah, 16 dah and 18 dah (table V). 
SDSF and SDSH were not correlated (P>0.05) with crown rot and wound anthracnose 
(NS) 20 dah (table VI). 
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Table V: Analysis of correlation between BLSD severity and some characteristics of banana tree (number 
of functional leaves, youngest leaf spotted) and fruit (fruit grade, crown rot (INS) and anthracnose (NS) 
12, 14, 16, 18 dah) at flowering and harvest.  
 
 
 d.f. is the degree of freedom, r is the Pearson correlation value and P its probability. 
 
 
Table VI: Analysis of correlation between SD severity and some characteristics of banana tree (number of 
functional leaves, youngest leaf spotted) and fruit (fruit grade, crown rot (INS) and anthracnose (NS) 20 
dah) at flowering and harvest.  
 
 
d.f. is the degree of freedom, r is the Pearson correlation value and P its probability. 
 
! ! BLSDS!at!flowering! ! BLSDS!at!harvest!
Source! d.f.! ! r=value! P=value! ! r=value! P=value!
BLSDS!at!harvest! 169! ! !!0,74! <0,001! ! =! =!
NFL!at!flowering! 169! ! =0,67! <0,001! ! =0,50! <0,001!
NFL!at!harvest! 169! ! =0,73! <0,001! ! =0,94! <0,001!
YLS!at!flowering! 169! ! =0,64! <0,001! ! =0,53! <0,001!
YLS!at!harvest! 169! ! =0,40! <0,001! ! =0,54! <0,001!
Fruit!grade!at!harvest! 169! ! =0,54! <0,001! ! =0,44! <0,001!
Crown!rot!(INS)! 169! ! !!0,58! <0,001! ! !!0,49! <0,001!
Anthracnose!(NS!12!dah)! 169! ! !!0,22! !!0,006! ! !!0,18! !!!0,029!
Anthracnose!(NS!14!dah)! 169! ! !!0,09! !!0,258! ! !!0,17! !!!0,026!
Anthracnose!(NS!16!dah)! 169! ! !!0,06! !!0,446! ! !!0,17! !!!0,027!
Anthracnose!(NS!18!dah)! 169! ! !!0,13! !!0,088! ! !!0,21! !!!0,006!
! ! SDS!at!flowering! ! SDS!at!harvest!
Source! d.f.! ! r=value! P=value! ! r=value! P=value!
SDS!at!harvest! 79! ! !0,75! <0,001! ! =! =!
NFL!at!flowering! 79! ! =0,44! !<0,001! ! =0,47! !<0,001!
NFL!at!harvest! 79! ! =0,72! <0,001! ! =0,90! <0,001!
YLS!at!flowering! 79! ! =0,70! <0,001! ! =0,62! <0,001!
YLS!at!harvest! 79! ! =0,26! !!0,019! ! =0,37! !!0,001!
Fruit!grade!at!harvest! 79! ! =0,23! !!0,048! ! =0,16! !!0,160!
Crown!rot!(INS)! 64! ! !!0,16! !!0,264! ! !!0,03! !!!0,814!
Anthracnose!(NS!20!dah)! 64! ! !!0,15! !!0,244! ! !!0,17! !!!0,175!
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4. Discussion 
 
The experimental designs put in place in Cameroon for BLSD and in Guadeloupe for 
SD generated disease gradients at flowering which were almost maintained until harvest, 
although the structure of these gradients were different at harvest stage. The severity levels 
reached at harvest for treatments A and B (disease severity < 15% at flowering) were higher 
for BLSD in Cameroon than for SD in Guadeloupe, because of differences in their kinetics. 
Leaf Spot Diseases had the expected impacts on the banana trees through 
an important reduction of the leaf surface. An important reduction of the number of functional 
leaves at harvest was observed for highly infected plants, especially for treatments D, E and F 
(severity at flowering > 26%) that had less than one functional leaf at harvest. This foliar 
reduction has been widely reported in previous studies [25, 2, 19]. As expected, BLSD’s 
impact on leaf surface was more important than SD’s impact. Indeed, M. fijiensis is a more 
aggressive pathogen than M. musicola [26, 27]. 
Since the reduction in the photosynthetic area generates stresses during fruit filling, an 
impact on fruit morphology was also expected [28, 11]. Then, morphological differences in 
the diameter of fruit’s were observed as a result of heavy BLSD infestation between fruits of 
the different treatments harvested at a same physiological age. However, heavy SD infestation 
did not lead to a reduction in the diameter of fruit harvested at a constant physiological age as 
previously reported [20]. This was probably because the level of stress induced by SD on fruit 
filling was lower than for BLSD, which induced faster defoliations. 
 MLSD’s effects have been previously reported to lead to a reduction in yield, as well as 
in premature ripening of fruits in the field [29, 25, 2, 19]. As expected, in both locations, 
bananas harvested from severely infected plants (treatments C, D, E and F) were at times 
already ripe at harvest. 
Our results confirmed leaf streak disease’s direct effects on fruit physiology [19]. If 
BLSD’s effect on fruit ripening has been widely documented, this is the first report of 
BLSD’s effect on banana susceptibility to crown rot disease. This result confirms previous 
observations suggesting that some biotic factors had a potential effect on banana’s 
susceptibility to crown rot [18]. 
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The presence of biotic stresses during fruit filling induced a reduction in sources (NFL) 
of the banana tree but not in sinks (fruits), leading to a reduction of the source-sink (So-Si) 
ratio. We can then hypothesize that such a decrease could account for a reduced susceptibility 
to crown rot as previously shown [11]. Since the reduction of the source was more important 
for BLSD than for SD, this could account for the lack of increase in fruit’s susceptibility to 
crown rot which was observed with increasing SD severity. Also noteworthy is the fact that 
the values of Internal Necrotic Surfaces measured in Guadeloupe were very low as compared 
to earlier studies [7], which could also explain the absence of SD’s effect on the susceptibility 
of the banana to crown rot. 
In the case of banana anthracnose, there was a slight effect of BLSD on bananas 
harvested from heavily infested plants (P=0.041) just for the first date of evaluation (12 dah). 
This effect was not found in the following dates of evaluation (14 dah, 16 dah, 18 dah). So, 
we can hypothesize that SD had no effect on fruit susceptibility to wound anthracnose, 
probably because the only evaluation date (20 dah) was rather too late. The lesser effect of 
BLSD on wound anthracnose could be explained by the fact that the modification of So-Si 
ratio had less effect on fruit’s susceptibility to banana anthracnose as compared to crown rot. 
Effectively, in previous studies, the changes in So-Si ratio were found to influence the banana 
fruit susceptibility to crown rot [11], but not to wound anthracnose [13]. 
Stresses generated by the effects of BLSD seem to trigger physiological changes on the 
banana fruit resulting from a disequilibrium between the availability of assimilates during the 
fruit growth. This disequilibrium could lead to a reduction of the formation of secondary 
metabolites like phenolic compounds. Phenolic compounds have effectively been shown to be 
involved in the defense mechanisms of different banana tree tissues [30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. 
Moreover, products arising from the decomposition of banana dopamine seem to have a 
fungitoxic activity against C. musae [35, 36]. Since several phenolics are involved in the 
banana tree’s defense mechanisms, they might also be involved in fluctuations observed in 
banana’s susceptibility to the crown rot disease. 
In summary, the aim of this study was to evaluate the MLSD influence on the 
susceptibility of bananas to post-harvest diseases. Our results have highlighted a new effect of 
the BLSD on the bananas fruit’s quality. However, the physiological mechanism involved in 
the relationship between BLSD severity and post-harvest diseases are still unknown. The 
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management of BLSD should also be considered in the elaboration of alternative control 
methods of post-harvest diseases mainly through an integrated strategy. 
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I. Severe modifications in source-sink ratio influence the 
susceptibility of bananas to crown rot and its phenolic 
content 
 
The influence of abiotic and biotic pre-harvest factors on banana’s susceptibility to 
post-harvest diseases, mainly crown rot, has been shown. However, the biochemical 
mechanism underlying the fruit susceptibility variations is not yet understood. Since the 
accumulation of phenolics in banana tissues have previously been correlated to banana’s 
resistance to biotic stress, it was necessary to study the influence of the crown phenolic 
content on fruit’s susceptibility to crown rot. Prior to the characterization of the phenolic 
content of banana crown in relation to the susceptibility variation, it was important to have 
samples with different levels of susceptibility. A previous study had shown that source-sink 
ratio modification at flowering induced high difference in the level of fruit susceptibility. 
Thus, a three weeks study was set up in the field where a severe modification in source-sink 
ratio at flowering was observed. This was done in order to obtain banana crowns of 
differential susceptibility to crown rot and to have sufficient amount for biochemical analysis. 
GC-MS method was applied on samples collected during the 3th week for catecholamines 
analysis. The amount of banana crown powder for this harvest week was however not enough 
for all analyses, especially for the 13dpi. That was in fact the key problem during this 
sampling, since we were collecting only the healthy parts of the crown (parts without 
necrosis). Therefore, HPLC and LC-MS was applied on samples collected during the 2th week 
for the analysis of polyphenols.  
 
The results obtained are in a manuscript and will soon be submitted for publication 
under Plant Pathology. 
Ewané C.A., Nott K., Ngoh Newilah G., Paquot M., Wathelet J.P., Lepoivre P., de 
Lapeyre de Bellaire L. The severe source-sink ratio change affects the susceptibility of 
banana to crown rot and its phenolics content.  
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Abstract 
 
Banana susceptibility to crown rot is influenced by many biotic and abiotic pre-harvest 
factors which includes the source-sink (So-Si) ratio. The banana plant’s resistance to biotic 
stress has been previously correlated to its phenolic content. It is hypothesized that there is a 
potential influence of the crown’s phenolic content on fruit’s susceptibility. The aim of this 
work was to investigate on the influence of severe So-Si ratio modifications, via the removal 
of leaves and hands, and the involvement of phenolics in the fruit’s susceptibility to crown 
rot. Fruit susceptibility was evaluated 13 days post-inoculation (13dpi) with Colletotrichum 
musae. Banana crowns obtained on the day of harvest before inoculation (dhbi) and the 13dpi 
stages were analyzed for changes in phenolic compounds using GC-MS, HPLC and LC-MS 
devices. The severe So-Si ratio modifications had a significant effect (P< 0,001) on fruit’s 
susceptibility, fruits of low So-Si ratio being most susceptible. The severe So-Si ratio 
modifications also significantly influenced (P< 0,001) some tree and some fruit 
characteristics. The less susceptible (S-) crowns had higher amount of phenolics compared to 
the more susceptible (S+) ones. Dopamine was identified as the major phenolic in banana 
crown. Norepinephrine and normetanephrine levels were higher in crowns the dhbi, especially 
the S+ ones. Hydroxycinnamic acids, notably ferulic acid and its derivatives were 
accumulated at significant level (P< 0,001) in the S- crowns as compared to the S+ ones the 
dhbi, but decreased in 13dpi. Phenolics have a possible role in the biochemical defense of the 
banana crown and could be used by the producers as chemical criterion for estimation of the 
level of bananas susceptibility to crown rot. 
 
Keywords: Musa spp., source-sink ratio modifications, crown rot, fruit susceptibility, 
phenolics, chromatographic methods (GC-MS, HPLC, LC-MS).  
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1. Introduction 
 
Crown rot is a disease of the tissue uniting the peduncles. Caused by a broad, unspecific 
parasitic complex, it is the most important post-harvest disease affecting the quality of 
exported bananas in Cameroon. Within this complex, Colletotrichum musae (Berk. & Curt.) 
Arx is the most commonly described pathogenic species (Finlay & Brown, 1993; Krauss & 
Johanson, 2000; Lassois et al., 2010a). The disease develops during shipping, ripening, 
commercialization, storage and has a negative impact on the market value of the bananas 
(Slabaugh & Grove, 1982). Crown rot control relies mainly on the application of post-harvest 
fungicides (de Lapeyre de Bellaire & Nolin, 1994). Nevertheless, seasonal and spatial 
variations in the performance of these practices have been observed. It has been suggested 
that spatiotemporal fluctuations may represent variations in the quality potential of the fruit 
which is influenced by pre-harvest factors such as agronomic practices and agro-ecological 
conditions (Chillet & de Lapeyre de Bellaire, 1996; Lassois et al, 2010a).  
The fruit’s susceptibility to the crown rot disease is an important component in 
determining its quality potential (Lassois et al., 2010a). The So-Si ratio modifications were 
found to significantly influence (P= 0,004) the banana fruit’s susceptibility to crown rot 
(Lassois et al. 2010b). Moreover, the effects on the metabolic pathway potentially involved in 
So-Si ratio modifications on fruit susceptibility have been reported (Lassois et al., 2011). This 
study suggested phenolics, notably dopamine, could be involved in the quantitative response 
of bananas to crown rot.  
Dopamine and products which derive from its oxidation are the main phenols in 
bananas and these phenols have a fungitoxic activity against Colletotrichum musae (Muirhead 
et al., 1984), and antioxidant properties (Kanazawa & Sakakibara, 2000; Someya et al., 
2002). Besides the high concentration of phenols, phenylalanine ammonia-lyase, oxidative 
enzymes like peroxidase, polyphenol oxidase (PPO), were reported in many resistant banana 
tissues such as in the interaction between Musa spp. and Fusarium oxysporum F sp. Cubense 
(Panama disease) (Kavino et al., 2009). Amongst the many diversities of secondary 
metabolites involved in the banana’s resistance to different pathogens, preformed and induced 
phenolics have been widely reported in the literature as potential participants in the banana 
tree defense mechanisms (Ewané et al., 2012). 
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Phenolics were shown to be involved in preformed defense mechanism of the banana 
tree against Black Leaf Streak Disease through certain cells of the mesophyll specialized in 
their important storage in partially resistant cultivar tissues as compared to the susceptible 
ones (Beveraggi, 1995; El Hadrami, 1997). Phenolics were also involved in induced defense 
mechanisms; for instance, after a wound or an inoculation by C. musae, several phytoalexins 
(phenylphenalenones, irenolone and emenolone types) were induced in the tissues of the 
green bananas (Luis et al., 1993; Kamo et al., 1998; Kamo et al., 2001). Higher contents of 
several phenolics have been observed in the root’s tissues of the banana cultivars resistant to 
phytophagous nematodes and the role of these phenolics in defense mechanisms has been 
reported (Valette et al., 1998; Collingborn et al., 2000; de Ascensao & Dubery, 2003; Wuyts 
et al., 2007). However, the mechanisms involved in the fruit’s susceptibility to crown rot 
remain unexplained and such variations have not yet been linked to the phenolic content of 
the tissues of the banana crown.   
The objective of this work was to characterize the effect of the severe modifications of 
the So-Si ratio and the subsequent role of phenolics on fruit’s susceptibility variation to crown 
rot disease. In order to obtain banana crowns with differential levels of susceptibility to crown 
rot, the effect of the severe modifications of So-Si ratio on some banana trees and fruits 
characteristics at harvest, and on fruit’s susceptibility to crown rot 13 days post-inoculation 
(13dpi) were investigated. In previous studies, the modifications of the So-Si ratio (moderate 
modifications) was an important pre-harvest factor which influenced the morphology of the 
banana tree and fruit (Jullien et al., 2001; Chillet et al., 2006); the rate of fruit filling (Jullien 
et al., 2001), and also the fruit’s susceptibility to crown rot i.e. the fruit’s quality potential 
(Lassois et al., 2010b). To evaluate the involvement of phenolics in variations of banana 
susceptibility to crown rot disease, the phenolic content of both the susceptible (S+) and the 
less susceptible (S-) banana crowns at two stages (dhbi and 13dpi) were characterized.  
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2. Materials and methods 
 
2.1. Plant material 
 
Banana fruits (Musa acuminata [AAA group, Cavendish subgroup] cv Grande Naine) 
were harvested from banana trees which had undergone severe So-Si ratio modifications at 
the flowering stage (fingers on horizontal position) by removing sources (leaves, L), and sinks 
(hands of the bunch, H) according to the following modifications :  
! 12L/1H: 12 leaves and 1 hand remaining, source-sink ratio= 8;  
! 12L/2H: 12 leaves and 2 hands remaining, source-sink ratio= 4;  
! 12L/8H: 12 leaves and 8 hands remaining, source-sink ratio= 1 (reference);  
! 2L/8H: 2 leaves and 8 hands remaining, source-sink ratio= 0.17;  
! 1L/8H: 1 leaf and 8 hands remaining, source-sink ratio= 0.08. 
The values of So-Si ratio were calculated as described by Lassois et al., (2010b). The last 
leaves to have emerged on the banana tree and the first, second and eighth hands to have 
appeared on the bunch were those remaining at the flowering stage.  
 Each bunch selected at flowering was covered with a plastic sleeve and tied with a 
colored belt in order to be recognized at harvest. Bunches were harvested at a constant 
physiological age (Jullien et al., 2008), i.e. when the sum of the daily mean temperature 
accumulated by the fruit at the 14°C threshold, between flowering and harvest, reached 900 
degrees day (dd). In order to predict the time of harvest, temperatures were recorded on the 
experimental plot via an electronic probe (Tinytag Plus, Gemini Data Loggers) with regular 
data capture (every 15 minutes) and the calculation of an average daily temperature from all 
the daily data. 
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2.2. Experimental design 
 
This experiment was conducted within five months in a commercial banana farm 
belonging to the PHP (Plantations du Haut Penja) banana company, specifically on a first 
cycle plot located at Bouba, about 100 m altitude beside Njombé in the Littoral Region of 
Cameroon. The average temperature of the locality is 27°C and the mean annual rainfall is 
2500 mm.  
Between June and July 2009, five banana trees were selected, per week, for three 
successive weeks for each modality. For each harvested banana tree, two clusters consisting 
of four banana fruits were cut off from the banana hand and used at two different stages. The 
first cluster was used as control on the day of harvest before inoculation (dhbi): the banana 
crown was immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and freeze-dried after removal of the green 
parts for further biochemical analyses. The second cluster was used for C. musae inoculation 
and the evaluation of the fruit’s susceptibility to crown rot was carried out 13 days after 
inoculation (13dpi). Crowns were also frozen in liquid nitrogen, and freeze-dried after 
removal of the green and necrosed parts (Fig. 1).  
In addition to assessing fruit’s susceptibility, at harvest (900 dd) some fruit and tree 
characteristics were measured. The grade and length of the same median fruit harvested on the 
second hand as well as the number of leaves at harvest (NLH) for each tree  
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Figure 1: Experimental design of the So-Si ratio effect on the susceptibility of the banana crown. 
 
2.3. Evaluation of susceptibility to crown rot disease 
 
The susceptibility of bananas to crown rot was evaluated through the artificial 
inoculation of banana clusters with Colletotrichum musae isolate Co-CMR-65. Bunches were 
harvested the day of experimentation and their second hands were transported to the 
laboratory. The median part of the hand was cut into two clusters of four banana fingers. The 
cuttings were squared, with regular and clear-cut sections in order to obtain similar crowns 
between the clusters. Once latex ran out, crown tissues were dried with absorbent paper and 
sterilized by dipping them into 50° alcohol. Fruits were then laid out at room temperature for 
2 hrs so as to allow the crowns to dry. A droplet of 50 µl of the C. musae suspension (104 
conidia.ml-1) was then deposited at the top of the crown. A sterilized square filter paper of 1 
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cm2 was placed on the droplet in order to maintain the inoculum in place. Three hours after 
inoculation, the clusters were packed in perforated plastic bags in commercial boxes and 
stored under stable conditions at 13°C for 13 days (Ewané et al., 2012b). At the end of this 
storage period, an evaluation of the internal progression of the rot within the crown was 
carried out. The clusters were divided into two parts and the transverse cutting of the crown 
allowed a visualization of the surface of rot spread into the crown. The "Internal Necrosis 
Surface" (INS) expressed in mm² was calculated by assuming a rectangular shape to the 
internal necrosis (Ewané et al., 2012b). Its value was taken as a measure of fruit’s 
susceptibility to crown rot. 
 
2.4. Phenolic constituents of banana crown 
 
2.4.1. Sample preparation 
 
 Two extreme crowns treatments: S+ (1L/8H) and S- (12L/1H) were selected as samples 
for the analyses of the phenolic constituents: the reason being their difference at the levels of 
susceptibility to crown rot. Phenols were analysed by gas chromatography coupled with mass 
spectrometry (GC-MS), high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and liquid 
chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry (LC-MS). The crown treatments were 
collected at two stages: the day of harvest before inoculation (S+/dhbi and S-/dhbi) and 13 
days post-inoculation of the fruit (S+/13dpi and S-/13dpi). To minimize the influence of 
environmental variation on the results of the analyses, the crowns studied were collected the 
same harvest week. However, for these analyses, the limiting factor was the amount of plant 
material available especially for infected crowns (13dpi). Indeed, the removal of green and 
necrosed parts of the crown was carried out before freezing the crowns in liquid nitrogen and 
lyophilization. Therefore, conditions of extraction of phenolics were optimized for small 
samples of freeze-dried crown powder of about 100 mg. For GC-MS analysis, three S+ and 
three S- banana crowns harvested on week N° 3 were selected for both stages (dhbi/13dpi). 
For HPLC and LC-MS analyses, three S+ and three S- crowns harvested on week N° 2 were 
selected for the two stages (dhbi/13dpi).  
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Prior to these analyses, the freeze-dried crowns were milled in a coffee grinder. 
Preliminary tests enabled the set-up of the extraction (ultrasound, solvent) and 
chromatographic separation (choice of column, solvents, injection volume) conditions. 
Ultrasound caused no evaporation and did not degrade the phenolic standards.  
!
2.4.2. Methanolic extraction of phenolics 
!
2.4.2.1. Extraction for GC-MS analyses 
 
Extraction samples were carried out according to the method reported by Szopa et al. 
(2001) except that L-ascorbic acid (1.7 %, w/v) was used as an antioxidant and was added to 
the extraction solvent. This method allows the extraction of the free soluble phenolic 
compounds and of those bound by glycosylation or esterification to the cell wall. 4 mL of 
methanol per g FW was added to the milled tissue. After 15 min of heating at 70°C, the 
extract was centrifuged (5 min, 12.000 g). The internal standard, ribitol (30 µg/g FW), was 
directly added to the homogenate sample. The supernatant was diluted with one volume of 
water and extracted with two volumes of CHCl3. An aliquot of water phase was freeze-dried. 
The dried extract was dissolved in 100 µL methoxyamine hydrochloride (20 mg/mL), and 
incubated at 37°C for 90 min. The samples were then derivatized with 100 µL of N-methyl-N-
trimethylsilyltrifluoroacetamide (MSTFA) at 37°C for 90 min.  
 
2.4.2.2. Extraction for HPLC and LC-MS analyses 
 
Samples for HPLC and LC-MS analysis were extracted following two methods: one for 
some phenolics in a free soluble form, the second for others bound to the cell walls. Standards 
were prepared under the same conditions as crown samples to monitor degradation and avoid 
underestimation (Wuyts et al., 2007). For the soluble phenolics, 100 mg of dried and 
powdered crown tissues were placed in a pyrex tube with a Teflon-coated cover and extracted 
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with 3 mL of aqueous methanol 80% (v/v) containing 1.7% L-ascorbic acid (w/v). The 
mixture was ultrasonicated for 2 h at 40°C and centrifuged at 16 000 g for 10 min. The 
supernatant was passed through 0·45 µm PTE filters into HPLC-vials.  
Bound phenolics were extracted through acid hydrolysis following the method used by 
Wuyts et al. (2007). 100 mg of dried and milled crown tissue and 2 mL of a solvent 
containing 62·5 % aqueous methanol and 6N HCl (80:20, v/v) were suspended in a pyrex tube 
with a Teflon-coated cover, placed under nitrogen gas flow to prevent oxidation and 
incubated 30 min at 90°C with regular shaking. Samples were then cooled on ice and 1 mL of 
methanol was added. The tubes were vortexed and the extract passed through 0·45 µm PTE 
filters into HPLC-vials. 
 
2.4.3. Chromatographic analysis of banana crown methanolic extracts 
!
2.4.3.1. GC-MS analyses 
 
GC-MS analyses were performed on a HP-6890 GC system coupled with a 5973N mass 
detector and equipped with a HP-5MS fused silica capillary column (30 m x 0.25 mm, 0.25 
µm film thickness). Injection temperature was 230° C, the interface set to 250° C and the ion 
source adjusted to 180° C. The temperature program started at 70° C for 5 min, followed by a 
5° C/min temperature ramp up to 300°C and 310°C was maintained for 1 min. The system 
was then equilibrated at 70°C for 6 min before the next injection. The flow rate of helium, the 
carrier gas, was 1 mL/min. Mass spectra were recorded at 2 scan/s with an m/z 50–600 
scanning range. 2 µL of sample was used for analysis. The chromatograms and mass spectra 
were evaluated using the MSD ChemStation program (Hewlett Packard). Dopamine, 
epinephrine, norepinephrine and normetanephrine (Sigma) were used as standards. The 
extracts were spiked with dopamine, epinephrine, norepinephrine and normetanephrine and 
estimated recoveries were 78, 65, 83 and 80 % respectively. Each catecholamine was 
quantified by internal standardization with ribitol and their respective calibration curve, using 
the following ions: ribitol (m/z 307; 319), dopamine (m/z 174; 338; 426), epinephrine (m/z 
174; 294; 355) norepinephrine (m/z 174; 355; 514), normetanephrine (m/z 174; 297; 456).  
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2.4.3.2.  HPLC analyses 
 
HPLC analyses were performed on an Agilent HP 1100 system using a C18 Inertsil 
ODS2 (250 x 2.1 mm, 5 µm) reverse phase analytical column, with a diode array detector. 
Phenolics were monitored at five different wavelengths: 254, 280, 330, 366 and 450 nm and 
the peak spectra were recorded. Fluorescence detection was also carried out with an excitation 
wavelength of 305 nm and emission at 410 nm. Methanolic extracts were separated with a 
mobile phase consisting of acetonitrile and MilliQ water acidified at pH 3·0 with phosphoric 
acid and a flow rate of 0·3 mL/min at 35°C. A gradient of acetonitrile was programmed (0 % 
for 5 min, increase to 50% in 70 min, 50 to 100 % in 3 min and 100 % for 7 min). The column 
was then re-equilibrated with 0% acetonitrile for 10 min. The injection volume of the extracts 
was of 20 µL. Retention time (RT) and UV absorption spectra of the peaks of the extracts 
were compared with the ones obtained with the phenolic standards from Sigma-Aldrich, 
(ascorbic, gallic, chlorogenic, caffeic, coumaric, ferulic and sinapic acids; catechin, rutin, 
naringin) and Fluka (quercitrin, hesperidin, ploridzin, quercetin, cinnamic acid, naringenin 
and kampherol) previously analyzed under the same HPLC conditions, in order to confirm 
their identiﬁcation. The identified compounds were quantified by external calibration with the 
corresponding standard. The unidentified compounds were quantified in dopamine 
equivalents and the hydroxycinnamic acids in ferulic acid equivalents. For each treatment (S+ 
and S-), three samples were extracted at two stages (dhbi and 13dpi) and the results were 
statistically analyzed.  
 
2.4.3.3. LC-MS analyses 
 
LC-MS analyses were carried out with an Agilent HP 1100 system coupled to an HCT 
mass spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics) to corroborate the identifications made by the HPLC. 
The extracts were diluted with methanol in order to obtain a total concentration of 10 µg/ml.  
The column and elution gradient used were the same as described above for the HPLC-UV 
analysis. After the column, the flow was split and 0.05 ml/min were sent to the electrospray 
source (ESI). Column effluent was monitored in negative and positive ion modes. The ESI 
conditions were: Pressure N2 = 35 psi, N2 flow rate = 8.5 l/min and 365° C. The ionic trap was 
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set to scan from 150 to 1000 m/z (scan rate of 26 000m/z/s). The trap was emptied either after 
200 ms or as soon as a total ionic current of 100 000 was reached. The RT and mass spectra of 
the peaks of the extracts were compared with those of standards previously analyzed under 
the same LC-MS conditions in order to confirm their identification. 
 
2.5. Statistical analysis 
 
The effects of severe So-Si ratio modifications on banana susceptibility to crown rot 
was analyzed by the subjection of INS values calculated for the three clusters and each fruit 
grade and length values to a partially nested mixed three-way ANOVA (Minitab software 
v.15.1). Each tree was taken as an experimental unit and Treatment, Week and Bunch as 
factors. Multiple comparisons of the different means were performed by applying Tukey test 
at a 5% probability level. Data of crown phenolics quantified by HPLC analyses were 
subjected to a three-way ANOVA (Minitab software v.15.1), with Treatment, Stage and 
Replicate as factors.  
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3. Results  
 
3.1. Effects of severe so-si ratio modification on susceptibility to crown rot and 
on some fruit and tree characteristics 
   
The modifications of the So-Si ratio at flowering had a significant effect (P< 0.001) on 
the fruit’s susceptibility to crown rot disease (Table 1). The level of the fruit’s susceptibility 
to this disease was consistently higher in 2L/8H and 1L/8H So-Si ratio modifications as 
compared to the 12L/1H and 12L/2H ones (Fig. 2); with INS average value of 524.0 mm² and 
513.5 mm² compared to 246.2 mm² and 278.7 mm² respectively (Table 2). From week to 
week within a So-Si ratio modifications, significant effects were found (P= 0.001). Moreover, 
within the different So-Si ratio modifications, no bunch effect was found (P= 0.062). 
However, a low but significant interaction was observed (P= 0.035) between So-Si ratio 
modifications and the week (Table 1). There was no susceptibility difference between (i) 
12L/1H and 12L/2H So-Si ratio modifications and (ii) 2L/8H and 1L/8H So-Si ratio 
modifications. Three statistically different groups were distinguished amongst fruits that have 
undergone So-Si ratio modifications during flowering by the removal of both leaves and 
hands (Table 2). Samples of extreme treatments (12L/1H and 1L/8H) with differential 
susceptibilities to crown rot were then selected for chromatographic analyses (Table 3). 
 The severe So-Si ratio modifications which occurred during flowering had a very 
significant effect (P< 0.001) on fruit’s grade and length (Table 1). Fruit grade, fruit length and 
the number of leaves at harvest (NLH) were different for each So-Si ratio modification. The 
ranking of these modifications shows that fruits with higher So-Si ratio have a significantly 
higher grade (P< 0.001) and were significantly longer (P< 0.001) than those with a low So-Si 
ratio (Table 2). The NLH was higher in trees with high So-Si ratio as compared to those with 
low So-Si ratio. At 900 dd, fruit length was higher for high So-Si ratio (8 and 4) as compared 
to the ones with low So-Si ratio (1, 0.17 and 0.08). There was no difference between the grade 
and the length of fruits harvested from banana trees with 12L/1H and 12L/2H So-Si ratio 
modifications, and between the ones with 2L/8H and 1L/8H So-Si ratio modifications. Thus, 
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three statistically different groups were distinguished between fruit grades and lengths that 
have undergone severe So-Si ratio modifications (Table 2).  
 
Table 1:  Analysis of variance of the effect of modification in So-Si ratio on banana’s susceptibility to 
crown rot (INS), fruit grade and length. 
 
d.f. is the degree of freedom. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Internal necrosis surface (INS) 13dpi for different treatments. Each point represents the average 
of fifteen replicates for a three week assessment. 
 
 
!
! ! !
INS! ! Grade!
!
Length!
Source! d.f.! F=value! P=value! # F=value! P=value! F=value! P=value!
Treatment!
!
4!
!
! 24,25!
!
<0,001!
!
! 121,66!
!
<0,001!
!
! 121,20!
!
<0,001!
!
!
Week!
!
2! ! 8,88! !0,!001! ! 1,99!
!
!0,151!
!
! 1,29!
!
!0,288!
!
!
Treatment!*Week!
!
8! ! 2,36! !0,035! ! 0,33!
!
!0,948!
!
! 2,38!
!
!0,034!
!
!
Bunch!(Treatment)!
!
20! ! 1,77! !0,062! ! 1,10!
!
!0,383!
!
! 1,60!
!
!0,104!
!
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Table 2: Mean values and standard deviations of INS, fruit grade, length and number of leaves at harvest 
(NLH) after a 3 week assessment. 
 
Treatment! So=Si!ratio! INS!(mm²)! Grade!(mm)! Length!(cm)! NLH!
12L/1H! 8! 246,2!±!!!51,7a! 39,0!±!1,5a! 33,1!±!1,4a! 6,9!
12L/2H! 4! 278,7!±!!!71,5a! 38,3!±!1,5a! 32,3!±!1,4a! 6,7!
12L/8H! 1! 412,9!±!!!87,0b! 34,8!±!1,2b! 29,5!±!1,1b! 6,2!
2L/8H! 0,17! 524,0!±!103,1c! 30,1!±!1,3c! 25,3!±!0,7c! 2!
1L/8H! 0,08! 513,5!±!138,1c! 29,5!±!1,8c! 24,7!±!1,4c! 1!
 
Means are the result obtained after 3 weeks here represented with standard deviation in the table. 
The different letters a, b, c and d represent groups showing statistically significant differences. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3: Banana crown samples used for chromatographic analysis, harvested in the third successive week 
for GC-MS analyses and in the second successive week for HPLC and LC-MS analyses. 
 
!
Samples!
INS!(mm²)!for!GC9MS!
!
INS!(mm²)!for!HPLC!&!LC9MS!
S9! S+! S9! S+!
1! 294! 513! ! 252! 646!
2! 176! 494! ! 264! 620!
3! 252! 560! ! 231! 576!
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3.2. Phenolic constituents of banana with differential susceptibility to crown 
rot disease 
 
3.2.1. GC-MS analyses 
 
The GC-MS method developed by Szopa et al. (2001) allowed a better separation (Fig. 
3), identification and quantification of the four catecholamines under study (dopamine, 
epinephrine, norepinephrine, normetanephrine). Their presence in the methanolic extracts of 
crowns was clearly confirmed on the basis of the RT and mass spectra of their standards (Fig. 
3). For both stages studied (dhbi and 13dpi), dopamine content was not significantly (P> 
0.05) different in the S- (12L/1H) and S+ (1L/8H) crown samples. For each treatment, a slight 
decrease of dopamine content was noticed in the crown samples from the dhbi to the 13dpi 
(Table 4). Norepinephrine and normetanephrine contents significantly (P< 0.05) differed 
between the S- and S+ banana crowns on the dhbi. Their average amount was six and two 
times higher, respectively, in the S+ banana crowns as compared to the S- ones (Table 4). 
Their concentration decreased in banana crowns 13dpi. They were detected in very low 
amounts in the crowns (for both treatments) but their concentrations were impossible to 
quantify. Epinephrine was not detected in banana crowns. Octopamine, another derivative of 
tyrosine, and other polar metabolites such as phenolic acids, carbohydrates (polysaccharides), 
free amino acids, fatty acids, phytosterols and derivatives were also identified in the crown 
extracts (not shown). 
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Figure 3: GC-MS profile of catecholamines standards (Sigma). 1. Ribitol (Internal standard), 2. 
Epinephrine, 3. Dopamine, 4. Normetanephrine, 5. Norepinephrine.   
 
 
 
 
Table 4: Catecholamine contents for different treatments of banana crown. (S-, S+) and sampling stages 
(dhbi, 13dpi). GC-MS chromatographic conditions are described in the text.  
 
Catecholamine! Treatment! S9!(mg/g!crown!FW)! S+!(mg/g!crown!FW)!
Dopamine!
dhbi! 21.23!±!0.68!ax! 19.76!±!0.29!ax!
13dpi! 20.46!±!0.28!ax! 17.91!±!2.00!ax!
! ! ! !
Norepinephrine!
dhbi! 1.03!±!0.53!a! 6.34!±!1.35!b!
13dpi! =! =!
Normetanephrine!
dhbi! 1.73!±!0.09!a! 3.22!±!0.58!b!
13dpi! =! =!
 
Means are the result of 3 replicates represented with standard deviation in the table. The different letters 
a and b for treatment (S+/S-), x and y for sampling stages (dhbi/13dpi) represent groups showing 
statistically significant differences. 
 
 
 
Peak!N°! 1! 2! 3! 4! 5!
RT!!(min)! 22.09! 24.40! 28.78!! 29.52! 30.39!
m/z!(!)! 307;!319! 174;!294;!355! 174;!338;!426! 174;!355;!514! 174;!297;!456!
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3.2.2. HPLC and LC-MS analyses 
 
The HPLC method developed enabled a good separation of the 21 phenolic standards 
(see SC RT in Table 5 which corresponds to the RT of the pure compounds). Our LC-MS 
conditions used allowed the detection and confirm the identification of only 17 of these 
standards, the m/z of the base peak of the spectra, which correspond to the [M-H]- ion are 
presented in table 5 (SC [M-H]-). The RT of standards identified with HPLC was not different 
to the one obtained with LC-MS. Under the conditions used for extraction of the bound 
phenolic compounds, some of the standards gave one chromatographic peak at the same RT as 
under the extractions conditions used for the soluble phenolics. It was assumed that the 
hydrolytic conditions did not affect these molecules (dopamine, norepinephrine, 
normetanephrine, quercitrin, quercetin, naringenin and kaempferol). They were therefore 
futher studied nevertheless for gallic acid, catechin, caffeic acid, coumaric acid, ferulic acid, 
sinapic acid, naringin and cinnamic acid; two peaks were observed for each compound after 
they were been subjected to the extraction conditions for the bound phenolic compounds. One 
peak corresponded to the unmodified standard (same RT) and the other to an acid extraction 
by-product. For chlorogenic acid, in addition to the unmodified molecule, two supplementary 
peaks were detected. Under the extractions conditions used for the bound phenolics, two by-
products could be detected at 280 nm. Rutin, hesperidin and phloridzin were very much 
affected by the extraction conditions used for the bound phenolics and the peak of the starting 
molecule was no more detected and a new peak was observed. The RT of the unique (the 
unmodified or single acid extraction by-product) or the multiple peaks (several by-products 
and eventually the original molecule) of each standard after HPLC are presented in Table 5 
(AHC RT). The base peak m/z observed for the spectra of each peak after LC-MS (in other to 
confirm their identification) are equally shown in Table 5 (AHC m/z).  
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Table 5: HPLC retention time (RT) in minutes and LC-MS spectral information of 21 authentic phenolic 
standards separated on the Inertsil ODS 2 column under soluble conditions (SolC) and after acid 
hydrolytic conditions (AHC). 
 
ND=Not detected 
 
!
!
N°!
!
!
Standard!
!
!
Linear!formula!
!
!
Molar!mass!
HPLC!analyses! LC9MS!analyses!
SolC!RT! AHC!RT! SolC![M!9!H]
9! AHC![M!9!H]9!
1! Dopamine! C8H11NO2! 153.08! 2.5! 2.5! 151.8! 151.9!
2! Norepinephrine! C8H11NO2! 153.08! 2.5! 2.5! ND! ND!
3! Epinephrine! C9H13NO3! 183.09! 2.5! 2.5! ND! ND!
4! Normetanephrine! C9H13NO3! 183.09! 2.5! 2.5! ND! ND!
5! Ascorbic!acid!! C6H8O6! 176.03! 4.1!=!5.7! ND! 174.7! ND!
6! Gallic!acid! C7H6O5! 170.02! 11.5! 11.8!=!25.8! 168.9! 168.9!=!182.7!
7! Catechin! C15H14O6! 290.08! 27.0! 27.0!=!45.8! 288.9! 288.9!=!427.0!!
8! Chlorogenic!acid! C16H18O9! 354.10! 28.1! 28.6!=!35.7!=!43.6! 352.9! ND!=!366.9!=!ND!
9! Caffeic!acid! C9H8O4! 180.04! 28.5! 28.8!=!43.5! 178.9! 179!=!192.7!
10! Coumaric!acid! C9H8O3! 164.05! 34.2! 33.5!=!51.1! 162.9! ND!=!176.7!
11! Ferulic!acid! C10H10O4! 194.06! 36.7! 36.7!=!52.9! 192.9! 192.5!=!377.9!
12! Sinapic!acid! C11H12O5! 224.07! 37.2! 37.2!=!52.4! 222.8! 222.6!=!236.6!
13! Rutin! C27H30O16! 610.15! 38.7! 51.2! 609.1! ND!
14! Quercitrin! C21H20O11! 448.10! 41.7! 41.7! 447.9! ND!
15! Naringin! C27H32O14! 580.18! 41.8! 42.3!=!55.1! 579.2! 270.9!–!433.0!
16! Hesperidin! C28H34O15! 610.19! 42.8! 57.8! 609.1! ND!
17! Phloridzin! C21H24O10! 436.14! 44.5! 58.5! 435.0!! ND!
18! Quercetin! C15H10O7! 302.04! 50.7! 50.7! 300.9! ND!
19! Cinnamic!acid! C9H8O2! 148.05! 51.2! 51.4!–!69.1! ND! ND!=!ND!
20! Naringenin! C15H12O5! 272.07! 55.3! 55.3! 271.0! ND!
21! Kaempferol! C15H10O6! 286.05! 57.5! 57.3! 284.9! 285.0!!
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For the extracts of the soluble phenolics (ESP), chromatographic profiles were very 
similar for both treatments (S+ and S-) at both stages (dhbi and 13dpi). Only a major 
compound was eluted after 2.5 min (peak 1). It was identified as dopamine by comparison to 
its RT, its UV spectrum and its major m/z (152) observed in ESI-MS (negative mode) with 
those obtained from the pure dopamine standard. Dopamine was also detected through the 
GC-MS method used in this study (see above). This cathecolamine was equally the major 
soluble compound detected in the methanolic extracts of banana roots (Wuyts et al. 2007). In 
the chromatographic profile of the ESP, dopamine peak co-eluted with ascorbic acid that was 
added as a protective into the solvent as previously reported (Wuyts et al. 2007). Due to poor 
resolution, dopamine was quantified by external calibration based on the fluorescence peak 
height. The results obtained are presented in Table 6.  The same method of quantification was 
applied for dopamine in the extracts of the bound phenolics (EBP). 
Chromatograms obtained from the EBP of the S- and S+ treatments at both stages (dhbi 
and 13dpi) are shown in Figure 5. The differences observed for the EBP are much more 
pronounced than for the ESP. However, the chromatographic profile of banana crown EBP 
differs quantitatively, but not qualitatively depending on the level of susceptibility to crown 
rot (S+ and S-) and the stage (dhbi and 13dpi). Attention was focused on ten major peaks that 
are common to the EBP at both stages and for both treatment (peak 1 to 10 in Figure 5). Peak 
1 was identified as dopamine just like in the ESP (RT, UV, ESI-MS). It was the major 
compound detected in the EBP. Dopamine concentration in the crown was higher in ESP as 
compared to the EBP (Table 6). For the ESP, there was no significant (P > 0.05) difference in 
dopamine level between both treatments (S- and S+) at each stage (dhbi and 13dpi). However, 
this level was significantly different (P= 0.002) from one sample to another in the ESP 
compare to the EBP (Table 6). For the EBP, there was no significant (P > 0.05) difference in 
dopamine level the dhbi between both treatments (S- and S+). However, from dhbi to 13 dpi, a 
significant (P> 0.05)! decrease was observed in the S+ crown while this amount remained 
unchanged in the S- crown.  
The UV spectra of the compounds of peaks 2 to 10 are shown in Figure 4. Compounds 
2 to 4 had a maxima in their spectrum at 280 nm and compounds 5 to 10 close to 310-330 nm. 
Peaks 2 to 4 were quantified in dopamine equivalents (λmax 280 nm) while peaks 5 to 10 in 
ferulic acid equivalents (λmax 330 nm). Thus, calibration curves of pure dopamine and ferulic 
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acid were as such determined. In the ESP and EBP of the crowns, vanilline and rutin were 
detected in traces as well as traces of many other phenolics and derivatives (not shown).  
  
  
2   3   4    
5   6   7    
8   9  10  
 
Figure 4: HPLC peaks (2-10) UV spectrum: A=f (λ) obtained during identification of peaks, superposition 
of phenolic compounds present in the banana crown sample (Blue) with the ones of the corresponding 
phenolic standard (Red) whose layout was carried out under the same experimental conditions.   
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Table 6: Dopamine (Peak 1) contents of ESP and EBP expressed in mg/g crown FW for different 
treatments of banana crown (S-/S+) and sampling stages (dhbi/13dpi). HPLC chromatographic conditions 
are described in the text. P is the probability obtained with ANOVA: P value 1 for Treatment, P value 2 
for Stage and P value 3 for Replicate. 
 
 
! Stage! S9!crown! S+!crown! P!value!1! P!value!2! P!value!3!
ESP!
dhbi! 11.86!±!7.84!ax! 11.90!±!3.80!ax!
0.925# 0.848# 0.002#
13dpi! 11.77!±!4.69!ax! 11.47!±!4.19!ax!
EBP!
dhbi! 7.89!±!1.05!ax! 7.20!±!0.10!ax!
0.051# 0.219# 0.652#
13dpi! 8.06!±!2.21!ax! 4.72!±!0.25!by!
 
Means are the result of 3 replicates represented with standard deviation in the table. The different letters 
a and b for treatment (S+/S-), x and y for sampling stages (dhbi/13dpi) represent groups showing 
statistically significant differences.  
 
 
Peaks 2, 3 and 4 (Fig. 5) did not correspond to any of the 21 phenolic standards selected 
in this study. Their UV/visible spectrum showed λmax at 280 nm (Fig. 4). The UV/visible 
spectrum of peaks 2 (RT 16 min) and 3 (RT 27 min) were closest to the ones of cinnamic acid 
amongst the 21 phenolic standards. The spectrum of peak 4 was closest to that of gallic acid. 
The base peak obtained for their ESI-MS spectra (negative mode) were respectively ions of 
m/z 531, 545, and 143 (Table 7). Peak 2 (MW = 532amu) is not a distinct peak but a large 
one, which seems to be constituted by more than one product. Peak 2 was the second most 
important compound in the EBP after dopamine. It amount was significantly different (P= 
0.014) in the S- crowns as compared to the S+ ones. Concerning the dhbi, its average amount 
was about 10 times more important in the S- crowns than in the S+ ones (153.8 and 15.6 µg 
dopamine equivalents per g FW respectively). This level significantly decreased (P= 0.044) at 
13dpi to 36.4 and 4.3 µg dopamine equivalents per g FW respectively (Table 8). The amount 
of peak 3 was significant different (P= 0.032) in the S- and the S+ crown samples. This 
amount decrease significantly (P< 0.05) 13dpi in the S- crown samples. For peak 4, no 
significant difference (P= 0,144) was noticed in the S- and the S+ crown samples at both 
stages. 
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a   
b   
c   
d  
 
Figure 5: HPLC chromatogram at 280 nm of bound methanolic fraction of banana crown for the different 
treatments (S+/S-) and sampling stages (dhbi/13dpi). a) S-/dhbi, b) S+/dhbi, c) S-/13dpi and d) S+/13dpi. 
Chromatographic conditions are described in the text. Numbers over the peak indicate: 1-Dopamine; 5-
Coumaric acid; 6-Ferulic acid; 9-Coumaric acid methyl ester; 10-Ferulic acid HCl extraction by-product; 
numbers 2, 3, 4, 7 et 8 indicate unknown phenolics.  
Peak!N°! 1! 2! 3! 4! 5! 6! 7! 8! 9! 10!
RT!!(min)! 2.5! 16.0! 27.0! 29.1! 34.3! 36.9! 41.0! 41.7! 51.2! 52.9!
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Peaks 5 and 9 respectively had, the same RT, UV spectrum and the base peak in ESI-MS 
(m/z 163 and m/z 177, attributed to [M-H]-) than the coumaric acid standard and its acid 
extraction by-product, (coumaric acid methyl ester) resulting probably from the methylation 
of the acid function by the methanol used for the extraction in the presence of HCl. Based on 
this hypothesis, peaks 5 and 9 were identified as the coumaric acid and its methyl-ester 
respectively. Similarly, peaks 6 (RT 36.9 min) and 10 (RT 52.9 min) were identified by HPLC-
UV and LC-MS as a ferulic acid and its acid extraction by-product respectively. Ferulic acid 
showed the [M-H]- deprotonated ion (m/z 193) as previously reported in banana roots (Wuyts 
et al., 2007) while the ion at m/z 378 corresponded to ferulic acid extraction by-product (Fig. 
4 & Table 7). Peaks 7 (RT 41.0 min) and 8 (RT 41.7 min) were both identified by HPLC as 
chlorogenic acid derivatives based on the comparison of their UV absorption spectra with the 
one of chlorogenic acid standard. However, LC-MS analysis did not corroborate the nature of 
these molecules (Fig. 4 & Table 7). A significant difference (P= 0.008) was found between 
average contents of coumaric acid (peak 5) in the S- and the S+ crown samples, while there 
was no significant difference (P> 0.05) between both stages (dhbi and 13dpi). For its methyl 
ester (peak 9), no significant difference (P= 0,385) was noticed in the S- and the S+ crown 
samples at both stages. The average content of ferulic acid (peak 6), its acid extraction by-
product (peak 10), peak 7 and 8 were significantly (P< 0.001) important in the S- crown 
samples as compared to the S+ ones. This level was significantly reduced 13dpi as compared 
to the dhbi stage more especially in the S+ crown samples (Table 8).  
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Table 7: HPLC/LC-MS analysis data of phenolic compounds in banana crown extract, according to their 
retention time, UV absorption spectra and their negative ionization mass spectra.  
 
 
ME = Methyl Ester   
 
Ebp = Extraction by-product   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
!
Peak!(λmax!)!
!
RT!!(min)!
!
HPLC!Compound!
!
[M!9!H]9!
!
LC9MS!Compound!
1!(280!nm)! 2.5! Dopamine! 151.6! Dopamine![M=H]=!
2!(280!nm)! 16.0! Unknown! 530.7! Unknown!![M=H]=!
3!(280!nm)! 27.0! Unknown! 544.8! Unknown!![M=H]=!
4!(280!nm)! 29.1! Unknown! 142.5! Unknown!![M=H]=!
5!(330nm)! 34.3! Coumaric!acid! 162.6! Coumaric!acid![M=H]=!
6!(330nm)! 36.9! Ferulic!acid! 192.6! Ferulic!acid![M=H]=!
7!(330nm)! 41.0! Chlorogenic!acid!! 416.7! Unknown![M=H+64]=!!!!!
8!(330nm)! 41.7! Chlorogenic!acid!! 338.7! Unknown![M=H!=14]=!!!!!
9!(330nm)! 51.2! Coumaric!acid!ME! 176.6! Coumaric!acid!by!product!!
10!(330nm)! 52.9! Ferulic!acid!Ebp! 377.6! Ferulic!acid!Ebp!!
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Table 8: Phenolic contents of EBP for different treatments of banana crown (S-/S+) and sampling stages 
(dhbi/13dpi). HPLC chromatographic conditions are described in the text. Peak 6 is ferulate and 
expressed in µg/g crown FW. Peaks 2, 3 and 4 are expressed in µg of dopamine equivalents/g FW while 
peaks 5, 7, 8, 9 and 10 are expressed in µg of ferulate equivalents/g FW. P is the probability obtained with 
ANOVA: P value 1 for Treatment, P value 2 for Stage and P value 3 for Replicate. 
 
 
Peak!N°! Stage! Less!susceptible!crown!(S9)! Susceptible!crown!(S+)! P!value!1! P!value!2! P!value!3!
2!(unknown)!
dhbi! 152.80!±!0.66!ax! 15.64!±!0.03!bx!
0.014# 0.044# 0.502#
13dpi! 36.42!±!0.15!ay! !!4.30!±!0.01!by!
3!(unknown)!
dhbi! 86.00!±!0.99!ax! !!3.63!±!0.00!bx!
0.032# 0.051# 0.412#
13dpi! 13.11!±!0.11!ay! !!0.79!±!0.00!bx!
4!(unknown)!
dhbi! 5.60!±!0.03!ax! !!5.89!±!0.01!ax!
0.144# 0.092# 0.056#
13dpi! 5.56!±!0.03!ax! !!1.81!±!0.01!ax!
5!(Coumaric!acid)!
dhbi! 11.86!±!0.05!ax! !!7.26!±!0.02!bx!
0.008# 0.057# 0.005#
13dpi! 8.73!±!0.05!ax! !!5.56!±!0.02!bx!
6!(Ferulic!acid)!
dhbi! 23.15!±!0.02!ax! 12.23!±!0.02!bx!
<0.001# <0.001# 0.153#
13dpi! 16.51!±!0.02!ay! 5.46!±!0.01!by!
7!(unknown)!
dhbi! 27.82!±!0.08!ax! 15.85!±!0.01!bx!
<0.001# 0.008# 0.077#
13dpi! 20.92!±!0.05!ay! 7.42!±!0.02!by!
8!(unknown)!
dhbi! 35.89!±!0.11!ax! 20.17!±!0.02!bx!
<0.001# 0.008# 0.049#
13dpi! 26.87!±!0.07!ay! 9.28!±!0.02!by!
9!(Coumaric!acid!ME)!
dhbi! 7.43!±!0.01!ax! 7.31!±!0.01!ax!
0.843# 0.358# 0.381#
13dpi! 8.09!±!0.01!ax! 7.94!±!0.02!ax!
10!(Ferulic!acid!Ebp)!
dhbi! 38.32!±!0.10!ax! 20.15!±!0.07!bx!
<0.001# 0.001# 0.002#
13dpi! 28.74!±!0.09!ay! 9.38!±!0.03!by!
 
Means are the result of 3 replicates represented with standard deviation in the table. The different letters 
a and b for treatment (S+/S-), x and y for sampling stages (dhbi/13dpi) represent groups showing 
statistically significant differences. 
 
 
ME = Methyl Ester 
Ebp = Extraction by-product   
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4. Discussion 
 
The severe modification in So-Si ratio was found to influence the susceptibility of fruits 
to crown rot disease. Banana’s susceptibility to crown rot increased when So-Si ratio severely 
decreased and vice-versa. Therefore, bananas with high So-Si ratio were less susceptible to 
crown rot than those with low So-Si ratio. Our results were in accordance with Lassois et al. 
(2010b) that revealed an important effect of So-Si ratio modifications on the fruit quality 
potential. The severe sink reduction (88% and 75%) and the severe source reduction (92% 
and 83%) lead to a lesser susceptibility and a higher susceptibility, respectively, of banana 
fruits to the development crown rot. As expected, the removal of some hands at flowering 
induced less competition and increased availability of assimilates for the hands remaining on 
the bunch (Lassois et al., 2010b), and vice-versa for the severe defoliation. The severe 
defoliation appeared to influence the processes determining fruit susceptibility to crown rot 
development. However, it was not the case for moderate mechanical defoliation that also 
reduced the photosynthetic activity of banana tree (Lassois et al., 2010b). This therefore 
suggests a concept of doorstep level above which the mechanical defoliation has little or no 
effect. 
The So-Si ratio modification during the growth of the bunch significantly influences 
the banana tree and fruit characteristics at harvest. The results of this study provided evidence 
of wide variation in banana fruit’s morphology which was similar to previous reports (Jullien 
et al., 2001; Mouen Bedimo et al., 2003; Chillet et al., 2006; Lassois et al., 2010b). From 
flowering to harvest, the number of leaves on banana tree decreases. These morphological 
differences could be explained by differential development associated with cell division and 
fruit filling characteristics. As previously stated, an empirical increase in So-Si ratio resulted 
in an increased in fruit filling rate (Jullien et al., 2001). Therefore, when So-Si ratio increased, 
fruit’s grade and length also increased and vice-versa.  
Catecholamines were found in S- and S+ banana crowns. GC-MS, HPLC and LC-MS 
enabled them to be identiﬁed as dopamine and its derivatives (norepinephrine and 
normetanephrine). This study is the first to report catecholamine content in banana crowns. 
The dhbi, the higher amount of norepinephrine and normetanephrine found in S+ crowns as 
compared to the S- ones, can indicate a potential stress in S+ crown tissues; while in S- one, the 
release of such stress compound can be regulated by their phenolic content. Our results are 
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opposed to a previous study, where the surexpression of dopamine-β-monooxygenase gene 
was highlighted in bananas less susceptible (S-) to crown rot (Lassois et al., 2011). This 
revealed the degree of complexity of dopamine regulation mechanisms. However, it has been 
shown that in response to a mechanical wound, a light increase in catecholamine level was 
observed in the potato leaves; but the highest rise was observed in the case of 
normetanephrine (Szopa et al., 2001). Catecholamines were suggested to be new biochemical 
markers of biotic and abiotic stress in plants (Szopa et al., 2001; Świedrych et al., 2004; 
Kulma & Szopa, 2007), and they can play a major role in alternative control methods.  
Dopamine level (GC-MS and ESP-HPLC conditions) was almost the same between the 
susceptible and the less susceptible crown regardless of the stage (dhbi and 13dpi). These 
results corroborate with a previous study, which showed that the dopamine level did not differ 
between healthy and infected banana roots of resistant and susceptible cultivars (Wuyts et al., 
2007). The amount of dopamine in our banana tissues did not correlate with the level of 
susceptibility of our samples. It calls into question the hypothesis of dopamine potential 
implication in defense response. However, the formation of banana cluster, which is a process 
that goes through mechanical wound, can be perceived by the crown as a stress factor that 
triggers an increase in the accumulation of dopamine and derivatives in the tissues regardless 
of the level of susceptibility. In the same way, catecholamines are required in very small 
quantities and they are readily modified (methylated) during course of action (Kulma & 
Szopa, 2007). Dopamine could as such get involved in the banana crown’s response to 
pathogen attack as a mediator of plant defense. It was indeed found to be a very good 
substrate for PPO isolated from banana root and thus, constitutes a potential chemical barrier 
to nematode infection (Wuyts et al., 2007). Since dopamine it’s a catecholamine, it could get 
involved in nitrogen detoxification (Kulma & Szopa, 2007). 
In addition, dopamine amount (EBP-HPLC conditions) remains unchanged in the S- 
crown samples 13dpi while this amount decreases significantly in the S+ crown. This supports 
our hypothesis of dopamine been involved in defense response of bananas to crown rot. 
Recently, the surexpression of dopamine-β-monooxygenase gene was highlighted in bananas 
less susceptible (S-) to crown rot in comparison to the susceptible (S+) ones; the implication of 
dopamine in the quantitative response of bananas to crown rot has been suggested (Lassois et 
al., 2011). However, physiological mechanism involves in dopamine accumulation and 
probably transformation has not yet been researched.  
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Dopamine was the major phenolic present in banana crown with between 17.9 - 21.2 
mg per g crown FW (GC-MS analyses) and 4.7 - 11.8 mg per g crown FW (HPLC analyses) 
regardless of the level of susceptibility (S- and S+) and the stage (dhbi and 13dpi). These 
different amounts could be inherent in the extraction conditions, the analysis methods, and/or 
on the environmental conditions from flowering to harvest (bunches marked and labeled in 
weeks 2 and 3). Dopamine has also been reported as the major component of banana roots 
with 2.8 - 8.4 mg per g FW (Wuyts et al., 2007), of banana peel with 3.8 - 13 mg per g FW 
and of banana pulp with fewer milligrams (Kanazawa & Sakakibara, 2000).  
Among the 10 compounds identified in the EBP of crown tissues, only compounds 1, 5, 
6, 9 and 10 have been previously identified in banana tissues and have been related to defense 
mechanisms (Valette et al., 1998; Kanazawa & Sakakibara, 2000; de Ascenceo & Duberry, 
2003; Wuyts et al., 2007). Dopamine and anthocyanidin related products could form physical 
barriers to nematode infection through PPO action in decompartimentalized cells (Wuyts et 
al., 2006a); while ferulic acid and its esters can be toxic for root nematodes (Wuyts et al., 
2006b) or bound to cell walls for their protection against enzymatic attacks (Wuyts et al., 
2007). Since hydrosoluble tannins contain gallic acid and its ester, compound 4 could be a 
compound hydrolyzed from tannins and might be related to mechanisms of defence. Gallic 
acid tannins were identified (Mendoza et al., 1992; del Mar Verde Mendez et al., 2003) in 
banana tissues roots and related to defense responses (Valette et al., 1998, Collingborn et al., 
2000). Compounds 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8 remain unknown. However, they remain interesting for 
their potential role in banana crown defense and should be further extracted, purified and 
completely characterized by MS and NMR techniques.  
The dhbi, almost all the phenolics were found in higher amounts in the S- crowns as 
compared to the S+ ones. This can be explained by the fact that modification in So-Si ratio 
leads to a change in partitioning of assimilates between various sinks which influenced the 
formation of secondary metabolites involved in plant-pathogen interaction (Lassois et al.; 
2010b). Our results support a previous report detailing an increased amount of 
phenylpropanoids in resistant cultivars of banana roots than in the susceptible ones (Wuyts et 
al., 2007). However, the amount of phenolics was more important in the banana crown 
samples than in the roots samples.  
Moreover, it should be emphasized that for almost all the phenolics, a significant 
decrease in the level was noted from the dhbi to the 13dpi stage especially in the S+ crown. 
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Possible antifungal effects and/or maturation effects can explain this decrease but cannot be 
confirmed at this stage. As afore-mentioned in the literature, the amount of phenolics 
decreases during the stage of the fruit’s maturity (ripening) (Kanazawa & Sakakibara, 2000). 
Therefore, there is a need to access the maturation effect on the phenolic composition of 
banana crown by analyzing the non-infected banana crown tissues 13 days after harvest. 
Given that some phenolics were present in uninfected banana crowns (dhbi) as well as 
in the infected ones (13dpi), they were considered constitutive compounds in contrast to de 
novo produced ones. A lack in this study lies in the fact that the 13dpi seem to be almost too 
late for the assessment of the biochemical events occurring in banana crown tissues in the first 
hours and days after inoculation and the establishment of infections; and it cannot be 
determined if there was fluctuations in the quantity of phenolics between the dhbi and 13dpi 
and/or the synthesis of de novo compounds. Putting to question, the origin of phenolics in 
crown tissues (preexistent or induced by mechanical wound and/or infection). 
There are good reasons to speculate that all phenolics in banana crowns may create a 
toxic environment for fungi ingress and for the multiplication, notably in the S- crown 
samples. Phenolics identified in banana roots (dopamine, ferulic acid …) have been 
considered as chemical or physical barriers and they play key roles in the defense against 
nematode infection (Valette et al., 1998; Collingborn et al., 2000; de Ascensao & Dubery, 
2003; Wuyts et al., 2007). The phenolic content of banana crown could thus be part of the 
biochemical response of the mechanism involved in banana susceptibility variation. In the 
present study, in our LC-MS conditions, it was impossible to identify all the phenolics 
involved in banana susceptibility to crown rot. Indeed, to confirm identification, pure 
reference molecule for each detected peak should have been available. In addition, they were 
not biochemically tested for their fungicidal activity in vitro, consequently their particular 
antifungal properties cannot be speculated.  
Finally, the influence of severe So-Si ratio modifications on the banana susceptibility to 
crown rot and on some fruit and banana tree characteristics, as well as a differential 
accumulation of phenolics in crown tissues has been demonstrated. The results suggest an 
efficient effect of So-Si ratio modifications on the banana fruit quality potential in terms of 
phenolic accumulation and present, a valuable implication of phenolics in the biochemical 
basis of banana susceptibility variation. Hence, this study should be the starting point to 
understanding the function(s) of these intriguing molecules in the banana crown’s defence. 
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The understanding of the physiological component involved in crown rot development 
of bananas could be essential and crucial to build-up alternative control methods in the 
framework of an integrated control strategy. A formal study on the physiological component 
of banana fruit was focused on the influence of some environmental pre-harvest factors and 
the genetic determinant implied in the variation of susceptibility to crown rot. This study has 
shown the influence of temporal effect, source-sink (So-Si) ratio modification at flowering 
and hand position on the bunch on crown rot development. Moreover, the study on So-Si ratio 
influence suggested that phenolics, notably dopamine, could be involved in the quantitative 
response of bananas to crown rot. However, the influence of some other biotic and abiotic 
pre-harvest factors on crown rot development as well as on the involvement of the phenolics 
pool in the mechanism of susceptibility variations could not be assessed. This study was thus 
focused on two aspects of the fruit physiology under Cameroonian agro-ecological conditions.  
In the first part, we highlighted (I) the influence (A) of geographical and seasonal 
variations and (B) of Mycosphaerella leaf spot diseases on the fruit physiological component 
at harvest vis-à-vis crown rot disease development of bananas. The second part of this 
research (II) was the characterization of the phenolic content of banana crowns of different 
level of susceptibility to crown rot which have undergone severe So-Si ratio change. 
 
(I)  
(A) In part one, the first step in the research was the improvement on the 
standardization of post-inoculation environmental conditions. The methodology for assessing 
banana susceptibility to crown rot by artificial inoculations has been enhanced so that little 
variations in banana fruit’s susceptibility to crown rot could be determined and therefore, the 
reliability of necrotic surface assessments increased. Secondly, an evaluation of the influence 
of some abiotic pre-harvest factors: production area (low and high-altitude plantations) and 
seasonal variations (dry and rainy season) on the susceptibility of bananas to crown rot in 
Cameroon was made. Fruit susceptibility was thus, found to be significantly influenced by the 
production area. Bananas grown in low-altitude plantations (Dia-Dia and Koumba) were more 
susceptible to crown rot than those grown in the high altitude plantation (Ekona). Seasonal 
effect was not significant but some variations, due to a temporal effect, were found in high-
altitude production areas where lower disease incidence was found in certain short periods 
during the dry season. It was therefore suggested that a potential positive effect of highlands 
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and particularly during the dry months of the year could have an effect on the lesser 
development of crown rot disease. It appears that the amounts of assimilates accumulated is 
essential for the regulation of fruit susceptibility. In plantations with high altitude, because of 
lower temperatures, the speed of fruit filling is slower and it takes more time to reach 900 dd 
than in lower altitudes. During the long period of growth, fruits accumulate larger amounts of 
assimilates which, in excess, could contribute to the important energetic demand for 
secondary metabolic pathways, essential for the formation of defense mechanisms. 
Furthermore, the higher number of sources (high number of leaves) as well as the low black 
leaf streak disease (BLSD) severity of banana trees in high-altitude plantation (Ekona) as 
compared to both low-altitude ones contribute in the reduction of the level of fruit 
susceptibility. Since BLSD have a strong effect on greenlife, a potential effect of BLSD on 
banana susceptibility to crown rot is now suggested. However, the physiological mechanisms 
that could explain the variations of fruit’s susceptibility highlighted here are under study. 
 
 
(B) Due to the potential effect of BLSD on banana’s susceptibility to crown rot, it was 
necessary to assess the relationship between the presence of biotic pre-harvest factors 
(Mycosphaerella leaf spot diseases) on banana trees in Cameroon for BLSD and in 
Guadeloupe for Sigatoka disease (SD) and the crown rot disease development. The results 
confirmed MLSD direct effect on the fruit’s physiology and highlighted a new effect of 
BLSD on fruit quality. BLSD was found to significantly influence banana’s susceptibility to 
crown rot and a positive linear correlation was found between the two diseases. Banana fruit 
grown on plants with light BLSD pressure were less susceptible to crown rot than the ones 
grown under heavy pressure. On the other hand, it was realized that SD has no effect on 
banana’s susceptibility to crown rot. These observations suggested that BLSD’s impact on 
fruit’s susceptibility was more important than SD’s impact. Heavy BLSD infection induces 
differences in leaf surface (source reduction) as well as morphological differences in diameter 
for fruits under different treatments harvested at the same physiological age. Leaf spot 
diseases reduce source-sink (So-Si) ratio and induce high competition between banana fruits 
and the poor availability of assimilates during growth, leading to different level of 
susceptibility to crown rot. However, heavy SD pressure did not lead to the same effect on 
fruit’s physiology vis-à-vis crown rot development. Physiological mechanisms involved in 
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host/pathogen interactions such as pathogenic fungus invasion and fruit susceptibility to 
crown rot disease could be different for BLSD and SD. 
 
 
 
PROSPECTS  
 
Some abiotic and biotic pre-harvest factors are known to influence the development of 
crown rot disease through fluctuations that could be linked either to fruit susceptibility or to 
fruit contamination. Abiotic factors often weaken plants, making them more susceptible to 
biotic factors (fungi, nematodes, bacteria and viruses). These pre-harvest factors are keys in 
the post-harvest development of crown rot disease and its control. Since the quality potential 
of the fruit depends on pre-harvest factors that influence the level of fruit’s susceptibility at 
harvest, a better understanding of these pre-harvest factors could limit the risk of development 
of crown rot disease. However, not very much is known about other pre-harvest factors that 
can influence the level of fruit contamination such as nutrients deficiencies (N, P, K …), 
amounts of moisture available, mechanical and chemical injury, and light intensity for 
photosynthesis. Since the So-Si ratio was highlighted along this study as influencing the fruit 
susceptibility variation, it would be particularly important to assess the light intensity effect.  
 
The altitude influence must be confirmed by setting up experiments in different 
plantations of variant altitudes especially high-altitude. The presence of BLSD on banana tree 
could be a limiting factor for the physiological component of the fruits quality. Therefore, it 
would be significant to define threshold, levels of the BLSD severity without any effect on the 
bananas susceptibility to post-harvest diseases. These results also question the mechanism 
involved in banana crown rot susceptibility variations. This question has been studied in 
second part (II). 
 
On the other hand, it is essential to assess one another important part of the fruit quality 
potential : the parasitic component. Right now, we have no idea on the type of interactions 
(synergic and/or antagonist) occurring within the broad unspecific and opportunistic parasitic 
complex responsible of the crown rot disease. Moreover, fungal endophytes have been 
reported to protect plants (tomato, barley, banana …) against pathogens and pests. The banana 
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crown interaction with some endophytic microorganisms like the non-pathogenic Fusarium 
oxysporium is not yet study and could be useful in this research topic. It would be thus, 
important to study the different interactions within the parasitic complex in other to 
understand the level of fluctuation of banana susceptibility to crown rot and select some 
potential successful biocontrol agents. 
 
 
 
PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS  
 
The two major results (of this part) imply that the application of the fungicides on the 
banana fruits in order to reduce post-harvest diseases incidence should be directed to the 
production zones, the seasons of the year and the MLSD pressure. 
Based on our results, a reliable methodology for the evaluation of fruit’s susceptibility to 
crown rot is the storage of banana fruits at 13° C for 13dpi (days post-inoculation by 
Colletotrichum musae without artificially ripening with ethylene). Furthermore, the choice of 
high-altitude production zone and dry season can be more adopted in the context of an 
integrated strategy reducing or avoiding post-harvest chemical treatment. However, these 
alternative methods for the control of the development of crown rot disease should also 
consider the management of BLSD.   
 
 
(II)  
The second part of this work was focused on the phenolic content variations of banana 
crown which may be linked to fruit’s susceptibility variation that have undergone severe 
modification in So-Si ratio. The influence of severe modification in So-Si ratio was highly 
significant on fruit’s susceptibility to crown rot, fruits with low So-Si ratio being more 
susceptible than the ones with high So-Si ratio. The severe modification in So-Si ratio was 
also found to significantly influence some banana trees and fruit characteristics leading to 
wide variation in banana fruit’s morphology. It was suggested that the cutting off of some 
hands at flowering induces less competition and good availability of assimilates during the 
growth of the hand left on the bunch. On the other hand, the severe mechanical defoliation at 
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flowering reduces the photosynthetic activity of the banana tree and also appears to influence 
the processes determining fruit’s susceptibility to the development of crown rot disease.  
 
Samples of extreme treatments with differential susceptibility to crown rot, i.e. high So-
Si ratio (12L/1H and S-) and low So-Si ratio (1L/8H and S+) were selected for GC-MS, HPLC 
and LC-MS analyses. Chromatographic analyses were used to characterize the phenolic 
content of banana crowns and to evaluate their involvement in variations of banana 
susceptibility in both susceptible (S+) and less susceptible (S-) banana crowns at two stages 
(dhbi and 13dpi). The first focus was on catecholamines characterization by GC-MS, 
followed by phenolics characterization by HPLC and LC-MS. So far, there is no report in the 
literature on the phenolic content of banana crowns (S- and S+) at two stages (dhbi and 13dpi). 
GC-MS method allowed a good separation, identification and quantification of dopamine, 
norepinephrine and normetanephrine (catecholamines). HPLC method enabled a good 
separation of phenolic standards while LC-MS conditions used allowed the ESI-MS detection 
of most these standards.  
 
The amount of phenolics accumulated by banana crowns less susceptible (S-) to crown 
rot was higher as compared to the susceptible (S+) ones. Dopamine was identified as the 
major compound in banana crown. In GC-MS and ESP-HPLC conditions, no difference was 
found in dopamine content between the healthy and infected crown the dhbi and 13dpi. But in 
EBP-HPLC conditions, this amount was significantly decreased in the S+ (1L/8H) crown 
samples 13dpi, while it remain unchanged in the S- (12L/1H) at both stages. Norepinephrine 
and normetanephrine were found in high quantity the dhbi in banana crown, especially in the 
S+ crowns. The number of phenolics is more important in the EBP than in the ESP. However, 
the concentration of dopamine in the crown was significantly higher in ESP as compared to 
the EBP. The chromatographic profile of banana crown EBP differs quantitatively, but not 
qualitatively, with regard to the level of susceptibility to crown rot (S+ and S-) and the stage 
(dhbi and 13dpi). In the EBP for both treatment and at both stages, ten major peaks were 
detected and identified for some, while others remain unidentified. Accumulation in a highly 
significant level of hydroxycinnamic acids (ferulic acid, coumaric acid and their derivatives) 
and other unidentified compounds the dhbi, were associated with less susceptibility (S-) of 
banana crown samples to crown rot as compared to the susceptible (S+) ones. However, the 
level of these phenolics decreased significantly at the 13dpi stage.  
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Fluctuations in dopamine level between the S- and the S+ crown samples, and the dhbi 
and 13dpi stage can be explained by the potential involvement of dopamine in the banana 
crown defense response to pathogens attack as a mediator of plant defense. Moreover, the 
higher amount of norepinephrine and normetanephrine in S+ crowns can indicate a potential 
stress in crown tissues. However, physiological mechanisms involve in dopamine 
accumulation are not yet understood. Dopamine, coumaric acid and its methyl ester, ferulic 
acid and its acid extraction by-product have been previously identified in banana tissues and 
they were related to defense mechanisms. Compounds 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8 remain unknown and 
like the identified compound, the dhbi, they were found in higher amounts in the S- crowns as 
compared to the S+ ones and this level significantly decreased at 13dpi especially in the S+ 
crown, except for compound 4 and coumaric acid methyl ester. Maybe all these phenolics 
have a potential role in banana crown defense. Possible antifungal effects and/or maturation 
effects can explain the decrease observed at 13dpi stage but this cannot be confirmed with 
certainty at this stage. The phenolic content of banana crown could thus be part of the 
biochemical response of the mechanism involved in banana susceptibility variation. 
 
 
PROSPECTS 
 
Some phenolics are known to be involved in banana tissues response to pathogenic 
attack. The present results give fundamental information on the implication of phenolics in 
the biochemical basis of banana susceptibility variation to crown rot disease. However, with 
the current state of knowledge, this information cannot be useful to direct the crop 
management. Hence, this study should be the starting point to understand the function of 
phenolics in banana crown defense. The unknown but interesting compounds obtained during 
this study having a potential implication in the banana crown defense will be extracted, 
purified and completely characterized. The fungicidal activities of all these phenolics will 
then be biochemically tested in vitro.  
The mechanisms involved in banana crown tissues susceptibility fluctuation are not yet 
understood. We need to continue the study of the crown defense mechanism in order to 
understand the biochemical events that occur in banana crown tissues in the first hours and 
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days after pathogen penetration, before the infection establishment, and till 13dpi stage. It is 
also important to understand the mechanism of the biosynthesis of phenolics in banana crown 
in other to have an idea on the fluctuations in the quantity of these phenolics between the dhbi 
and 13dpi. This will be helpful to determine if these compounds were preexisting and/or de 
novo synthesized (induced by mechanical wound and/or infection, notably wounding during 
the formation of banana clusters in the packing station). Moreover, it will be important to 
assess maturation effect (13 day after harvest) on phenolics composition of healthy banana 
crown. 
 
 
PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS 
 
 Phenolics could be used as chemical criterion for estimation of the level of bananas 
susceptibility to crown rot. These indicators could be used later in a model of integration 
capable of providing a decision-making aid to producers and various actors of the banana 
industry. This can lead to the reduction of the pesticides used in banana culture, and more 
particularly in the elimination of post-harvest fungicidal treatments.  
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